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Abstract
The relationship between direct operating cost (DOC) and noise annoyance
due to a departure and an arrival operation was developed for commercial tilt
rotor aircraft. This was accomplished by generating a series of tilt rotor
aircraft designs to meet various noise goals at minimum DOC. These vehicles
ranged across the spectrum of possible noise levels from completely uncon-
strained to the quietest vehicles that could be designed within the study
ground rules. Optimization parameters were varied to find the minimum DOC.
This basic variation was then extended to different aircraft sizes and tech-
nology time frames. It was concluded that reducing noise annoyance by designing
for lower rotor tip speeds is a very promising avenue for future research and
development. It appears that the cost of halving the annoyance compared to
an unconstrained design is insignificant and the cost of halving the annoyance
again is small.
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The tilt rotor VTOL aircraft configuration is a contender for future
intercity public transportation, particularly in densely populated regions.
Like other rotary wing aircraft types, the tilt rotor is inherently quiet
due to its low disc loading and low flow velocities in and around the propulsion
device. However, intercity service would likely involve large vehicles and
high frequency of operations at some terminals. Because of the small area
of vertiports, aircraft operations would be closer to the surrounding non-user
population. Thus the vehicles should be as quiet as possible.
In order to help assess the potential of tilt rotor aircraft as a viable
part of an intercity transportation system, the relationship between noise
reduction and operational cost increases must be known. There are two methods
of reducing the noise exposure due to aircraft operations: changes in flight
profile and changes in design. The aircraft trajectory can be moved further
from the listeners, the amount of noise generated can be reduced by reducing
thrust, or the speed can be increased in order to reduce noise exposure time.
This method of noise reduction is explored for VTOL aircraft in References 1
and 2. This method does not generally have a significant impact on direct
operating cost (DOC). The second method is to change the design of the aircraft
to reduce the noise generated at a given distance, thrust level, and speed.
This is the method considered here.
Design changes for noise reduction in a 12,000 lb. gross weight tilt
rotor aircraft are discussed in Reference 3 in considerable depth both from
the military point of view (to reduce aural detectability) and the commercial
point of view (to reduce noise annoyance). It was found that reduction of the
rotor tip speed used in the helicopter mode and during conversion is the most
effective means of reducing noise annoyance. Other design changes which were con-
sidered include variations in number of blades, blade tip shape, blade plan-
form, blade airfoil section, blade twist, and blade spacing. Dramatic noise
reductions could not be accomplished with these changes and they would not
result in a dramatic change in DOC. Therefore these types of changes were
neglected.
The object of this study was to develop the relationship between direct
operating cost and noise annoyance for tilt rotor aircraft. This was accom-
plished by generating a series of tilt rotor aircraft designs to meet various
noise goals at minimum DOC. These vehicles ranged across the spectrum of
possible noise levels from completely unconstrained to the quietest vehicle
that could be designed within the study ground rules. Optimization parameters
were varied to find the minimum DOC. This basic variation was then extended
to different aircraft sizes and technology time frames. This study is similar
to one conducted previously by the Flight Transportation Laboratory for heli-
copters (Ref. 4). However, unlike the helicopter work, this study uses a
single measure for evaluating total community annoyance due to a flight cycle
composed of one departure and one arrival.
2.0 Design Procedure
In this study a large number of tilt rotor aircraft designs were created
with the aid of a preliminary design computer program (Ref. 5). The purpose
of this preliminary design program is to rapidly obtain parametric variations
of the design for a set of particular requirements. The program does not
internally optimize the design; this is done by the user. The program takes
as input a set of design parameters sufficient to fix the design. It then
performs the normal preliminary design calculations to obtain both the other
design parameters of interest and various figures of merit. Figures of merit
include performance parameters such as speed, payload-range, direct operating
cost, and noise annoyance. The noise annoyance portion is the subject of
section 3.
2.1 Program Description
A flow chart of the preliminary design computer program is shown in
Figure 1. The program begins by reading input data. Various parameters which
are independent of gross weight are then calculated: atmospheric properties,
fuselage profile drag and constant weights.
Then the program goes into a design procedure which is an iteration on
gross weight. Initially a gross weight is estimated from the constant weights;
on succeeding iterations a new gross weight is found from those of the preceding
two iterations.
Next rotors and wing are sized. The rotor radius is found from the input
disc loading. The wing span is based on rotor-fuselage clearance. The wing
loading is input and the area and aspect ratio are calculated. The hover thrust
coefficient is found, using the input tip speed and corrected for wing download.
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Then the rotor solidity is found using the input thrust coefficient to solidity
ratio (CT/) .
The cruise lift to drag ratio is found from the wing and fuselage geometry.
Then the cruise propulsive efficiency of the rotors is calculated according to
an empirical formula from the cruise forward Mach number, the cruise tip Mach
number, and the rotor solidity.
Next the airplane mode best rate of climb speed is calculated. Then the
conversion speed and airplane mode wing lift coefficient are calculated,
corresponding to the input helicopter mode maximum advance ratio. This lift
coefficient and the ratio of the airplane mode best rate of climb speed to
the conversion speed are output to evaluate conversion performance.
Then the powerplant is sized to the maximum of the requirements for
emergency hover, conversion and cruise. The emergency hover requirement is
for one engine out hover on a hot day at an input altitude. The conversion
requirement is established by an input conversion power factor (labelled
"Excess Factor Hel Mode" in the output) which is the ratio of conversion
power desired to normal hover power. Power is corrected for temperature,
altitude, forward speed and r.p.m. It is assumed that the engines operate
at rated r.p.m. in hover and a penalty is accepted for any reduction in r.p.m.
in the airplane mode. This completes the selection of design parameters.
The aircraft is then flown through the design mission to find the fuel
consumed. The assumed mission profile consists of ten phases: takeoff,
acceleration and conversion to the airplane mode, airplane mode climb, accelera-
tion to cruise speed, cruise, airplane mode descent, deceleration and conver-
sion to helicopter mode, hover, landing, and reserve. The portion which is
independent of cruise altitude is done separately, so that it will not be
repeated in the stage length variation later. The fuel burn rate is corrected
in each phase for power setting, r.p.m., forward speed and altitude. Optional
provision is made for the aircraft to obey the FAA speed limit of 250 kt. IAS
below 10,000 feet. If the aircraft has more installed power than that required
for cruise at design cruise speed, and if the drive system and rotor limits
permit, then the aircraft is allowed to cruise faster, up to these limits.
Cruise fuel is calculated according the Breguet method.
Then the component weights are calculated. Both the rotor and drive system
weights are taken to be the highest resulting from helicopter mode and airplane
mode hover coning angle exceeds 8.50, weight is added to approximate tip weight
and blade weight necessary to reduce coning to this amount. Here it is assumed
that the rotor is of the gimballed type having a first flatwise bending mode
frequency of 2 per rev. The wing weight is independent of flap area, but is
adjusted for the lift coefficient required in conversion.
Now the component weights and fuel weights are summed, which results in
a new gross wieght. If the difference between the new and old gross weights
is greater than ten pounds, the design procedure goes throught another cycle.
When the iteration is complete, the parameters describing the final design are
printed.
The vehicle is then flown through various input stage lengths which are less
than the design range, with appropriate input cruise altitudes. The time,
distance and fuel for each stage is calculated and printed. Then the program
calculates the direct operating cost (DOC) for each stage length, by category,
and prints this out. The DOC is calculated according the Lockheed/New York
Airways formula. (Ref. 6)
2.2 Calibration
In order to calibrate the computer program, the program was used to produce
approximations of two existing tilt rotor designs. These were the Bell D302
(Ref. 7) of 44,100 lb. gross weight and the Vertol 215 (Ref. 8) of 67,000 lb.
gross weight. These designs were picked because they represent the experience
of two different firms and they are near the middle of the size range of interest.
Both were configured as transport aircraft. However, they were designed to
meet military requirements which compromised their effectiveness as commercial
aircraft. By making allowances for the military requirements in the inputs
to the computer program, good agreement with the original designs was obtained.
Both of these designs are intended to represent approximately 1975 technology,
and therefore the values of the technology factors which gave the best agreement
in the calibration were considered to be 1975 values.
3.0 Noise Evaluation Procedure
3.1 Departure Path
After the direct operating cost portion of the computer program, the de-
parture trajectory to 10,000 feet altitude is calculated in detail. The result
is a time history of the distance, altitude, flight path angle, thrust and
rotor tilt angle relative to the flight path. This history then is input to
the noise annoyance calculation.
The departure path is shown schematically in Figure 2. (This path is
intended to be an approximation of the minimum trip time path with the obstacle
clearance constraint.) Throughout this path, acceleration is constrained by
power available. There are three other constraints for passenger comfort.
The acceleration builds up smoothly over a specified time to its allowable
input maximum, which is used for all phases of flight. The rate of rotation
of the acceleration vector after obstacle clearance is specified. Finally,
the maximum fuselage pitch angle is specified.
To determine the departure path prior to the airplane mode climb, the
program considers steps in velocity, of input size, and calculates the accelera-
tion magnitude according to the routine shown in Figure 3. The rotor tilt angle
is first found from the balance of forces perpendicular to the acceleration vec-
tor and the power limited acceleration magnitude is found from the force
balance parallel to the acceleration vector. If the power limited acceleration
is larger than the allowable acceleration, the force balances are set up again
and solved for the thrust and a new tilt angle. The time, distance, altitude,
and flight path angle are found from the acceleration and velocity. The forces
and angular relationships are shown in Figure 4. The nomenclature is given in
Table 1.
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Fig. 2 'Departure path schematic
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Fig. 4 Forces and angular relationships
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Induced Velocity of Rotors, ft/sec
Total Rotor Thrust, lb.
Total Rotor In-Plane Force, lb.
Lift of Wing Portion not Influenced
by Rotor Flow, lb.
Lift of Wing Portion Influenced by
Rotor Flow, lb.
Lift of Wing, lb.
Drag of Wing Portion not Influenced
by Rotor Flow, lb.
Drag of Wing Portion Influenced by
Rotor Flow, lb.
Drag of Wing, lb.
Drag of Nacelles, lb.
Drag of Landing Gear, lb.
Drag of Fuselage and Tail, lb.
Flight Path Angle, deg.
Angle between Rotor Mast and Freestream
Velocity, deg.
Angle between Wing Zero Lift Line
and Horizontal, deg.
Angle of Attack of Wing Portion not
Influenced by Rotor Flow, deg.











A simple model is used to predict the performance of the rotor and wing
through the complete range of rotor tilt angles. Elementary helicopter blade
element and momentum theory formulae are used to find the rotor thrust, since
the advance and inflow ratios are not large. To predict the wing forces, it
is assumed that the flow through the rotor is fully developed when it reaches
the wing. Hence the portion of the wing that is influenced by the rotor is
that portion which is overlapped by the inner half of the disc area. On this
portion of the wing the tctal slipstream velocity is assumed to be the vector
sum of the freestream velocity and the fully developed induced velocity of the
rotor. The optimum flap deflection cannot be conveniently found, so it is
assumed to be equal to the flight path angle. The aircraft is assumed to be
pitched up to the input maximum, or until the angle of attack of the rotor-
influenced portion of the wing is 30 less than stall, whichever is less, until
the aircraft reaches the speed where the wing lift is equal to the gross weight.
Conventional fixed wing methods are used to calculate performance at the
beginning of the airplane mode climb and at 10,000 feet altitude.
3.2 Arrival Trajectory
The arrival trajectory is calculated in a manner analogous to the departure
trajectory. Again the result is a table of time, distance, altitude, flight
path angle, and rotor tilt angle relative to the flight path. The noise annoy-
ance calculation is then repeated using this data. Finally, the annoyance for
one departure operation and the annoyance for one arrival operation are added
to give total annoyance.
The arrival path is shown schematically in Figure 5. This path is intended
to be representative of realistic tilt rotor approach paths under instrument
flight rules, assuming no fail-safe guidance or stability augmentation devices
FIGURE 5: ARRIVAL PATH SCHEMATIC
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are available. This path is not simply a reversal of the departure path for
several reasons. Some deceleration is required in the airplane mode prior to
conversion because the airplane mode descent speed is higher than the airplane
mode climb speed.
Deceleration to 200 knots must occur at or above 3,000 feet in order to
comply with FAA speed restrictions within five miles of airports having control
towers. It is desirable to continue in the airplane mode as long as possible
to minimize trip time. Also, the maximumdeceleration during the deceleration
and conversion phase is too slow if the aircraft is permitted to descend at the
same time. Hence, the deceleration and conversion is at 1,500 feet. The final
helicopter mode approach phase must be at constant speed and at a shallow angle
to prevent the rotors entering the vortex ring state, to avoid excessive pilot
workload, and to allow a reasonable missed approach procedure.
In the straight line deceleration phases, the deceleration is always
along the flight path and may not exceed the input maximum. The deceleration
is smoothed as is done for the departure trajectory.
The trajectory for the airplane mode phases is calculated using conventional
fixed wing methods. The airplane mode deceleration phase is divided into an
input number of steps in velocity. The deceleration at each velocity is found
using a routine shown in Figure 6. The descent and deceleration phases are
joined by circular arc path segments.
The remaining phases of the arrival trajectory are handled in a way very
closely analogous to that of the departure trajectory. The deceleration phases
are each divided into an input number of steps and the descent phases are
represented by points at each end. The first point in the deceleration and
conversion phase is calculated using the airplane mode deceleration routine.






















FIGURE 6: FLOW CHART FOR AIRPLANE MODE DECELERATION
T
routine shown in Figure 7 is applied, whether or not there is deceleration.
The pitch altitude is kept constant at the value required to keep wing lift
equal to weight at the first point of the phase throughout the deceleration
and conversion phase. During the circular arc that follows the aircraft is
pitched down to obtain the input maximum downward fuselage angle, and this
altitude is held through to hover. During the final vertical descent the
aircraft is rotated to 3* nose up for landing. The minimum practical power
during conversion and helicopter mode phases is assumed to be 20 percent of the
induced power in hover, following Reference 2. Flap deflection is scheduled
according to dynamic pressure, being 0* at 250 knots indicated airspeed-and
90* at 0 knots.
3.3 Noise Measure
The noise measure used in this work is essentially the same as employed
in a previous study on this topic (Ref. 16). Predicted noise output (Sound
Pressure Level) is referenced to points on the ground allowing for absorption
and attenuation. Time and octave band distributions are combined to form
loudness. EPNdb is the best generally accepted measure for comparing noise
of different types. EPNdb is converted by the following formula to annoyance:
annoyance = 10 (EPNdb - background)/33.2
The annoyance over a surrounding population is summed for both departure
and landing to calculate the total noise impact.
This annoyance measure is based on the following principles:
1) a noise 10 db louder is twice as annoying











FIGURE 7: FLOW CHART FOR CONVERSION AND HELICOPTER
MODE DECELERATION ROUTINE
3) the total annoyance resulting from two people listening to a noise
is twice the annoyance of one person listening to the same noise.
Figure 8 shows the small airport and the buffer zone included in the
analysis. Otherwise a constant population distribution is assumed. If nine
out of ten vertiport sites had an approach free from residential population
then different ground population assumptions would be appropriate. Different
vehicle designs would result.
3.4 Noise Prediction Techniques
3.4.1 Tactical Approach
A detailed calculation of the noise at 300 different time intervals for
9 octave bands at 1300 ground reference points did not appear practical.
Instead, interpolation was used between detailed calculations which covered
variations in distance, viewing angle, closing speed, and thrust. Interpolation
was not linear, but rather associated with functional shapes appropriate to
the phenomena. Accuracy within one or two decibels was generally attained,
with greater errors occurring only in extreme cases for the noisiest vehicle.
3.4.2 Noise Prediction Formula
Vortex noise was predicted in the same manner as in the previous work
(Ref. 16). The sound pressure level formula was derived from Schlegel et al.
(Ref. 10):
7.62 x 10-2 T2(V )2
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Cutoff = 80 PNdb
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Peak frequency was calculated by:
peak tip/c
Directionality was calculated by the formula:
DIR = 10 log10 cos 2< + 0.1
0.21
Rotational noise was found to be significant for the lower octaves in
all designs. The prediction method was developed entirely from the work of
Ollerhead and Lowson (Ref. 9). The appendix to Reference 9 provides a graphi-
cal method for predicting the sound at several harmonics of the blade passing
frequency. The sound pressure level is
To
SPL = I + 10 log R2
where In is a value obtained from Figure 29 of Reference 9 using the appropriate
viewing angle and effective blade Mach number.
Following the lead of Ollerhead and Lowson in Reference 9, no change in
the fall off of SPL with harmonic number was made for changes in advance ratio.
Although there is little knowledge of the exact nature of the decrease of rota-
tional noise with greater advance ratios, it is generally assumed that this
phenomenon exists. Although Schmit, Stepniewski, et al. (Ref. 2) have presented
one correction on the basis of the available evidence, it was not employed in
the current work. First, the correction is small for the range of operations in
this work. Second, the correction is smallest for the lower harmonics of blade
loadings. In the tilt rotor designs studied, vortex noise dominates the higher
harmonics, so errors in rotational noise in these frequencies are unimportant.
3.4.3 Minimum Noise Levels
It appears from work by Widnall (Ref. 11) and also by Leverton (Ref. 18)
as well as unpublished experimental data at M.I.T., that below thrust levels
in the neighborhood of 70% of design thrust, noise levels do not decrease
with thrust. Widnall bases this cutoff on blade CL. Noise levels experienced
in this condition are a combination of vortex and rotational noise. No infor-
mation as to the relative importance of the two is available. The conditions
at the cutoff thrust level were used for all lesser thrust level in this study.
Vortex noise at zero thrust would seem to come from drag, and rotational
noise from higher order loadings, which are not zero even when the mean thrust
is zero.
The formula suggested by Reference 11 for the minimum thrust is:
Tmin = 1.5 x Ab (Vtip /00) 2
3.4.4 Blade Slap
When blade slap exists, it is the dominant noise pattern for existing
helicopters. Unfortunately, while crude prediction methods exist for vortex
and the lower levels of rotational noise, there are no good estimates of
levels of noise from blade slap.
The noisiest design studied here most probably experiences blade slap in
descent. The quieter designs may well avoid it due to drastically reduced
tip speeds. In any case blade slap is so loud and so annoying that it is
unlikely that any commercial tilt rotor vehicle will operate which produces
this phenomenon. The ground rules for the study eliminated blade slap from
consideration, and no attempt to predict the noise from blade slap was made.
4.0 Study Method and Ground Rules
4.1 Variations
The basic variation consisted of five aircraft designs of 1980 time frame
having 50 seats. These vehicles ranged across the spectrum of possible
noise levels, from completely unconstrained to the quietest vehicle that could
be designed within the study ground rules. The aircraft designs generated
in this study are designated by codes consisting of a letter mnemonic indica-
ting the noise class, a number indicating the time frame and a number indicating
the size in terms of passenger seats. The noise goals that were used for
design optimization were in terms of total annoyance calculated by the computer
program. The goals are arranged so that adjacent designs differ in annoyance
by about a factor of five. The basic variation aircraft and their noise goals
are shown in Table 3. The parameters that were varied to find the minimum DOC
aircraft for each noise goal are shown in Table 4, along with the approximate
range over which they were varied. The final optimal values of these parameters
are given in Table 10, section 5.
In size the basic variation was repeated for sizes of 20, 80 and 110 seats.
The gross weight did not converge for S-80-110, as discussed in Section 5, so
it is not included here. In time the basic variation was repeated for time
frames of 1975 and 1985. In this study, the time frame is intended to be the
year of initial prototype flight testing, with airline service following
two to five years later. The-values of the -parameters whch-were~changed
to produce the size and time frame variations are given in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively. The 1975 values of the parameters used in the time frame varia-
tion are based on the calibration of the computer program as discussed in
Section 2. The 1980 and 1985 values were derived extrapolating historical
trends and knowledge of projected technological developments. The optimality





D-80-50 Double Quiet 1.5
S-80-50 Silent Minimum
Table 4 Design Optimization Parameters
Parameter Units Range
-Cruise Speed mph 260-425
Disc Loading lbs/ft2  5.5-14
Helicopter Mode Tip Speed ft/sec 350-850
Airplane Mode Tip Speed ft/sec 350-600
Wing Loading lbs/ft2  50-100
Conversion Power Factor* 1.20-1.70
* Ratio of power desired in conversion to that required in a normal hover.
Tabl e 3 Basic Variation Noise Ranges
b a Dasico Paraeters Varied with Size
50 30 119
Cabi.,.Cre 0 1 23
Fuselage Iength, . 55 80 95 110
Fuselage Diameter, ft. 8.5 10 115 13
Table 6 Design Parameters Varied with Ti.e ,rame
Parameter 1975
Rotor Hover Efficiency 0.83
Rotor Conversion Efficienty OX81
Specif ic Fuel Consatption, 0.42
Ib/hp. hr.
AirfraMe Weight Technology ,80
Rotor Weight Mcftriology 1. 05
F&ctor -
Drive system T1ight Technoleqy 0.85
FaCitor

















of the values of the optimization parameters found in the basic variation
was checked by varying each of these parameters singly for extreme points
of the size and time frame variations, namely C-75-20, C-80-110, S-80-6C,
C-75-50, and S-85-50, S-75-50, and S-85-50. No significant improvements
could be found so these parameters were kept constant for each noise class
throughout the size and time frame variations.
In all the previous variations the departure obstacle clearance path was
kept fixed at 600 to 100 feet. In order to assess how this choice of path
might affect the results, the departure obstacle clearance path was varied.
Eight other departure paths were considered with obstacle heights of 50, 100
and 200 feet and obstacle clearance angles of 30*, 600 and 90*. It was found
that the basic variation aircraft did not have sufficient power in the conver-
sion phase to execute the departure paths having greater obstacle heights or
steeper obstacle clearance angles. The reason for this is the assumption in
the departure path calculation that the vertical speed built up in the obstacle
clearance phase is maintained through the acceleration and conversion phase.
The higher paths require that conversion be executed while maintaining a
greater vertical speed requiring extra power which the basic variation aircraft
do not have. Therefore the path variation was accomplished using a more
powerful aircraft, QP-80-50. This design is similar to Q-80-50 but the con-
version power factor has been increased from 1.40 to 2.00.
Finally a hovering case was run to develop a standard level of total
annoyance. A vehicle was found which generated 95.0 PNdB at 500 ft. distance
while hovering at 100 ft. altitude. This is approximately the noise level of
the Vertol 347 helicopter. Then this vehicle was hovered over the center of
the vertiport for one minute at 100 ft. altitude to obtain a standard level
of total annoyance. All gross levels of annoyance produced by other vehicles
were divided by this value to obtain relative annoyance, which is used for all
plots.
4.2 Constraints
Several constraints, which are external to the computer proyram, were
obeyed during the variations described above. A rotor solidity of 0.25
was considered the arbitrary maximum.. The wing aspect ratio was kept below
8.0 to avoid aeroelastic problems. The wing loading was kept above 50 to
permit reasonable ride quality. Finally the conversion speed was not per-
mitted to be less than two thirds of the airplane mode best rate-of-climb
speed, in order to have an adequate conversion corridor.
4.3 Constants
The values of significant constants which were used throughout the study
are shown in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10. Complete data on all the aircraft designs
discussed in this report is presented in Appendix 1. Direct operating cost
was calculated at a variety of stage lengths. The cost over two 200 mile
segments, with the engines not shut down at the intermediate stop, was
selected as representative of typical high-density short haul operations.
DOC is in 1973 dollars.
r~bi~ 7 I)335~q~n. Con st~
Design Range, stat. ml.
Cruise Al'"itude, ft.
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Tabla 9 Departure Path Constants
Parameter Valne
Max. Fuselage Pitch Angle, deg. 20
M Accel.- Vector Rotation Rate, de'. sec. IQ
Accalarationr Buildup Timte, sec.
Obstacle Clearance Angle, deg. 60*
Obstaler Clearanw Mietiir ft10",
*Except in Path Variation
'"able
Table 10. Arrival Path Constants
Parameter Value
Max. Downward Fuselage Pitch Angle, deg. 10
Deceleration Buildup Time, sec. 5
Altitude of Airplane Mode Deceleration, ft. 3000
Altitude of Deceleration and Conversion, ft. 1500
Speed at End of Airplane Mode Deceleration, kt. 200
Final Approach Speed, kt. 60
Final Approach Path Angle, deg. 8
5.0 Results and Discussion
5.1 Overview
A very small sacrifice in direct operating cost can reduce the annoyance
of tilt rotor vehicle operations from a quite substantial level to a very
modestamount. However, eliminating all annoyance is technically very difficult
and simultaneously quite expensive. Silent designs, when possible, repre-
sented a 30% increase in DOC.
Figure 9 illustrates this relationship for fifty seat vehicles in the
1980 time frame. The conventional, modern, quiet, and double quiet vehicles
(C, M, Q, and D respectively) have almost the same cost. Yet, the annoyance
ranges from 25 to 1.
Table 11 describes more completely the vehicles under discussion. The
process of quieting is to reduce disc loading and hover tip speed. Even
though the arrival sideline noise is several decibels below that of departures,
arrival annoyance is the greater number due to the lower flight angle and
subsequent longer footprint on arrival.
There is little change in the relationship with changes in technology
level as represented by the year of first prototype. Figure 10 shows
identical curves for the different time frames, although displaced by approxi-
mately $1.00 per seat trip which is saved on each vehicle by the changes in
weights and efficiencies.
Small vehicles tend to be quite expensive, as well as a little noisier
than large vehicles of similar deisgn. Figure 11 suggests that vehicles with
80 seats have attained most of the economies of vehicle size which might be
available without creating excessive amounts of noise.
It must be noted that large vehicles of very quiet design (the S-80-110
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Table 11. Charactersitics of Basic Variation Aircraft
C M Q D S
EPNdb @500' Sideline
Departure 107.6 99.4 93.8 91.1 80
Arrival 105.7 94.5 91.0 87.6 80
Relative Annoyance
Departure 16.6 3.22 .86 .40 0
Arrival 20.9 5.61 2.15 1.14 .021
Total 37.5 7.72 3.00 1.55 .021
DOC, $/Seat Trip for
Two 200 Mile Trips 14.20 14.29 14.02 14.99 19.07
Disc Loading lbs/ft2 13.0 10.0 8.5 7.0 5.5
Radius 22.9 26.2 28.7 32.0 39.3
Sol idity 0.093 0.093 0.098 0.087 0.174
Tip Speed, hover 800 700 630 607 380
Tip Speed, cruise 570 550 540 540 380
Wing Loading 102 84.0 72.0 62.0 52
Cruise Speed 446 427 411 401 323
Gross Wt 42883 43006 44115 45116 53479
Fuel Wt 4430 3921 3746 3633 3795
Cruise L/D 9.78 9.91 9.93 9.94 13.15
Number of Blades 3 3 3 3 6
Conversion Power Factor 1.3 1.25 1.4 1.4 1.5
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RELATIVE ANlNOYANCE
vehicle) may be impossible. The design program increases structural weight
with increases in grossweight. The large and heavy rotors on this S vehicle
cause structural weight increases. This increased the gross weight without
bound. It is this effect, basically an example of the cube-square law,
which forces the bend upward in the total operating cost line for silent
vehicles in Figure 12. Otherwise, total operating cost seems to be linear
with size.
5.2 The Quiet Designs
The basic mechanism for quiet tilt rotor designs is a reduction in the
hover and tip speed. This has the effect of reducing both vortex and rota-
tional noise. The lower blade passing frequencies also push the rotational
noise into the lower ranges of human hearing, where people do not hear as
well. Table 11 shows that hover tip speeds are reduced from 800 to 600
feet per second.
The other major modification is a steady reduction in disc loading.
The combination of this and the tip speed reduction requires larger and
heavier rotors, which increases costs. However, improved cruise and hover
efficiencies compensate somewhat for the slower and heavier vehicles, and
the cost rise is not severe.
The constraints on wing design are: 1) the aspect ratio should not rise
above 8, to assure structural roundness; and 2) that the tip rotors clear
the fuselage by a foot. These rules drive the quieter designs to larger
wings and lower wing loadings as noted in Table 11. This is a consequence
rather than an objective of the quieting process.
As tip speeds in hover are reduced, a modest reduction in cruise tip
speeds is useful, along with a minor sacrifice in cruise speed. These
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FIGURE 12:
tradeoffs are in part controlled by the growth of the wing, which forces
slower cruise speeds even at some sacrifice in cruise times and thus DOC.
The number of blades in all designs is at a minimum, and the noise for
increased numbers of blades would be much higher. Any increase in blades
increases the blade passing frequency, which drives rotational noise upward
toward sensitive aural ranges. In order to avoid this effect, no increase
in solidity is sought as vehicles become quieter. This is counter to the
tradeoffs dependent entirely on vortex noise as given by Reference 16.
It is this same reduction in blade passing frequency in the larger designs
which explains the very minor reduction in noise annoyance of larger vehicles.
Apparently, it more than makes up for the increase in thrust.
5.3 Characteristics of the Annoyance
The annoyance on approach is far greater than that of departure, particu-
larly for the quieter designs, because the low approach path exposes more
ground area to noise. The modest changes in departure annoyance with flight
path that are illustrated in Figure 13 do not have a large influence on the
total annoyance, or the DOC.
From a systems view the noise per seat can be made quite small for the
larger designs. It would appear that a quiet or double quiet design in the
80 passenger range can be both economical and quiet. While the 110 passenger
design is quieter still, its use would reduce frequency of service. The noise
per seat is illustrated in Figure 14. This statistic is somewhat misleading,
since it is usually impractical to substitute one large aircraft for two
departures of smaller aircraft.
It is interesting to note that annoyance, measured as the sum of the number
of people annoyed weighted by the degree of annoyance, is sensitive to only
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modest reductions in sideline noise measurements. Figure 15 shows relative
annoyances being reduced by one quarter when noise at the sideline is halved
(reduced by ten decibels).
FIGURE 15: DOC vs SIDELINE NOISE
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6.0 Conclusions
Preliminary design studies suggest that the noise annoyance of commercial
tilt rotor vehicle operations can be either substantially reduced or nearly
eliminated. Significant reductions in tip speeds and disc loadings appear
to be possible without undue sacrifices in operating costs. The resulting
noise levels are not much above background noise levels for reasonable
departure and arrival trajectories.
"Conventional" Vehicle Designs (c)
1980 50 seats
20 50 80 110 1975 1985
DOC per seat, two
200 mi. hops: $24.12 $14.20 $12.11 $11.70 $15.12 $13.65
DOC per seat mile 0.0421 0.0250 0.0213 0.0208 0.0266 0.0241
DOC per seat departure 3.35 1.90 1.63 1.57 2.04 1.83
Total Annoyance 45.2 37.5 36.4 33.1 38.4 37.3
departure 28.2 16.6 17.1 16.1 16.7 15.8
arrival 27.0 20.9 19.4 17.0 21.7 21.5
EPNdb at 500' sideline
departure 108.3 107.6 107.7 107.6 107.4 107.3
arrival 106.8 105.7 105.8 105.7 105.8 105.9
Table 12.
"Modern" Vehicle Designs (M)
1980
20 50 80 110
DOC per seat, two 200
DOC per seat, two 200
mile hops:
DOC per seat mile




EPNdb at 500' sideline
$24.28 $14.29 $12.19 $11..74 $15.18 $13.74


























"Quiet" Vehicle Designs (Q)
1980 50 seats
20 50 80 110 1975 1985
DOC per seat, two
200 mile hops:
DOC per seat mile




EPNdb at 500' sideline
departure
arrival
$24.64 $14.62 $12.66 $12.21 $15.60 $14.10
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Table 14.
"Double Quiet" Vehicle Designs (D)
1980 50 seats
20 50 80 110 1975 1985
DOC per seat, two
200 mile hops: $25.37 $14.99 $13.12 $12.84 $16.10 $14.62
DOC per seat mile 0.0454 0.0273 0.0239 0.0233 0.0291 0.0265
DOC per seat departure 3.27 1.82 1.58 1.55 1.97 1.81
Total Annoyance 2.05 1.55 1.04 0.61 1.51 1.56
departure " 0.5 0.40 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5
arrival " 1.5 1.14 0.7 0.4 1.1 1.1
EPNdb at 500' sideline
departure 91.7 91.1 89.4 88.3 90.8 91.0
arrival 88.1 87.6 85.2 83.9 87.2 87.4
Table 15.
"Silent" Vehicle Designs (5)
1980 50 seats
20 50 80 110 1975 1985
DOC per seat, two
200 mile hops:
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Appendix 1: Computer Output for All Designs
TILT ROTCR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974 - -- - ----------
* C-80-20 CESIGN ITERATIONS: 3
- CVERALL PCWEEPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
-- GROSS UEIGHTLU 9654.INSTC N CRALFWHTRP) 5195. *LENG FT) 55.0 WROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 13336. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 8.5 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) ~ 2318. *TXCESS FACTCR HEL MODE~ 1.35 -*DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LI) 4000. *% RATEE EMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CPUISE SPEED (MPH) 441. * CCNV + CLIMB~~~~ 120.~ FLAT PLATE AREAS SF *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
l/D CRUISE 8.33 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 1.38
*RANGE (STAT NI) ~~500 . TNST~PWR EMRG~HV H~PT~~~4i90. FUSELAGE 3.34 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 20. CONVER (HP) 3290. EMPENNAGE 0.83 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGC (LB) 0. CRUISE (HF) 5195. TOTAL PROFILE 6.72 S3UND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (IB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 0.81 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
OTOPS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADING (PSF) 13.00 DRIVE SYSTEM CCMPCNENT WEIGHTS (LB) *HOT DAY TEMP (CEG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT~ 15.*FFFCIENCY~ ~C9 ROTORS ~~ 1432. ACT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.087 NEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1278. DRIVE SYSTEM 1848. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
EIADE CHORD (FT) 1.42- AISELANE WEIGHT (LB) 1E48. POWERPLANT 917. *D2SIGN CRUISE (MPH) 440.
TCTAL BLADES 6 NACELLES 59. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 128. SOUND SPEED CRS! (FPS) 1058.
*PPOFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010 PREA (SF) 193. WING 1233. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
% DCWNLCAD -~ .3-*ICADNG~(PSF) 102.0 FUSELAGE 2699. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HCVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 8.95 EMPENNAGE 383. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CCVVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 41.5 - LANDING GEAR ~ 590. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRUISE 0.75 FEAN CHCRD (FT) 4.64 FLIGHT CONTROLS 602. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE IEIGHT (LB)- 1432. *IHICKNESS/CHORD RATIO C.210 HYDRAULICS 181.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (I) 1153. *1APER EATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 221.
TIP SPEYD HOVEF - ~- 825;~S EEP (DIG) ~~~;,5.1-~~TNSTR+AVICNICh 3O80.
* CRUISE 570. CEUISE LIFT COEFF 0.33 AIR CONDITIONING 760.
*FUSELAGE CLEARCl (FT) 1.0 RAX LIFT COUF CONVER 0.83 - FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX BEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 98.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SED/CCNVEE SPD 0.71 CABIN CREW 0.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI BIN LB
TAKECFF 9 LANDING 2.00 43.
ACCFL. & CCNV.- 1600. 1.6 ~1.23 32.
AIPPLANE CLIMB 161.,197. 13400. 9.4 3.16 92.
-- ACCEL.~C~RUTS- -~~--- 11--- 98 61.
CPUISE 441. 442.7 60.27 1631.
AIRPLANE DESCENT t.41,301. ---12000. 24-4 - 4.16 17.
APPROACH 3000. 10.0 3.99 17.
TOTAL 500.0 76.79 1893.
20.00 426.RESERVE
TILT ROTCR DESIGN PRCGRAM 1s74 .
C-8QLDJ DESIGN ITERATICNS: _5
CVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TEC
GROSS hEIGHT (LB 42863. INST NCPPAL PR (HPI 5770. *LENGTH IFT) 80.0, wROTDR
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 28303. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT)
FUEL WEIGHT (L8) 4420. *EXCESS FACTOR I-EL PCCE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME
C__FAYLCAC (Le) 10150. *T RATED EPRG HVR 140. 'ENIN
CRLISE SPEED (MPH) 446. * CCNV + CLIMB 12G. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF)
Z5 L/D CR115 9.8 CFLISE 9O. WING Pr.OFILE 2.63 __
*RANCE (STAT P1) 5.hj. INST PWR EMkG HVR (HP) 5770. FUSELAGE 5.23 DESIGN MIS
* PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCKVER (HPI 6890. E -MPENNAGE 
___1.70 *FIELD) EL-1.1 SU S
*CAR~GC (18) 0. CRUI SE (HP) 9502. TOTAL PROFILE 1.1 SUDS
*SFC (LE/I-P I-RI 0.400 WING INDUCED ___1.2 *ST() DAY
ROTORS
E *CISC LCACINC (PSF) 13.0C DRIVE SYS1EP CCMPqNENT WEIGHTS (LB)
RADILS (FT1 22.9 *EFFICIENCV 0.97 ROTORS 3
SOLICI1Y C.CS3 HEL MODE EIGHT (LB 3231. CRIVE SYSTEM 4
ELACE CHORC (FT) 2.24 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 4267. POWERPLANT 1
TOTAL BLADES - 6 NACELLES
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM
*PRJFILE CRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 420. WING 31
% CZNLCAO Cs5 *LOADING (FSF) 102.0 FUSELAGE 5
*EFFICIENCY I-CVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 7.55 EMPENNAGE
CCNVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 57.8 LANCING GEAR 1
CRUISE 0.14 MEAN CHORC (FT) 7.27 FLIGHT CCtTPOLS 1
I-EL PCCE WEIGHT AL) 3378. *THICKNESS/Cf-ORC RATIO 0.210 HYOPAULICS
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 270C. *TAPER ATIO 0.70 ELECTPICAL
*TIP SPEEC I-CVER 800. SWEEP (DEC) -5.3 INSTR+AvlCAICS
* CRLISE
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT)
*PAX I-EL PCCE ACV RATIO
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE
570. CRUISE LIFT CCEFF
1.C MAX LIFT CCEFF CCNVER
u.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA
CLIMB SPD/CCNVER SPD
0.2 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
0.88 FURNISHINGS 2500.
1.4_ FLUIDS 214.
0.25 FLIGHT CREW 4CG.




















*HOT DAY TE4P (CEG F) 95.
378. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
267. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
724. *CESIGN CRUISE (MPHI 440.
265. *CRUISE ALTITLDE (FT) 15000.
389. SOUND SPFED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
115. *PAX DFCFLERATICN (G) 0.20
544. *STRUCT LAD FACTOR 4.5
136. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
2317. *CABIN CREW 1.

















SPEEC HEIGHT CIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MII LB
2.00 S.
1600. 1.6 1.13 60.
115.,214. 13400. 12.3 3.80 209.
13.5- 2.22 129.
446. 424.0 58.36 2S78.
446.,301. 12300. 2.6 4.E6 36.
3100. IC. 0 3.9 32.
500 0f 76..35 3534.SAV 00 0 76-35 3534s
TfltAI
RESERVE 20.CC es6.
TILT SCTCR DESIGN ,ESCGRAM 1924 -
C-80-80 EISIGN ITERATIONS: 6
OVERALL ECEFPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 69817. INST NCRMAL F6R 1P) 15915. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 'RITOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (IB) - 46487. *EUMEER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT1 11.5 *TRANSMISSION 0083
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) - 7C30. *EXCESS FACICR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 'AIRFRAME 0.78
_PAYLCAD (LE) 16330. 5 FATEE EMEG HVR 140. _ !N(INE (HP/LO) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 462. CCNV + CLIMB 123. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISE 10.27 * CRUISE. 90. WING PROFILE 4.44
*RANGE (STAT MI) 530. INST PWE EMBG HVR (HP) 15915. FUSELAGE 6.95 DESIGN MISSION
*EASSENGEL SEATS 80. CCNVER _HP)11224. EMPENNAGE _
0. CRUISE (HE) 14C49. TOTAL PROFILE 16.99 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP ERL C.400 WING INDUCED 285 *STD DAY TEMP [DEG F) 59.
I0tCPS 'EMFRG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
c *'ISC LOADING (PSF) 13.00 DRIVE SISTEM CCMPOEN IOT DAY TEMP(EEIG.HS LB95.)
RADIUS (IT) 29.2 *EffICIENCY C.97 ROTORS 5750. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
__SCLIDITY 0.C93 EEL MODE WEIGHT jLE) _ 5802. __ DRIVE SYSTEM _ 7698. *MAX ACCELE2ATICN (G) C.25
ELADE CHCRD (FT) 2.86 EIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 1658. POWEEPLAIIT 2809. *DzSIGN CRUISE (MPH) 440.
TOTAL ELADES 6 ' NACELLES ___ 839. *CRUISZ ALTITUDE IFT) 15000.
OCI/SIG HOVER 0.120 liING FUEL SYSTEM 859. S3UND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE E3AG COEFF 0.1O AREA [SF) 685. WING 5348. *MAXDECELRATIONj9 j 0
I _" NLCAD 10.2 *LCADING (PSE) 102.0 FUSELAGESrRUCT LAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER ____C.85 ASPECT RATIC 7.57 EMPENNAGE 13b1. wFLIGHT CREW 2.
CCNVtI _0_.83 EPAN_ (FT) ~LANDING GEARW _2095. CABIN CRW 2.0
CRUISE 0.73 PEAN CHOD (fl) 9.51 _ FLIGHT CONTROLS - 3597. '*AT1 SPEED LIMIT _ i.s
MBINCI E EIGHT~j W) __550__1HIC KNESitCLORD RATI C. 2 10 HYDRAULICS' 3142.
AIRPLAtE WEIGHT ([B) 1460)14 'ATER *ATIO O.7C ELECNRICAL 13(30.
'iP PELHVER iWE D r) *-5.m 3INsT+AVICNICS 82b.
CRUISE 570. _CRUISE LII COEFF 0.30 *AIR CONDITIENING 1540I.
fFUSTL!C2CLEARNCEIVFTV_ 1.0 PAX LIFT COEPP-UNVEF9 0.88 -FURNISHINGS- 3700.
'MAX NHET. MCDE _ADV RATIC -0.40- *VAX LIFT COfFF CLEAN____ 1.140 _ FLUICS _ ______349.
*FLAP ARIA/WING AREA -- 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SEE/CCNVES SF!) 0.84 CABIN CREW 30C.______
ESIGN MISSICN SPEED EIGH DIS6 IDSE FUELMISS
__ -- 1PH FT -~ _IN LB
TAKECFF & LANDING 2_ .CC 146.
c C I f. 2&.cc N*V 1600ELE 1.I .-9.  4
AIRPLANE CLIEB 182.4224. 13400. 12.8 .3.78 3141. _________________________________
A169L. T9 CSUDSSE 1H42 2V27R PS.17
CRUISE 462. 430.6 55.91 4659. _____________
A2P5 SACH 3003. TD.CDA.99 53.YTE
TOTAL 500.0 AT4.(F 5570.
ISER3E 20.A00 1460.
TILT RCTCR DESIGN EBOGRAM 1974
C-8C-110 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 6
CVEPRALL FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GRCSS WEIGHT (LB) 102642. INST NCRNL FWR (HP) 23409. *LENGTH (T) 110.0 'ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 69985. *k!JB!R CE ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT _ 13.0 *TRANSMISSION 0,83
,- FUEL'UEtGH1(LE *DRAG FACTOR 100 'AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD ILB) 22453. RATEC EMRG HYR 140. *E.GINE
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 470. CONV + CLIMB 123. PLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISE 10.57 CRUISE 9C. WING PRCFILE 6.33
WRANGE ISTAT MI) 5CO. INST EWE ENIG HVR JlP) 23409. FUSELAGE 8.88 DESIGN MISSION
c *EASSENGER SEATS 110 CCHVER JHP) 1(508.__ EMPENNAGE 80 'FIELD ELEVATION ITT) 0
*CARGO (LE) C. CRUISE HP) 19406. TOTAL PROFILE 23.03 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
_________________ ___ PC (LB/HP C .___ C400 _W.ING INDUCED---- __ 3.89-- *SID LAY IEMP IDEG F) 59.
~1OC ~S~*EMERG HOVER ALT (FI) 2000.
*DISC LOADING (PSF) 13.00 DRIVE SYSTEM CCMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB) 'HOT DAY TE4P - . ___
RAEIUS (ET) 35.5 'EFFICI!NCY C.0 RorobS 8754. MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY O.C93 HIL MOrE 1EIGHTlIE) 5217. DRIVE SYSTEM 12270. 'MAX ACCELERATICN tG) 0.25
ELADE CHORD. (FT) 3.47 I E WT (LE) 12273. POWERPLANT 4131. 'DESIGN CRUISE (MEN) 440.
ICTAL ELADES 6 NACEIL5 _ _ ____2091. 'CRUISE ALTITUDE I) 15000.
*CI/SIG HOVER2 FUEL SYSTEM 1628. SJUND SPEFD CRSE (FS) 1058.
*PRCFILE CRAG COEFF 0:C10 AREA (SF) 006. .WING 8068. 'MA !ERKTj9 ..O.20
%10.3 *LCACIEG (EP) C2.0 FUSELAGE 10879. STRUCT LOAD FACTOR .5
*EFFICIENCY HCV9ER C.85 ASPECI RATIC__ 7.33 EMPEbNAGE _ 2002. 'PLIGHT CREW 2.
cc - vEa 0.83 SPAN (PT) 85.9 LANDING GEAR 3079. *CABIN CREW 3.
CRUISE C:72 PEAN CICRD AFTJ 11.72 -FLIGHT CNTROLS 6193, ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
NLMD WEGTILB) e754. *THlCKNE5S/CHCRD RATIC C.;10 HYDRAULICS 415.
AISPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 7020. 'TAER RATIO C.70 ELECTRICAL 2296.
'TIP SPiEL R 3C. SIl EG) -5.4 INSTHVAVICEICS 949.
CRUISE 570. CRUISE LIFT COE(P C2 . * AIR CONDITICNING 1930. *ROTO1.00
69985~.O AB LIF CEGICCNV 0. *T88 FITRSASINGS 4C.
'NA2 2EL 4CDE5AD? PATIC 0.40 'FAX-LIFT COFF CLEAN1.40 FLUIDS ____5_________ 13. __* E / _
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
INDICA1ES INPUT VARIABLE C M ED/CcNVER SPD 0.6 CABIN CREW 450.
C C.SIGN MISSION SPIED EIGHTI EIS H M FUEL FSELAGE8.8 DESIGN MI
TAKECPP & LANDING 2.00 215. _______ _____
7CC~t7~C~iVY. -00 1. 135 134.
AIRPLANE CL1 188.,30. 13400. 13.1 3.77 501.
.C I H) 4OCRUISF 14.6 2.E 293.2 3.
CRUISE 470. 28.0 5D.73 6715.
L 3. ECIENC.40 95.
__AFFECACH - -3000: 10.0 3.99 7E. - -__-
TOTAL 500.0 63.E2 8060.
.1A2F.CO 2147.
TILT RCTCR DESIGN ESOGRAM 1974_
C-75-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
CIERALL POVERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
a$SS WEIGHT (LB) 47055. INST NCRMAL EWR (HP) 10981. *LENGTH (PT) 80.0 *ROTOR 1.05
___E4PTY-VEIGHT (LB) 31765. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FTI) 10.0 *TRANSMISSION
FUE WEIGHT (LB) 5139. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.35 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.80
c PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. *1 FAlED EMRG HI _ 143. *NGINE (HP/L) 7.CO
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 457. * CC3V_ + CLIMB 12). FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISE 9.86 4 CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 3.08
1RkANGE ISTAT MI) 500. INSI PER EMEG H9R (HP) 10981. FUSELAGE 5.23
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVER HP) EC42. EMPENNAGE 1.85 *FIELD ELEVATION IFT) 0.
-*CARGO(LB0 0_ C R LIS f (0) 10301. TOTAL ROIE--1.0 SOUND SPEED HIE (FPS) 1111.
_ _ -*SFC (LB/HP HR) C.420 _ WING INDUCED 1.94 *SI0 DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.-
ROTORS *E3LRG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOA.DING (PSI) 13.00 CRIVE SISIEM CCMPCNENT W-EIGHTS JLB) *00T, DAY _TEMPPL 1 _.95
K A rI US (T) 24.0 WEIEICIENCY d 09 _ROTORFS 4008. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY _ .C93 BEL MODE NEIGHT JLB) 2887. _DRIVE SYSTEM-- 4990. *EAX ACCELERATION (G) C.25
LA D 4CB6(F'tF 2~ EPLAN E W E IG HT (L) 4 S 90. POWEDPLANT 2353. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 40
TOTAL BLADES ________ 6 N1CELLES _ 567. *CRUISE ALTITUDE IFT) 15000.
*CA/SIG HOVBo 0.20 C G -FUEL SYSTEM 502. SOUND SPEED CHSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE CRAG COB?? C.010 ASIA (SF) 461. WING 3370. *MAX D ECEERATICEMP (D G F) .20_
7 tWLtD 10.0 *LCADING (ESP) 1G2.C USELAGE 5766. *STRUCT'LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIINCY HCVE.R____ C.83 ASPECT RAI __78 _EMPENNAGE -941. _.*FLIGHT CREW 2.
S- CSCNVER 0.81 EAN (Ft) 60.C LANDING GEAR 1412. *CABIN CREW 1.
___CRUISE C.74 ?FEN CHCRD 111)______ 1.69 _ _FLIGHT CCNTROLS -2062. -- *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
-flTVb10 C uiE'IGa H LUM ) 408 'HC SS/CHR RATb I-O C-.213 -- HEDRAULICS 281.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 3165. *IAfEfiPATIO C.7C ELECTRICAL 761. ____________
-r~y Twrj~vR ~ ~ kEP [DEG) -5.3 INST R+AVICNICS 73
S I CRUISE 573. CRUISE LII CCE _ 0.30 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
F S-1tAE LPIPNCE 0FV 1.0 AX LIFT COC CCNVEG C.88 FURNISHNGS 2500.
*MAX EEL MCDE ADV RATIC 0.40 *PAX LIFT COEGT CLEA 1.40 DLUIS 490235.
*2~ AP~-LARE AE/WING REA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*INCICkIES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SIE/CCNVES SPD C.81 CABIN CREW 150.
DESIGN MISSION SPIEL FEIGHI IC/UA
~MPH PI MI e- I I L B----- -
I __ AKE0P1 G LANDING___ ____ .00 106. ________________
--ACCEL. CC cN V; _ 16 0 a6 a -* - ACC ELERA__ - -T (G)
AIRPLANE CLIMB 178.,218. 13400. 12.5 3.79 246.
(CCEL. TO CRUIS* 14D4 CU31 (MP
CRUISE 457. 432.2 56.92 3417.
ISIill"WESCNT 15.30 1 . 200 29-.3---496 - -43.
PPCACU 
____ __ 3000.1. .9 3. _____ -_ --




-TILT- GT-3R -- ES1GN-P96GRAM-1&;4 
__
C-85-So - D - ----- ESIGN-1 TERATICNS.* 3
GrEORPALANT GUSE4GE TR6C-T--TGCHNOk-GGV-fAGTOR-S --
GROSS WEIGHT (LBI 40440. INST NORMAL PR (HP) 9210. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 0.95EMPTY- i EIGHT 4L8-- -26303.--LB *NUMBER iF- _ENGINE-S------ 
-2. -*01AME-TER (FTI---- 
- 10.0 -*TRANSMISSION 0.81
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3967. *EXCESS FACTOR IEL PCDE 1.35 *CRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.76FAYLCAC (LB) ---- 10150.- *% RATED EPRG HVR - 140. 
- - *ENGINE (HP/LB) 10.00
CRJISE SPEED (MPHI 441. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/C CRUISE: 9,&4* r-SE 9.N 1N-RRC4LE ?-.6 ----- --
*RANGE (STAT MI) 5CC. INST PWR EPRG HVR (HP) 9000. FUSEL.AGE 5.23 DESIGN MISSI2N
*FASSENGER SEATS------- 50.- --- CONVER -- (HP) -6592. EMPENNAGE -- -- 1.61 *FIELD ELEVATICN (FTI 0.
*CARGC (LB) C. CRUISE (HP) 9210. TOTAL PROFILE 11.53 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
--- - ----- -SF--(8/P-R) 
------- U.380 -- WING INrIJCED 
-1.85 *STD CAY TEMP (CEG F) 59.FCTORS MEMEkG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*CISC--LCADNG (SF I 13.44 n-VE-S-YS-118 -k rrCPJNENjT - r *ZP 1141HOT DAY-TFMP- (0E c- --- 95.
RACILS (FT) 22.3 *EFFICIENCV 0.97 ROTORS 3025. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLICIIY - - --- 0.093 -- HEL MODE -EIGhT- (L) - 2973. DRIVE SYSTEM - 3976. *PAX ACCFLERATICN (G) 0.25
BLADE CH3RD (FlI 2.17 AIRPLANE hEIGHT (LEI 3876. PCWEPPLANT 1382. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 440.
---- TOTAL ELACES 
-6 --------- 
- -- NACELLES 
- - 153. *CRUISE ALT ITUDE (FT) 15co0.
*CT/SIG HCVER i.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 32'. S3UND SPE20 CQSE (FPS) 1058.
PR-JF 11. E CMA r r 11A F FCF 1.RCi A - -SEI - 3S7.-- ING -- 7914.--.._4AX DECELERATICN (G).-- 0.20
% COwNLCAC 9.8 *LUADING (PSFI 102.0 FUSELAGE 5354. *STRUCT LCAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIEACY HOVER-- - (.87- -- ASPECT RATIC ------- 8.05--- -EMPENNAGE 768. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CCNVER 0.85 - SPAN (FT) 56.5 LANDING GEAR 1213. *CAHIN CREW 1.
- - -- -CRUISE----- C.74- -MEAN CHRC (FT)- ------- 7.02 -- FLIGHT CONTROLS-------- 1666. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
I-EL MCDE WEIGHT '(Le) 3025. *THICKNESS/CHORD RA1IC L.210 HYDRAULICS 260.
A1I.LAAEE IGHLTZ4t8 274J4, *TAPER RATIC 0. 0 ELECTRICAL- -- 614.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 8CC. SWEEP (CEC) -5.3 INSTR+AVICNICS 703.
* - CPL ISE 7L I FT- CEEE----- 0 .33-- AIR CONDITICNI.NG 
- 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE IFTI 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CCNVER 0.88 FURNISHINGS 25CC.
*MAX i-EL-J(CCE ADV RATIO---L.4----*MAX LIFT COEFF -CLEAN- 1.40- FLUIDS - - 202.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 4CC.
* NDCAlE-ILN Ll A I AE I C e L4aEPC4CrNERSL nl.l CAaN-CREW -- 1 5C.
CESIGA NISSICN - - SPEEC --- -HEIGHT -CIST 1IIE FUEL
IPH FT PI MIN LB
TAKECFF E LANCING 
_-. _ . --- 2.00-- 79.
ACCEL. & CCNV. 1600. 1.6 1.14 55.
-- Al RPL AAE-I a 177.-,12. 134 - 1-1-A -3.. i -18i,
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 12.4 2.06 107.
CR L I S E - - __-__ _41.______ 
_ 
1 -6.2 -5S .3 7- 2717.
AIRPLANE CESCENT 441.,3C1. 12000. 28.0 4.78 31.
APPFCACh -3000. 10.0 3.99 29. -
T91TAI 3n1. 02 n? 1s9-
-R ES ER W E--- -- ____--- ---- -- - -- ?0.00--- 788.- --- --- --- --------
TILT R&TOR DESIG4 PRCGRAM--114-
M-80-20 __-- - DESIGN-4-1ERATIOAS' 3--
- CP ALL PC WERP; ALMT FUS CLGC --
GROSS %EIGHT (LB) 19633. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4491. *LENGTH (FT) 55.u *ROTOR 100
EMPTY -4EIGHT (18)----- --13616. -*NUMBER-OF ENGINES----- - 2-- *DIAMETER 8.5 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 2017. *EXCESS FACTOR FEL PCCE 1.35 *CRAG FACTCR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.18
PAYLCAC ILBI 4 *0. % -RATEC EMRG hVR- - 140. ENGINE (HP/LE) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 421. * CChV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.55
SlC-CRUIS * 2.50 * r RISEF 9. -kINGPPCF1LF 1 -- --
Z *RANGE (SIAT MI) 5,_ G INST PhR EMRG HVR (I 3914. FUSELAGE 3.36 DESIGI4 MISSION
* PA SS ENGER SE A TS - -20 C ChV ER__ ( H P L 2 862.o EM P EN A G E - 1.00 FI=I-D ELEVATIEN (FT) 0.
*CARGC (16) a. CRUISE (HF) 4491. TJT AL PROFILE 7s29 SOUND SPEED I-VR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC- (LB/HF 'R) -0.400 WING INEUCED_ __ 0.20 *STO DAY TEMP (CEG F) 59.
5ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (1T 2000.
*C ISC--CAC IN G IPSH) IU.0 DRIVEqYSTE4--_ rntCOPJNE.NT WEIHS(8 -#IOT DAY__TEMP___4CEG) 9 .J_
RADILS IPT) 17.1 *EFFICIENCY 0.91 ROTORS 1557. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLICITY - __ .0 HEEL )400E kEIGHT_(l3J_-- _ 1448.--- DRIVE SYSTEM ------ 1965. *POAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 1.12 AIRPLANE hmEIGHT (1B) 1965. POWERPLAPIT 819. *DESIGK CRUISE (MPH) 420s
TOTAL BLADES - -_ 6 N- - - ACELL ES -- 546. *CRUISE ALTI 0E (F71 1500.
*CT/SIG I-CiVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 101. SOUND SPEED CASE (FPS) 1058.
G C E -o A- R*ENGI DECELERATIGN (C.---.55-----
* CSNLOAC Moo *LAJING (RSF) 84.0 FUSELAGE 2699. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY SOVER - -- 0.5- ASPECT PATIO__CCA -R --- 9.00 EMPENNAGE 383 *FLIGHT CREW 2.
*CCNVER Co E3 SPAN (FT) 45o9 LANDING GEAR 539. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRG -(CRUISELB)0.7 EAN CHRCUFE1 (HP 51U T-FLIGHT CONTRL 9 601---*ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL t'OaE WEIGHT (18) 1551. *THICKINESS/C1-ORD RATIO 0*210 HYDRAULICS 181.
*SIF-PLA-EL/HF -R 0.4 WIN N - --3EtAPER -RAT --- - .I0A- 22*1 S DA - (-C- EG F 59
*TIP SPEEC *-EVRR 7HR. SWEEP (2EC) -5.1 INSTR0.AVICNICS 58c
*r rC ISE 50. CRUISE LIFT- CCyF1-E.T AIR C]NCITIQNING r*DT - -. --. 95 -
*FUSELAGE CLEA FCE (FT) 10 MAX LIFT CEFF CCNVER 0.S4 FURNISHINGS 13)0.
--- *MAX hEL J4.CPE AL)V RAT ID 0.'.Lr4 --*44AX LIFT CCEFF__CLEAN__- 1.40.-- FLUIDS S -- 8. -
*FLAP AREA/%%ING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 'i00.
e__lIDCAT.EIN.P LVUARJQF CLMB.SP0/C.CNVER_SPD .a- CABINCkW___ .- __ _
CESIGN MISSILN SPEEC. HEIGHT LIST TIME FUEL.
MPH FT MI 1IV LB
-TAKECFF C LA --- 37.
ACCEL. E CON v. 1500. 1.6 1.25 28.
- AIRPLANE- LIM3 - 1 35U&__q 5_3.A42 * __24____________ __ ___ _
£ ACCEL* TO CRUISE 11.3 1.92 52.
___CRUISE - 41. -443.1_63o30 __14 18.e _-- __- --- --
AIRPLAKE CESCENT 421.9301* 12J00. 2A.) ' 415 13.
£ APPPCACH 3300o 10.00 3.99 15.
!-G - ' coC, If 7 - ________
*T2.)/U 370
'I T RCTIOR r.FSTGA PRGrCA 1. 2
rF' T(N TTFRATMEAS. 5-
n %fE R I 1_ lnWa:R0I AhT ~FicF A(rF STRIIrT Tr-r-HtJ~l -r FACT-IRS
GRJSS hEIGHT (LB) 43006. INST NCRPAL PAR (HP) 8583. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR
F(Il4i-T pi Aq34. *NIIMRFR nF FN.TINFS 2. *DTAMFTFR IFTI SS 0.8
FUEL %EIGHT (t1al 3921. *EXCESS FACTCR -EL VCCE 1.25 *CRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIKFRAPE C.78
P AYL"a r 15(j, it A T Fn F-tNRGr Hv w 1An3.SPE (OPH)R V 19*.~GfE HIE 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPHI 427. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FtAT PLATE ARFAS (SF) *ENGINF INSTALLATION 1.50i /n rRl t q1 * Cr.F gon, wI. PRrFi 3.4
*RAAGE (STAT MI) 5s0. INST PWR EMRG HVK (HP) 8583. FUSFLAGF 5.27 DESIGN MISSIDN
gs PASSFCFR SEATS s. rCAVFR ( LHP} 5R-1?2. _2.06 -FILLD EIEVATICN (CT1 0.
*CAIGC (L) U. CRLISE (HP) 8310. TCTAL PROFILE 13.01 SlUND SPEED 9-V F
E_ ---- *SFr 1/i 1/4F hRl 1.411G kING INLVCFn 1.EL'STD-JAY TEMP (0iG F) 59a
.j 10R iEMERG HJVFR Al T (FI 2000.
RADILS (FT) 26.2 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 0TS 3572 (L/I El 05A
SCi IlY r.tcl HFI MODF IF1GHT (LAI 3493 PIVE SY SJE 4543w---=MAX ACCftErtTICN (0
BLADE C-CRD (FT) 2.56 AIRPLANE 6EIGHT (LB) 4543. PO1ERPLANT 1515, fCESIGN CRUISF (MPH) 420.
TOJAI P1 AniF- 6,
*CT/SIGDm- HOVERII ________195&---!'CRUISE: ALTITUDE AFTJ -- i5UUJ*
0C/SIG HOVER O.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 316. SOUND SprO CJSF 07PS1 IC58.
*PSlEi' F rPa. CrFFF dair ARFA [SFI 512. o I611. Z
t OCwNLGAD S.5 *LOADING (FSF) 64o3 FUSELAGE 5546a *STRUCT LOAD Fe4CT.0 4.5
*EiEfIFAr.Y hnvFR 0.A5 ASPFC RATIO A.(La L mENtlAG 
_ ___ 839A *JLIGHT CCW 2a
* CCIVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 64.3 LANCING GEAR 1290. *CABIN CREw 1.CRilTSF 0,72 MEAN CHArC IFTI 7-96-FLITLCC1 TFOLS __Ieii.-*ATC SPEED Lmi. 9YE
9-EL MCCE hEIGHT (L) 3512. *THICKNESS/Cf-ORD RATIO U.210 HYDRAULICS 268.
AIRPI AKF -iF1CHT [IP! p I 2;q, *T~p;: F.ATIC 0.70 ETRICAl 62c
*TIP SFEEC CVEi TCO. SWEEP (CEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVICNICS 713,
C R1L I SF S.'.d. CRUISE LF T CCFFF 0.s29Ap-E2 
-O.IWNING I15 _
*FUSELAGE CLEAANCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT CCEFF CCAVER U. 9 4 FURNISHINGS 25Ub.
*PAt Fl MrrFL AV RAT1'3 IA. * lA I IFTL (FFF Cl FAN __1.AjI LUID.S2
*FLAP ANEA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*INDfICAES INPUT ViAR IARlF rCIMA CPniCNtFR S Pfn n..R' CARTNJ C2FW 10
t SIhNcrNSPFP' HF I .HT lIST TIMF F] ___-________ 
____ 
___
*LMPH FT NH L(
s TAK*UTfMFTFRrfFT,
ACCELe & CCNC 150R. 1.6 1.19TOR
AIRFLANE CLIfR 162.*ISSF 13500A 12.3 4A11 1(F5.
ACCEL. FC CRLUSEE
CRLICF 47- 414*fl 61.03 26 30.
AIRPLANE CESCENT 427.,30. 12000 .r.28.2 4.EF 30.
E APPRalCH 3080 T .. 00 .S
iI L ___1.00 A F C.78 n. -7_ 3 2
- - TILT RCTCR DESIGN FEOGSAM 1S74 -
M-80-80 DESIGN ITERATIONS, 6
OVERALL PC6EFPIANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FlCTORS
GRCSS WEIGHT (LB) 70492. INST NCRMAL PWR (EE) 14076. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY hEIGHT (LBL 47924. *NUPEER CF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 6268. *EXCESS FACTCR BEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.0C *AIRFRAME 0.78
S PAYLCAD (LB)._ 16300. *% FATED EMRG VENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SEEED (MPH) 442. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALtATION 1.55
L/C CRUISE 1C .37 *CRUISE 90. WINGPROFILE 5.40 ___________
-RANGE ISTAT 1) 5CO. INST PWb EMHG HR (HP) 14C76. FUSELAGE 6.99 DESIGN MISSION
*PSENE SEATS _____80. ____ CCNVER, SI) 912.--- EMIPENNAGE __- 3.24 -*FIELL ELFVITICN IFT) 0.
*CRG -(LB)- 0.- CRUISE (HP) 12376. TCTAL PROFILE 18.92 SOUND SPEED HVB (FPS) 1117.
- -- *SFC_ fLIHP HID) - .40 WING -NUE - .8 *STD DAY TEMP (LEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMEG HOVER ALT (Fl) 2000.
*DISC LCADING (PSP) 10.00 DRIVE SYSTEM CCMPONENT-WEIGHIS ILB) *HQI fA-lA ElP- -l.CG-Ij-- 95. --
RADIUS (FT) 33.5 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 6205. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.C94 BLt NOCE VEIGHT f!)525.- -DRIVE SYSTEM--- _ 82559--- *MAX ACCELERATIC (G) 0.25
E*AE Ch(STA (FT) 3.28 AITPLANE WEIGHT (LU) 1255. POWEbPLANT 2567. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 420.
c CTAL BLADES 6 NACELLES 678 _ C. *CRUISE AITITUD IFT) 15000.
*CARSiG- h c. VCSR C.120 W3I7G FUEL SYFSTE 7.6. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 105.
*ROFILE BRAG COEFF 0.010 _RA _IS. WING _____628 *SDMA Y PLCELEATIC ( GJ 0.20
ISCWNLCAD 9.7 *LODING 10S.) 84.0 FUSELNTE 8GC4.H *STRUCT LAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFICENYHOVER ____0.85 ASPECT RAI ____ 7.72 EMPENKAGE _ _ _137 5. *FLIGHIT CFEW 2.
AcDNVEUS0.)35 SPAN (F ) Y.5 LANDING GEAR 2115. *CABIN CREW 2.
___CRUISE 0.78 PEFAN CED JET) -__ -- 10.43- -FLIGHT C NTRQLS -3646. --- ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
IITYO EIGHT(LU) 6205. *IHICKNESS/CIHOD RATIO .210 HYDRAULICS 344.
AIPPANE WEIGHT (LB) 5373. *TAEE EATIO C.7( 25 ELECTRICAL 1348.
*IiP SPEED HOVER 700. S'.EEP IDEG) -53 INSTB+AVICNICS 826.
TT CRUSE 550. CRUSE LITCCEEF C.27 IR CCNDITIONIEGLLE67. CRS___ E-A-ITUD - 1
-*FUSELX6E ClkARNCEZ(FT) 1.0 P'AX LIFT CCEFI CCNVER 0.94 FURNISiIINGS 37CC.
*11HEL NODE- ADV- RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1--l.40 __FLUIcS ____ 352.-
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*IDROILES INPUT VARIA3LE CLIMB SEE/CCNVES EPD 0.88 CABIN CREW 300
rESIGN MISSION SPEED ___FEIGN! LIST 7IME__ FUEL___________ ___ ___
-MPH FT MlINIM LB F-_ _-
TAKECFF LANDING2
*1500. 1.6 1.11 85.
AIPLANE CLIMB 168.,2C7. 13500. 12.e 4.10 320.
ICCEL. TC CRUISE 14.5 2.42 200.
CRUISE 442 43C.7 5.52 4144.OTSE
AIRPANEbESE~f 2.,01. i200. 3.4 ~ ie 52.
APP0CACH 300. 10. 3.99 47.
TOTAL 500.0 71.33 4.77.
.R8 AS ECT2 R C . 12 EP1 N.GE
TILT RCTCR DESIGN FROGRAN 1974
5-80-110 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 6
OVERAL PCNERPIANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 103223. INST NCRIAL PV3 (UP) 20620. *LENGTH (PT) 110.0 *ROTOR 1.00
Z, EMPTY WEIGHT (LE) 71750. *KFEER CE EAGINES 2. *VIAMETER (FT 13.0 *TRANSMIssioN 0.83
-' FUEL EiGHT (LB) 9023. *EXCESSFACTCR Ht 3DE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.0H *AIRFRAE 0.78
C PAYLCAD (LE)_ 
__ 
___(L) 22450._ *I_ FATE ERG HVR _ 140._ 
_ *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
452. * CCNV + CLIMB 123. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.55
I/C CRUISE 10.70 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 7.69
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWS MEG HVR (lP) 20620. FUSELAGE 8.94 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 11. CCNVER IHPL1M52O. EMPENNAGE 4.61 *FIELD ELEVATION (PT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 17C84. TOTAL PROFILE 25.69 SOUND SPEED HYR (PPS) 1117.
___ ____________ *EC LB/iP B) __ .40 VIGIVLD ___-____ .s84___*STD DAY TEMP (DEG P) 59.
107ORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (Fl) 2000.
ODISC LOADING (PSI) 10.00 DRIVE SYSTEM CCMPONkN WEIGHS(LB *HOT DAY- 95.
RAEIUS (FT) 40.5 *FEICIENCY C.S7 ROTOBS 9405. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY O.C94 HEL MCEE %EIGN! ID) 10315. DRIVE SYSTEM 13C84. *MhX ACCELERATICN (G) 0.25
BLAE CHCRD __(FT) 3.97 AIRSLANE WEIGHT (LE) 13084. POWEiPLiNT 3760. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 420.
TOTAL LADES 0___ 6 NACELLES 1674 *CRUISE ALTITUDE (T) 15000.
*iCT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1318. SOUND SPEED CSE (FF 1058.
*FROFILE DRAG COIP 0.010 AREA SSF) 1229. WING E H L 9359. *MAX DECELERATICN
ICWH-LOAD 9.9 *LCIDING (PSY) 814.0 FUSELAGE 10888. *STUCT LOAD NACYCR 4.5
EFFICIENCYROVER. _ _0.85__ ASPECT ---IC-.6EMPENNAGE 2013. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
CCNVEF C.83 SEAN (Fl) 26.1 LANDING GEAR 3097. *CABIN CREW 3.
_____ CRUISE- -- __ 0.77- E EAN CHCRD (-)___1.9 FLIGHT CONTROLS_____ 6243. *ATC SPEED LIMIT -. YES
BEL FODR WEIGHT (LB) 9405. *IHICKNESS/CBCBD RATIO C.210 HYDRAULICS 416.
SIRPLANE WEIGHT (12l) 8153. *TAFER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 2314. ______________
SUP? SPEED HOVER 700. S3. 
-TIDEG) -5.4 DiNSAP+ADViONCS 949.
*CRUISE 550. _CFUISE LI-FT COZPFl _0. 26-- AIR CONDITICUING 1930. _______
E LEA T) 1C MAX LIFT COlEF CC NIE 0.94 FURNISHINGS 4900.
*MAX DEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT COE CLEAN 1.40 __ FLUIDRS SYSEM16. * C T G
*FLAP AREA/WhG A-REA __0 .25 -- FLIGHT CREW 400.
INDICATES INPUT VARI 33LE CLIMB SPD/CCNVER SP C.9C CAPI CREW 450.
CESIG MISSION SP.ED___ EIGhG FU EL"E FUEL
* F A MH FT ) IN LB
E 'IAKECF LANDING 29. *.0cCA N 189.G(S)
ACCIL & CCNVE 1500. 1.6 1.08 122.
C; ArPAsE CLIMB 173.72127 13500. 13.1 4.0 468.
- R TCEL WEIHT T.B 9 I / C.1 .
CRUISE 452. 427.6 56.74 5893.LIFCEF0
5^APPROACH ~5___ 1 3.00 10.0 3.99 68.CNVE_0.9
101O1L 500.0 15.E6 7131.
ESURVE SA20.00 1891.
TILT RCTCR DESIGN EROGRAM 1974
R-75-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL ICREFFLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS %EIGHT (LB) 46982. INSI NCRMAL PEU (HP) 9605. *LENG7H (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 1.05
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 32281. *bUMBEE OF EEGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) ____ 10.0 _TRANSMISSION 0.85
FUEL WIGHT (LB) 4551. *EXCESS FACTCR H11 MOLE 1.25 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.80
PAYLCAD (LB) 10150. SA TENEG HVR _____ 40. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 7.00
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 433. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) 'ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.55
L/L CRUISE 9.89 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 3.72
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PUE EMEG HVR (HP) 9605. FUSELAGE 5.27 DESIGN MISSION
_ *EASSENCER SEATS _50. CNVER HE) (503. EMPEbNAGE 2.23 *FIELD ELEVATION IFl) 09
*tARGC (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) (742. TOTAL PROFILE 13.57 SOUND SEEED HYR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) C.420 WING INDUCED 1.86 'STD DAY TEMP (LEG F) 59.
iOTOois *E' ERG HOVER ALT (F) 2000.
EISC LOAtING (PS) 10.00 DRINE SISTEM CCMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB) -*HOT DA TEMP 7.00
- RADIUS (FT) 27.3 'EEFICIENCY C7 RTR 4. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY __ _ C. C93 BiEL MOCE HEIGHT 11B) _ 4055. DRIVE SYSTEM _ 5281. *M( ACCELE TICN (G) 0.25
ELJLE CHORDF (FT)- - 2. 68__ AIR PLANE WEIGHT ILE) !281. POWLEBPLANT 2127. *D.3S1GN CFUISE (MPH) 420.
__ TOTAL BLADES _ 6 NACELLES _ 446. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
-'*CI/SIG 'HOVER---120-21 G FUEL SYSTEM 408. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
3FRCFIL DRAG COEP? 0.310 AREA ISAL 559L TN 3891. 'NAX DFCEtEPATIC (G) 20
LA*ICADING (PSI) E4. FUSELAGE 5764. STRUC LOAD FACTOR 4.5
'EF*lFICIENCY HCVER 0.83 ASEECT RATIO- 7.95- EMPENNAGE 940. *FLIGHT CSFVW 2.
A CD ( 2V7E .38 *EAN (IT) 66.7 LANDING GEAR 1410. 'CABIN CREW 1.
_ LDIT CRUISE 078 PEIN C4CRD 8.39 FLIGHT CONTROLS __ 2058. E E*ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
tikL FOtE WEIGHT- _(LE) i1E4.*iHICKNSS/CHCRC RATIO C.210 HYDRAULICS 280.
EIRPLANE WEIGHr (T) 3650. 'TF ATIO 3.70 ELECRICAL 2L759.A
TTrv3sEfufO V E R 130. WEEP IDEG) -5.3 INSTF'AVIONICS 703. -_ _ _
CIISE 550/.2 CRUISE LIFT CC 0.27 AIR CONDITIONING 115
_ fFUSILAGE _CLEARNCE (FT) 1.~0 V.A X -IFTI COF CC? P--tKVERE 0,9 FUR N IHINGS -2 5C0.
*MAX HEL NODE D RATIO_ 0.40 *AXE LIfT CIFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIES 235.
'FLAP AEA/WING ARE A P C.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIB SD/CCNVER SPD 0.86 CABIN CREW 150.
* CESIGN MISSICN Sp O.81 IGHT IS TME FUEL
- iPh IPT - MI MIH LE __
_C TAKECFF 0 LANDING C;C.D0 93.
(CCELE GTCCNV 1(B 4164. * 16 1.14 61/ RATI C210
AIRPLAWE CLIM 164.,232. 13500. 125 4.11 229.
*YTP~TPTD~ifo-E 700.T -0fit ~470_G) -~.
*CRUISE 433. 433.0 6C.02 3033.COF02
SPLA DEELANDNGGE 4.A9 35.R
APPBCACH _ 3CO. 13.0 3.99 33.C
TOTAL 500.0 78.60 3626.
SESERVE 2 0.C0 925.~1__I IEC f CEVR .9
TILT RCTCR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
M-85-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 4
VERALL P06EFPLANT EUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTCRS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 40632. INST NCSMAL FUR (HP) E048. 'LENGTH (FT) 80.0 'ROTOR 0.95
_ EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 26935. *IUEB!R CF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 0.81
FUEL EGT (AGFA 1.00 *AIRFRAME 076
PAYLCAD (IB) 10150. *1 RAlD fMRG HVR 140. *ENGTNE (HP/LB) 10.00
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 421. CCAV + CIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) 'ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.55
t/D CRUISE 9.82 * CRUISE 90. WING PRCFILE 3.25
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWB ENRG HYR JHP) 7916. FUSELAGE 5.27 DESIGN MISSION
c *PASSENGES SEATS 50 CCNVER 3 60. EMPENNAGE 1,95 *FIELD TLEVATION IF?) 0.
= *CAPGO (LE) 0 CRUISE (HP) 8C48. TOThl PROFILE 12.67 SOUND SPEED HYR (FS) 1117.
E__________* C (18/HiP ER) 0.380 WING INDUCED 1.82 *STD LAY TEMP (DEG 1) 59.
EOICBS 'EMERG HOVER ALI (Fl) 2000.
*DISC LOArING (PSF) 10.00 DDIVE SISTEM CCMPCNENr WEIGHTS ILB) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 25.4 41FFICIENCY C.97 ROTORS 3162. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOIDITTY 0.093- fiL MCLE WEIGHT_(18)_ _-123.___-- DRI~VE SYSTEM-----____ 4111. __*MAX ACCELERATION IC) 0.25
ELADE CHOPD (FT) 2.49 IIPLANE WEIGHT (LE) 4111. POWEBPLANT 1247. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 420.
TOTAL ELADES __ 6 ---------- NACELLES --- - 120. *CRUISE ALTITUDE IFT.) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 262. SOUND SPEED CHSE (FPS) 1058.
*FR2FILE E"AG COEFF C.O1c )REA ISF) 483. WING 3379. *MAX LECELERATTCH lG ___0 ___
%tc(W &t-351D 9.14 *LOADING (EPi) 84-.0 FUSELAGE 5357. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER C.87 ASPECI RATIC 8.17 EMPENNAGE 771. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* M CCNVEI 0.R 5PAN (FT) E2.8 LANDING GEAR 1218. *CABIN CREW 1.
___CRUAISE 0.79 FEAN CHCED ()_____7.69 F_ LIGHT CONTROLS 1675. __ ATC SPEED LIIT?
W11F10tEWEIGIT (18) 3162_. 4' hiCKNES,/CEC8D RATIO-- ;.10 HYDRAULICS 261.
AIRPAEE WEIG(T (LB) 2R70 ELECTRICAL
P1TIL VER 700. SUEEP (DEG) -5.2 INSTF+_AVICNICS 703.
Cl cis E 550. CRUISE LIFT C01FF 0.29 _ AIR CONDLITICNING _1150.-
~USELAECLEARNC~(f 7T) 1_0 FAX LIFT COECCNVER 0.94 FURNISHINGS 2500.
MAX L MCD. ADY R&TIO 0.40 AX LIFT COER CLEAN 10 ___FLUIDS
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 1400.
.INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SEG/CCNVE SPO 1.84 CABIN CREW 150.




AIRT-AiE CLIMB, 160.,197. 13500. 11.9 4.02
ACCL. TC CRUISE
CRUISE 421. 436.2 62.22
ISP-AE TESClf 421.7301. _4.7S















TILT- RCTCR CESIGA PRCCRAM 174--
Q-aC-2 DES-___TE R A-ION- 2--
-GVER ALL POWERPLANT FLSE"Gs TRUGT-T re c- w N G FACTORS -____ a
GR)SS kEIGHT (LB) 20181. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4305. *LENGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR
- EMPTY hEIGHT -(LB)--- 44246.-- *NUMBER OF EAGINES-------2.-- *OIAMETER -FI-- --8.5 - *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 1934. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MOCE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLCAC (LB) ------ 4CCC.- *% -RATEC EPG HVR- 140 - -wENGINE (HP/LB) -8.50
CRUISE SPEEC (MPH) 411. * CCAV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.72
tiC -CRL.LSE RLISF 1. 92--- - --- - -
*RANGE (STAT I) 5CC. INST PhR ERG HVR (hP) 3698. FUSE.AGE 3.37 DESIGN MISSION
~ VFASSENGER SEATS -20.-- CCNVER IHP -2813.- EMPENNAGE - - 1. 19- *FIELD ELEVATICA (FT) 0.
*CARGC (LbI 0. CRUISE (HP) 4335. TOTAL DFOFILE 7.90 S6UND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/F HR) .--- - .40 --- ING INCUCED - 0.E0 *STD CAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
FCTGRS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
DC*DISC. CALnIG (PcF R.5L ARLV E-SSYSTEk -______ CAMPNEN-T.-EIGHT S 1 I RI )HOT DAY TEMP_ (CEGFl -95.--- .
RADIUS (FT) 19.4 *EFFICIENCy J.97 ROTORS 1718. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
-SOLICITY - -- .CS8--HEL_-MOCE kEIGI-T (LB1 1672. -- DRIVE SYSTEM - _2147. *MAX ACCELERATICN (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 1.99 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 2147. PCWERPLANT 371. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 410.
X-t2TAL ELACES -. -- - - ---- NACELLES . -- 53. _ *CPUI SE ALT ITUCE (FT) 15L00.
*CT/SIG HCVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 94. SOUND SPEED CFSE (FPS) 1058.
*PR3FILErRAG CIFFF Ccir AR:EA (SE- 2 8, NG. .57--a.___IAx DECELERATIG (G) -U.20
2 CChALCAD 9.1 *LOADING (FSF) 72.0 FUSELAGE 2710. *STPUCT LCAD FACTOR 4.5
- *EFFICIENCY HCVER. .0.&5 -- ASPECT RATIC _ __ 8.70 -- EMPENNACE - 393. *FLIGHT CPFW 2.
* CCNVER 0.E3 SPAN (FT) 49.4 LANDING GEAR 605. wCABIN CREW 3.
CRUlISE 0.80--MEAN CHORC (FT)-____ 5.6a _-. FLIGHT CONTROLS------.- 625. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MCOE WEIGHT (L8) 1718. *THICKNESSICHORD RATIC 0.210 PYDRAUI.ICS 184.
_ AIRPLAhE._WElChT-f E I 163k *T APFF RAT In L. T t ELEC TPI CAL ?9. - - --- -------- -
*TIP SPEED H3VER 630. SWEEP (CEG) -5.2 INSTP+AVICAICS 580.
CI4LISE 54C. -- CRUISE LIFT- COEFF __ 0.26_ AIR C2lNCITIENING __-_ 63.. - -
*FUSELAGE CLEARACE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CCNVER 1.00 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX I-EL MCDE ADV kAIlC -C.40 - *MAX LIFI CCEFF_ CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS - - - --- 101. - -
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 41.
*! INntalELlNFLT VARIAPLF CL-ML S1[/fN VRLLp 0. 83 ABELl F R S -D___--a_ _N-CPEN G.
CESIGN MISSIZN - SPEED-- - HE IGHT . - CIST 11ME FUEL- ------ - -
MPI- FT MI MIN LB
TAKECFF E LANDING - - --- 2.00 35. - -
ACCEL. & C3NV. 1500. 1.3 1.12 25.
_ AIRFLAiECLn 1 4A3.,1. 1350,-S-.L -4T E-l.
ACCEL. TO CRLISE 10.9 1.96 48,
CRU ISE- - - --
AIRFLANE CESCENT 410.3C1. 12000. 23.6 4.11 12.
APPRCACI- - - 3000. S49 --- 3.i5- -14.--
RESERE - . - 23.00- 351.
1ILT FCTCF DESIGN PFCGFA 1574
g-ec-o DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
CVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRLCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GRJSS hEIGHT (LB) 44115. INST NCRPIL FR (HP) 8096. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 100
EMPTY WEIGhT (LB) 30219. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *OIAPETER (FT)
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3746. *EXCESS FACTOR I-EL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAPE 0.18
PAYLOAD (L3) 10150. *Z RATED EPHG HVR 140. *ENGINE IP/I 8.50
CRUISE SPEEC (MPh) 411. * CCAV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLAE AR F)
L/D CRLISE 9.93 * CRLISE 90. %ING PROFILE 4.06
*RANGE (STAT MI) 5CC. INST PhR EPRG HVR (HP) 60S. FUSELAGE 5.29 DESIG4 MISSLjN
c *FASSENCER SEATS 50. CCNVER (HP) 6136. EPPENNAGE 2.43 *FIELD ELEVATIEN (FT) 0.
*CARGC (LB) 0. CRUISE (HF) 8011. TOTAI. PROFIE 14.25 SOUND SPEED HWR (FPS) 1117.
PC____ -*SFC (LB/-F HR) C*400 hING INDUCED 1.89 *STD CAY TEMP (CEG F) 59.
P~lRS*EPMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
c *CISC LCADING (PSF) 8.50 DRIVE SYSTEP CCMPCNENT WEIGHTS (LB) *Hf)T DAY TEMP (DEG F) 5
RACILS (FT) 28.7 *EFFICIENCI 0.97 ROTORS 4035. 'CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLICITY 0.0C8 HEL MODE WEIGHT Le i 427. DRIVE SVSTEM 4893. *MAX ACCE.ERATICN (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORC (FT) 2.95 AIRPLAAE EIGHT (LE) 4893. FC6FPPLANT 1429. *CESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 410.
1C7AL ELACES 6 --- NACELLES 170a *CRIJISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CTISIG HCVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 292. SIUND SPEED CPSE (FPS) 1058.
*PRCFILE CRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 613. tING 4U47. *MAXDECELERATION (G) L* __
ChIPKCAD . LADN FF 72.0 FUSELAGE 5567. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.53 C~ALCC *6 *LOADING (FSF)
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIC 188 EMPENNAGE 860. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CCNVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 6So5 LANDING GEAR 1324. *CABIN CREW le
CRI ISE C.80 MEAN CHORE (FT) 8.82 FLIGHT CONTROLS 18831 *A7C SPEED LIPIT YES
lEL MOE WEIGAT (L8) 4035. *THICKNESS /CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 272.
AIRPLANE hEIGH-T (LE) 3656. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 694.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 630. SWEEP (CEG) -5e3 INSTR+AVICNICS 10.
* CRISE 540. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.26 AIR CJNEITIONING 1150,
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (Fl) 1.0 MAX LIFT CCEFF CCAVER 1.0u FURNISHINGS 5CC.
*PAX 1-EL MODCE ACV RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT CCEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 2 2 1 .
*FLAP AREA/hING AREA 0.25 LIGH 400.
INDICA0ES INFLT VARIABLE CLIMB SPL/CENVER SPO 0.90 CABIN CREW 1500
rd CESIGN MISSION SPEEC HEIGHT DIST 7IME FUEL _____
2.H FT m* (_FTN L_
TAKE.FF F LANDING 2.00 74o DG C. ARA7
ACOEL1 4 CC__V_ 15*. 1.3 1.01 48.
120 AIRFLANE CLIPA 154.A18R. 13500. 1S. 4.24 T7.
ACCEL0 TO CRFSSE 12.2 2.19 102.
CR EE N___ DPENNG 411. 4*E6.9 63E5 2L3EV.A
AIRLAN DECT 411.9301. 12000. -21.6 4.81 26.
E PPOAH30J0. S.9 3.S5 27. ___
ST TCATL PR0.0 12 S U06 300S
*E20.00 742.R T T 2
-. - - . -in,., ~ I---------- - - _____-- - -
- lIL1 PCTCR- CESIGA PRCCPAP-174 --
-0-EC -D-GE-SIGN -TEPATIONS: 6-- -- -
GVCP*LL POWFC FUSELAGCE STRUreW40Le
GRJSS WEIGHT (LB) 73665. INST NCRPeAL PWR (HP) 13525. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR




512,3.--*NUMBER OF ENGINES - 2.-*IAMETER-IFT-) -. - -11.5
6102. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.45 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00
163CC. '% RATED EPRG HVR - 140. - --






*RANGE (STAT PII 5CC. INST PWR EPRG HVR (HPI 13525. FUSELAGE 7.02 DESIGN MISSION
*FASSENGER SEATS 80. - - CONVER- (HP- 1U618.- EMPENNAGE - 3.90- *FIELD CLEVAT ICN (FT) 0.
*CARGC (LeI 0. CRUISE (HPI 12118. TOTAL PROFILE 21.09 SOUND SPEED I-VR (FPSI 1117.
--- - SFC- (LB/HF- HR)--------0.400 ING INCUCED-- ------ - 2.84 -*STD DAY TEMP (CEG F) 59.
FCTOPS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FTI 2C00.
_*r C r anme (oE -a" 0 . na t S _STr-___ r r WP3NENT -WEG-rTS ( R) - *H3T DAY - TEMP---(CEFLG-fF I - -95.--
RACILS (FTI 31.1 *EFFICIENC 0.97 ROTORS 7142. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDIlY- -- - -- - -0.098 HEL MOCE WEIGHT- LLB 1 8146.-- CRIVE SYSTEM--__ - *089. VAX ACCELERATICN (GI 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 3.E2 AIRPIANE IEIGHT (LEI 9389. POWEPPLANT 2737. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPHI 410.
TCTAL ELAICES --- _-- _ 6--------------- ---- - NACELLES -- 790. *CRUISE ALT ITUCE (FT) 15(oo.
*CT/SIG I-OVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 674. SOUND SPFED CPSE (FPS) 1058.
-' PRFILE DRAG CrrGr n.rIc ARA--.SF) 1023 MWING.. - -FSS6-.-#MAX DECELERATICA (G) -. 0.20
% CCALCAC 9.8 *LOADING (PSF) 72.0 FUSELAGE 8057. *STRUCT LCAD FACTOR
*EFFICIENCY HCVER --- ____-0.85-- ASPECT RATIC --- ---- 7.53 EMPENNAGE - -.. 1437. *FLIGHT CkEW
* CCNVER 0.63 SPAN IFT) 87.8 LANCINC GEAR 2210. .CABIN CREw
CRUISE. -0.79.. MEAN CHORC .tT)------11.66 FLIGHT CCNTFLS- -- 3879. *ATC SPEED LIMIT
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LBI 7142. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 351.
-Al RLAb.EI MT48 &OiTI R I A404,- *TARER-RAT 10 0.71a FLECT RI CAL . 1 435
*TIP SPEED HCVER 630. SWEEP (CEC) -5.4 INSTR+AyICNICS 826.
-* -- CLISE- -- 54C.----CRUISE LIfT-CCEEF - - 3.24_ _IR CONITIONING 1540.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT CCEFF CCNVER 1.00 FURNISHINGS 37-30.
*MAX HEL-PCDE A0V- RAT IC-- C.40 ---- *MAX LIFT CCEFF CLEAN_ - 1.40 FLUIDS 368.
*FLAP AREA/%ING APEA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.





CESIGN HISSICA --- E- -SPEEC---HEIGHT
MPI FT.
TAKEOFF & LAADIAG --
ACCEL. E COAV.



















--6 .12 --.- 4069. - - -- - -
5.15 47.
--. 3.95- ._.- 44.- -
20.00 1240. - -
1n&
RES EA\ f
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-- PEOALL GNT FU LACE TIIG-T- ENGG--AG-------
GROSS hEIGHT (LB) 108383. INST NCRPAL PWR (HP) 19907. *LENGTH (FT) 110.0 *ROTOR 1.00
-EMPTY -- EI4hT-- 4L81~- ---77147. --- *NUMBER OF- ENGINES - 2. *DIAMETER (FT--- - - - 13.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL bEIGHT (LBI 8786. *EXCESS FACTOR FEL MODE 1.40 *CRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLCAC (L) - 22450.--.a RATED EPRG HVR -- 140. - - - --- * -ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 438. * CCNV + CLIMB 12u. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.72
10.1 5 en'1SE rO .90. MINRF1 F - ----- -
*RANCE (STAT MI) 5co. INST PhR EPRG HVR (HP) 19907. FUSELAGE 8.97 DESIGN MISSION
*FASSENGER- SEATS 113. CCNVER--AhP1-15088. EMPENNAGE ------ -5.58 *FIELD ELEVATICA IFT) 0.
*CARGC (LB) 0. CPUISF (HF) 16321. TCTAL PROFILE 28.85 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
- --- - -*SFC -4L/I-P hR)- -- - 6.4C0- kING INCUCED 4.01 STD DAY TEMP (CEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EPMERG HOVER Al T (FTI 200.
C-I-C I nOACING DCE I A* 51- avRT V F: CVC--T C PE (0WIOAENT-WE rMIS I -RI DAY- TE.P--()ESFl -95. -
RACILS (FT) 45.0 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 10755. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLICITY - --- 0C.CSE -- HEL MODE hEIGHT--(1.8) 12592.-- CRIVE SYSTEM----- - 14482. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
ELACE ClCRC (FT) 4.64 AIRPLANE kEIGHT (LB) 144b2. PEWFPPLANT 4028. *CESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 410.
-TCTAL ELACES --- 6------ -- ----------- NACELLES 197C. *CRUISE AlTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG H3VER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1259. 5J)UN1* SPED CRSE FPS) 1058.
3PA.UFILE ZRAG-C0c 4 11 1 A A-4 S F 15V5. kING----- 10549.- -MAX DECELERATICN (G)--.- G.20
I OC6NLCAD 1C.C *LOADING (PSF) 72.0 FUSEL.AGE 1C968. *STRUCT I CAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HCVER - 0.85- ASPECT RAllD 7.34 EMPENNAGE 2114. *Ft lGHT CREW 2.
* CCNVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 105.1 LANDING GEAR 3252. =CARIN CREW 3.
-CRUISE--------C.7S -MEAN CHORC-(FTI----- 14.32 - FLIGHT CCNTRCLS -- 6697. *ATC SPtED LIMIT YES
MEL MCDE WEICHT (tE) 10755. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDPAUJLICS 426.
AI"LAAEIlGHT-- I I C767, *T ARER-RAllf- 0.70 ELECTRICAL- 247S-
*TIP SPEED l-GVER 630. SWEEP (CEC) -5.4 INSTR+AVICNICS 949.
* - aLIS __.-540. ---- CRUISE LIfT-COEE - 0.23 -AIR C3NCITIGAING ON I 1930.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT CCEFF CCNVER 1.00 FURNISHINGS 4900.
*PAX I-EL MCCE ACV RATIO-0.4 -- *MAX LIFT CCEFF CLEAN---- 1.40-----FLUIDS - 542.
*FLAP APEA/WING AREA 6.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
a JICAIES. TU-VA94 A____E ,p 1)*p JCCEp p n, 96, CAB[N eCE._ _
CESIGA MISSICA- ---- SEEC----EIGHT -- IST---11E--- fUEL-- -- - -
MPH FT 1 I PIN LB
TA*ECFf , LANDING- ---- -- -- 2.C 183.- _ - - --- -
ACCEL. C CCNV. 15U0. 1.3 G.58 113.
AI A Pt AA CLINR 164.,7(.'- 1'Uin., q 4, _ _ 4b0*-,_
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 14.7 2.47 2e6.
- CRUISE --- 438.-- - -- 429.8--58.90 5781.
AIRPLANE CESCENT 438.,3C1. 12000. 21.4 5.37 72.
APPRCACM 
_-3000. __.9 3.C5 - 65. -
- TGThi crO 0 T7 89 6960
- RESERVE----- -- ------ 20.00---1825. - -- -- -
- ILT RCTCR DESIGN ERCGRAM 1974
DESIGNITATION; 5
CIERALL PCUEFPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTCRS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 48851. INST NCRMAL EWR (HP) 5183. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 1.05EMPTY 6EIGHT LE_)___ 34316. *EUPBEROFENGINES 2.-_ _AmETERFT) 10.0-*T ANSHISSIDE_- 0.85
'-' FUEL WEIGHT (LE) 4385. MEXCESS FACTOR HEL NODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.80FAYLOAr (LB)__ __10150. *1 RATED EMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) - 7.00CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 420. * CCNV * CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.72
L/C CRUISE 9.98 * CRUISE 9). WING PROfILE 4.45
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWS EMRG HVR (HP) 9183. FUSELAGE 5.29 DESIGN MISSION
*EASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVER [HPL _fs60. EMPENNAGE 
__ 2.67 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 8515. TOTAL PROFILE 15.02 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC_(IBjHP HR_______(,424 MING INDUCED 
_ 1,93 *STD DAY TEMP (EEG F) 59.
ROT2RS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*CISC LCACING (PSF) 8.50 DRIVE SISTEM CCMPCNEN"_WEIGHTS (LB) *HOT DAY_.EME IEE F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 30.2 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 4774. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150SCLIDITY C.C98 ___HEL MOVE WEIGHT (LB) 5049. DRIVE SYSIEM 5781. *MAX ACCELERATICN IG) 0.25
ElACE CHCRD (FT) 3.11 AISPLANE WEIGHT (LE) 5781. POWEEPLANT 2256. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 410.
ICTAL ELACES .6 
--- - -----
6 
--------- NACELLES _ _____ 513. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (PT) 15000.
*C'/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 383. SOUND SE3ED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*FRCFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 679. WING 4352. *MAX EECFLERATICN_(G1 0.20_
~CCWNLCAD 9.7 *LOADING (PSP) 22.0 FUSELAGE 5798. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HCVER 0.93 ASPECT RATIC 
____ 7.74 _EMPENNAGE 977. *FLIGHT CSEW 2.
* - CCNVER 0.81 SPAN (FT) 72.5 LANDING GEAR 1466. *CABIN CREW 1.
CRUISE C.80 EEAN CHCRD (FT) 
___ 9.36 FLIGHT CONTROLS 2174. *JTC SPEED t.IMIT YESHEL MOEE WEIGHT (LB9) 4774. 'HICKNESS/CEORC RATIO C.210 HYDRAULICS 286.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (IF) 4328. *AEE FATIO C.70 ELECIRICAL 8-2,
*TIP SPEED HOVER 630. SWEEP (CEG) -5.3 INSTF+AVIONICS 703.
* CRUISE 540. CRUISE LIFT COEFF C.25 AIR CONDITICNING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 EAX LIFT CCEi CCNVER 1.00 FURNISHINGS 2500.
,*PAX REL ACDE ADV RATIO 0.40 _-*AX LIFT CCIFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUICS 244. __
*FLAP AFEA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGdT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SFD/CCNVER SPD (.91 CAEIN CREW 150.
EESIGh MISSION SPEED EEIGHT EIST TIME FUEL
FT MI MIN LE
TAKECFF 6 LANDING 4.00 88.
ACCEL. & CCNV. 1500. 1.3 1.03 58.
AIFPLANE CLIMB 156.,192. 13500. 12.3 4.23 222.
EL.TCCUISE 14.0 2.43 135.
CRUISE 420. 434.2 62.01 2914.
AIRPLANE DESCENT %420,301. 12000. 2.8.4 4.91 - 32.
APPRCACH 3000. 9.9 3.95 32. 
_
ICIAL 50C.0 63.55 3501.
20.0 884.
T__TILT RCTCR DESIGN EFOGEAM 1974
0-85-50 DESIGN ITERATI-ONS: 4 _
CVERALL POVERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY _ACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 42159. INST NCRMAL FWH (HP) le03. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTCR 0.95
_ EMPTY WEIGHT _(LPl 28598. * UEi CF-ENGINES _ __2._ *DIAMETER_ 10.0 _*TRANSMISSION
E- D FUEL WEIGHT (LB)E SL 110C 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 'AIRFRAME 0.76
PALA L)10150. '1 SAT I D EMRG 4 V R 14 0 q_______ - EG~E(I/B 10.00PAYLOAD (LB)__ 
-_ - __-___*ENGIN 1 / B
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 411 CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.72
t/D CRUISE 9.84 CRUISE 9'). WING ?RC?-- 3.89
*RANGE (SIAT MI) 503. INsr PWF EHBG HVa (HP) 1558. FUSELAGE 5.29 D!SIGN MISSION
C *PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVZR fHPj_728, EMPENNAGE - 2.33 'FILLD ELLVATION (71) 0.
*CARGO ILE) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7803. TOTAL PROFIL 13.93 SUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
__ SFC -ItBlYP HR) ____ __.380_ W I4G I NDUCL E) 1. 84__ - SID DAY TEMP (DEG F) - 59.
ROTORS e.0 DIESS'MCMCETWEGI LI*MERG HOVER ALT (FT) 200C.
c *CISC LOADING (PSF--).SS ' LG 95a
RADIUS (FT) 28.1 *EFFICIENCY C.S7 ROTOES 3620. 'CT/Sb MLX 0.150
SCLIDITY 0.098 HIL MoE WEIGHT (LB) DRIVE SYSTEM 4550. *MAX ACCELERATICH IG) 0.25
ELACE CHCRD2 IRPLANE WEIGHT LE) 4550. POWEPLANT 1342. DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 410.
TOTAL ELADES 6 NACELLES 143. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FTJ 15000.
*CT/SGHIG 0.123 WIbG- - FUEL SYSTEM 249. SOUND SPEHED CRRE FPS) 1058.
*FRCFILE CRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 586, WING 3K6. *MAX DECEIERATICNAGO_
% CCWNLCAD 9.6 'ICIDING (ESE) 72.C FUSELAGE 5388. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HCVER . SFECT HAIIC 7.94 -24PENNAGE 801. *?LIGHT CFEW 2.
42159CCNV. .85 SPAN (T) R(.2 LANDING GEAR 12(5. FCATIN CREW 1.
CRUISE 0.80 P EN CHCEGI N .59 FLIGHT C NTROL ___ 10. _-*ATC SPEED LII T.E
BEl MODEWEIGHT (LB) 3620. *EHICKNES/CCRD RATIO C 10 HYDRAULICS 266.
AISPLANE WEIGHT (LI.) 33 13. *7APEF RAIIO C.7C EL-ECTRICAL 651.
4TIP SP1EE HOVER 630. *E CCN IDEG) -5.3 INST+.AVICNICS 703.
* CRUISE .543. CRISE LIW CCII! 26 AIR CONDITICNING 115.9
OFIS!IAG! CLEA5NCE (FT) 1.0 PAX LIFT COEFf CCNVER 1.00 FURNISHINGS 250C.
'DI*EX HEL MDE _ADY RATIO 0.140 'P*-AX LIFT -COlE!_-CLEAN - -1.40 ___FLUIDS_______21 --
5. AP ARA/WING ARPE _ 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIME sEr/CcNvEs sPD C.89 CAHIN _CREW 150.
5 rESIGb MISSION SPEED EEIGHT D1ST IMIE FUEL________ _____ __
TAKECFF 8 LANDING2.0 6.__________ ______ ___
-ACCEL.9-t SCC9NV7 SO. 1.3 1.05 44e
AIRPLANZ CLIPB 153.,188. 13500. 11.5 4.06 164.
C--I -fL. TO CRUISE 12.1 .17 93.
CRUISE 411. '437.9 63.99 2333. ______________
PPROACH __3000. 9P 9 3.95 2 4 __
TOTAL 500.0 81.S7 2748.
FESER.E 50 D.S663.S
TILT. ROTOR_DESIGN PROGRAM K1974
D-80-2_ 20 ---- - - - DES IGN ITERATIONS: 3
-- OVRALL PaWERP.LAMT FUSELAGE STRUCT-TEC.tOLDYF--EAJLDR&. --- - -3ROSS WEIGHT (LB) 23886. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4199. *LENGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR 1.03
MPTY WEIGHT (LB) 14987. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 8.5 *TRAN SMI SSION O.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 1899. *EXCESS FACTOR IEL MODE 1.45 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRA 0.8
PAYLOAD (8) 4333. * RATED EMRG HVR - 140. -ENGIN HP/LB 8.50
CRUISE SPEEJ (MPH) 401. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE ION 2.02
__ L/D- CRUISE-______8.55* ___ CRUI SE 90. WING PROFILE 2.35
k*ANGE (STAT MI) 503. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 3497. FUSELAGE 3.38 DESIGN MISSION
-'PASSENGER SEATS 2-. CONVER (HP) 2748. EMPENNAGE 1.41 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
z *CARG3 (LB 0. CRUISE (HP) 4199. TOTAL PROFILE 8.65 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 0.79 *STO DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC L3ADINGLPSFl 7.00 DRIVE SYSTEM - COMPONENT WEIGHTS LBL- *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) __ 95.
RADIUS (FT) 21.8 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 1828. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY .38T HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1863. DRIVE SYSTEM 2337. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLA3E C-13RD (FT) 1.99 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 2337. POWERPLANT 998. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES 6 -NACELLES 73. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15CO.
*CJ/SIG HOVER 3.123 WING FUEL SYSTEM 91. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
_____*PROFILE )RASCDEFF 0.10--AREA (SF) 337. WING 1779, *MAX DECELERATION (G) - 0.23
Z D3WNL3AD 8.9 *LOADING (PSF) 62.0 FUSELAGE 2724. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER___-- 0.85 - ASPECT RATI3 8.68 EMPENNAGE 407. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
CONVER 3.83 SPAN (FT) 54.1 LANDING GEAR 627. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRUISE 0.83 MEAN CHORD (FT) 6.23 FLIGHT CONTROLS 656. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1828. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 187.
AIRPLANE.WEIGHT (LBI 1793.-TAPER RATIO - 0.0 __ ELECTRICAL ________-241. --
'TIP SPEED H3VER 605. SWEEP (DEG) -5.2 INSTR+AVIONICS 580.
* . CRUISE -.543. _ CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.24 AIR CONDITIONING 760.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.93 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*4AX HEL 43D; ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 104.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*_[NDICATES-- INPUJT_VARIABLEL.___ CLIMB SPD/C3NVER SPD 0.82 CABIN CREW 0
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME-- FUEL -
4PH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF E LANDING 2.00 33. -
ACCEL. . CONV. 1500. 1.6 1.38 3J.
AIRPLANE CLIN_ 136.1-6 .1350.9.0 3.54 80. -
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 10.9 2.00 48.
C RUI1SE 431 445.4 66.75 1348. ---
AIRPLANE DESCENT 400.,301. 12000. 23.2 4.37 11.
_APPROACH 3000. 10.0____. 3. 99 14.
TOTAL _5 63 5 ___64,
RESERVE_ __ _----_- - - - - -2Z .00 334. -_-_-
]['i nrlrR rFSIGA gR~rGR. 144
0-o-50 nDFqIGN ITFRATIlNNSS: 4
nVFRhII pnwFPPIANT FI.qFI AGP STRt CT TECHNOLGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 45116. INST NCPML PWR (HP) 7913o *LENGTH (FT) 8C.0 -ROTOR 100
EMPT Y E1IGHT ILRI 114 44 *NtIMRFR F FNnlNFc 2. *!1AYELER I IT_1 _ -_%) *TRANSMISSION 0093
FUEL kEIGHT (LB) 3633. *EXCESS FAC70R 1-EL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 100 vA1RPR4mE 0.78
S ___PAyi CAn I I R I 101".. *X RATFn FPRC; bVR 140- _ NGINE HP/LB 1 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 401. CCNV + CLIMB 12o. FLAT PLATE AREAS ISF) *ENGINE INST4LLATION 1.50
in CR1 iTF 9-.4 * Tr.F q kTNr' PPPFII E 4.78
*RANCE (STAT MI) 5CC. INST P0 FP HVR (HF) 7565a FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGJ '4ISSI1N
c 5 fSSFN&-R F ATC Cf-IVFR .HP 1 -_. _ 7 IELD ELEVATIC -1T1 0. £
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRISE (HP) 7813. TOTAL PPUFILE 15.67 SUND SPEFO HN0 (FPS) 1117.
E *SCFr It Rhl-P h i1 flAa ___KLNf1 ANCUCE __ 1.87___ STD lAY_ IEq~P (CE1G l_- 5_59.
ROTORS .EMERG HnVER ALT (FT) 2000
*C1IC LCAOTNG IPSFI 7.00 pTVF sysiFt CRNENT WEIGHTS (LB) -HqT )AY 14P (CEG F) 95
RACILS (FT) 32.0 *EFFICIENCY 0.57 ROTOkS 4179. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
___SoL1I IV 0..027 HEI MODE hREIGHT 1L 45E p I~ E_?.1Vs £Y &TM 524. M ACCEI.E~fTCI-d (GI 0.25
ELACE CFJRC (FT) 2.51 AIPPLANE WEIGHT (LE) 5244a FCWPPPLANT 1379. *CESIGN CEUlSs (MPHI
IIAL FLPF1 &VP AAEL: ____ __t6 CUS LTITUDE (HT) -1SC-OCJ
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 277o SJUNO SPEED CRSE (P51 1058.
DQ:F I I F CrAt. rrI'FF 11 Oh) ARFA ISF) 728 1.. 1 Kr. 4592.. 12LAy) 221~ kiLLPlL N fUi..i 0 2t;.-.---
A DCWikhCAC 5.s4 *LOAnING (FSF) 62.0 FUSELAGE 5586. *STRUtCT LCAO FACTOK 4o5
*FEFICIENC Hv HvR L.,PE -A&pkrTRA1in - 880a -FLIGHT C"W2
CCNVER 0.83 SPAN) (FT) 1f.1 LANDING GEAR 1154. *CABIN CREW
rRuISE C..PF MEAN C'HCR IF1I 9-57 FLIL0De.'TkOI S CSPEED LIP'l - YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 4115. *THICKNESSjCHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 275.
AIRPLANE hFICHT ILF) 3940. *TAPER PATIO C.70 ELECTRICAL 717.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 67. SWEEP (0EC -5.3 INSTR+AVIGNICS 7036
CRUISE 15411. CRUISE IAFT COFFE OZ4 llPCUCIICNING,1~. _ _
*FUSELAGE CLEARACE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT CCEFF CCNVER (.3 FiRNISHINGS 25CC.
*VAX I-Fl ML-DF Anyf RATIO C,4C *MAX IIF! CIFF rLEAN 1,4 ELU10 _ ___ 2 -
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 4G0.
* NOICAlit5 INPLT YARIARIF CU MB SPrjCENVER SF0 o.RA CABIN CR;:W_ 150.
F NiMRr HFRI HT n! TMF FUELFFN__NFC
MPH F T M 1EL MODE L
AKEEFF * LARDING 2TF0 7o F7R V
ACCEL. t CCNV. 15002. 1.4 1.16 51.
AIRFLAhE CLIP'2 145-.17S, 1351J, 11.7 4.13 1A3,
ACCEL. TO CRLISE 13.1 2.3 107.
CRLISF ~~ 431 h2.1F 9 27
AIRPLANE DESCENT 401.9301o 12000. i 7 o0 403 24.
)--PPPCA(- 30001a . SLA. 3,EL 25A
S r*IAI f*F -RP R 934
RFHFRFMF 2 Q0 6l99G
-TILT R3T3 DESIGN PI0SRAM 1974
___D-83-83 -_ ___ __ _ _ _
OVERALL- P WERPLANL
GR3SS WEIGHT (LS) 75976. INST NORMA
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 53802. *NUMBER OF
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 5874. *EXCESS FACI
PAYLOAD (LB) 16303. *% RATED EM
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 409. CO
L/D CRUISE5 CR
*A4NSE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR E
*PASSE54GE32 SEATS 80 * C
*CARGO (LB) 0. C
*SFC (LB/HP
ROT3RS
= -*DISC LOADINGPSP -7-.00.DRIVE-SYSTEM
4ADIUS (FT) 41.6 *EFFICIENC
S3LIDITY __0.088 HEL MODE
BLADE CH3RD (FT) 3.81 AIRPLANE
TOTAL BLADES - . _ 6
wuT/SIG 43VER 0.120 WING










































*FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
*CT/SIG MAX 0.153
*MAX ACCELERATION IG) 0.25
*DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
*CRUISE ALTITUDE tFT) 15030.
SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*MAX DECELERATION (G) _ 0.20
*STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*FLIGHT CREW 2.
*CABIN CREW 2.


















I DOWNLOAD 9.6 *LOADING (PSF) 62.0 FUSELAGE 8094.
*EFFI~IE4ZY 4OVER . 0.85 ASPECT RATIO_ 7.62 EMPENNAGE 1482.
* C3NVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 96.6 LANDING GEAR 2279.
CRUISE- .0.82 MEAN CHORD (FT) 12.68 FLIGHT CONTROLS 4052o
HEL MODE WEISHT (LB) 7392. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 357.
___AIRPLA4E WEIGHT-LLB) 6923.- TAPER RATIO _ -- 0.70-__ ELECTRICAL __ 1499.
OTIP SPEED HOVER 605. SWEEP (DEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 826.
* CRUISE 540. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.23 AIR CONDITIONING 1540.
*FUSELAGE CLEAR4CE IFT) 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.93 FURNISHINGS 3700.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO. 0.40 *MAX LIFT CEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 380.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
110CATES1?UTVRBLE.. -_CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPD.. 0.92 CABIN CREW 300.
DESIGN MISSIO9 - __SEED. __HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF 6 LANDING ---2.00 117.
ACCEL. E COIV. 1500. 1.6 1.24 92.
ALRPLANE..CLIMB ._L51.s186 13500.12.6-4.50. 311
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 13.8 2.46 180.
CRUISE - 409. 432.8 63.52 392 .
AIRPLANE DESCENT 409.,301. 12000. 29.3 5.11 43.
APPROACH 3003. - 10.0 3.99 42.




_ TIL T 13T3O -DESISN P103AM_1974____
-D-83-11__ -- _
-DESIGN ITERATIONSI 5
OVERALL PDWERPLtANT FUSELAGE STRUCL1ECHNOLOGYfACTMIS_
SROSS WEIGHT (LB) 113369. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 19016. *LENGTH (FT) 110.0 *ROTOR
EMPTY WEIGHT (L) - 82327..- *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 13.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3592. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME
PAYLOAD (LB) 22453. * RATED EMRG HVR ._ 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB)
CRUISE S2EED (MPH) 420. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 2e
L/D CRUISE 13.88_* CRUISE . ___ 90._ WING PROFILE- _1.19___
*;tAN0Er (STAT MI) 5fl# INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 19016. FUSELAGE 9.00 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSE4GEI SEATS 110. CONVER (HP) 14430. EMPENNAGE 6.71 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT)
*CARGO (LB) 3. CRUISE (HP) 16737. TOTAL PROFILE 32.54 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) III
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.403 WING INDUCED 4.18 *STD DAY TEMP IDEG F)
RT3RS*EMEG HOVER ALT T) 200
___0*DISC LOADING-IPSE) 
_T.30.-DRIVE SYSTEM 
_- __COMPONENT WEIGHTSALBL *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG FL-1 9
RADIUS (FT) 50.8 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 11436. *CT/SIG MAX
S3LI3ITY ___ D.088 ____HEL MODE WEIGHT ILB) _.13811. DRIVE SYSTEM 15544. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.SLADE CH3RD (FT) 4.66 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 15544. POWERPLANT 4519. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 40
TOTAL BLADES 6 NACELLES 2585. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 150D
*:T/SIG -43VER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1212. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 105
*PROFILE 3RAGCEF 010__ AREA ( SF) - ____-1829. WING ____ 11995. *MAX DECELERATION (G)
3 DOWNLOAD 9.7 *LOADING (PSF) 62.0 FUSELAGE 11043. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4
*EFFIlIE4CY HOVER _ __ 0.85 - ASPECT RATIO . 7.43 EMPENNAGE 2211. *FLIGHT CREW
SCO4VER* 083 SPAN (F T) 116.5 LANDING GEAR 3401 *CABIN CREW
CUISE_ 0.2 MEAN CHORD (T). 15.69 __FLIGHT CONTROLS- 7125. *ATC SPEED LIMIT Y
-(EL NODE WEI3J4T ILS) 11436. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.213 HYDRAULICS 436.
AIRPLA4E WEIGtTtIl.l I719.-AITAPER RATIO._ ___ 0.70--ELECTRICAL .. 2642e___2642
*TIP SPEED H3VEt 605. SWEEP (DE*) -5S4 INSTR+AVIONICS 949.
0 -CRUISE 543.___CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0 .22 - AIR CONDI TIONING__ 1930.- .-
*FUSELAGE CLEAUII.E (FT* 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.93 FURNISHINGS 4900.
#MAX MEL MODE kD RATIL- 0.40 -----*MAX LIFT *OEFF CLEAACE 1.40 FLUIDS 567.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
r A * 14DICATE=S 14PUT-VARIABLE ---- RCLIMB SPU/CONVER SPI_ 0.94DCABIN CREW(FT 4501
DESIGN MISS10 _SSEED -UNHEIGHT SEST TIRE FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF L LANDING .52.0LAN5. GA 3
ACCEL. & CEIVT 1500. 1.6 1.21 134.
AIRPLANE- CLIMB ___L55.19. _*350lA___4 .49__ 464 
__L. CAL.2642
ACCEL TO CRULSE 14.8 2.58 283.
- *RSEC-_UISE- 420. 429.9R L 61.38 5662. A C
AIRPLANE DESCENT 420.301. 12000. .30.9 5e34 67.




















TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM_19?4 -
_ _ _--
D -75-50 - - _ _ - _________ -- DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
JVERALL--__ _ ___ POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT.TECHNOLOGY.FACTURP
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 53338. INST N3RMAL PWR (HP) 8642. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 1.05
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 35983. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 10.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.85
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4205. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.4) *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.80
PAYLOAD (LB) 13153. *X RATED EMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 7.00
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 407. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 2.02
L/D CRUISE __- _ 10.19 * .CRUISE . 90s WING PROFILE -5.28
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG ivR (HP) 8642. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 53. . CONVER (HP) 6558. EMPENNAGE 3.17 *FIELD ELEVATION IFT) 0.
*CARS3 (L3) 3. CRUISE (HP) 8357. TOTAL PROFILE 16.65 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
___*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.420 WING INDUCED 2.03 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
D-___'IS. LO)INJPSFl -7.00_ RIVE SYSTEM - COMPONENT WEIGHTS IL I *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F).-- 95.
RADIUS (FT) 33.8 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 4995. *CT/SIG MAX C.150
SOLIDITY _ .088 HEL MODE WEIGHT 1LB) 5439. DRIVE SYSTEM 6098. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
3LA3) C43RD (FT) 3.10 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 6098. POWERPLANT 2494. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TJTAL BLADES __--- __- 6 NACELLES 650. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 1500C.
*CT/SIG H3VER 3.120 4ING FUEL SYSTEM 356. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PAOFILE_)RA3-COEFF .10 AREA (SF) - _812.. WING 4900. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.23
% DJWNLJAD 9.5 *LOADING (PSF) 62.3 FUSELAGE 5824. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY H3VER 0.83 ASPECT RATI3_ 7.82 EMPENNAGE 1007. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
CONVER 3.81 SPAN (FT) 79.7 LANDING GEAR 1510. *CABIN CREW 1.
CAUISE 0.82 MEAN CHORD (FT)_ 10.19 FLIGHT CONTROLS- - 2268. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE OEIGHT (LB) 4995. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 290.
-AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB1 675.*TAPER RATIO 0.7C ELECTRICAL . _ 837. -
*TIP SPEE) HOVER 605. SWEEP (DEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 703.
* CRUISE - __ 540. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.23 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT C3EFF CONVER 0.93 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 252.
*FLAP AAEA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
-INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPD/C3NVER SPD____0.89 CABIN CREW 150
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST .TIME-_ FJEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF C LANDING 2.00 _ 3. 8 .
ACCEL. L CONV. 150. 1.6 1.27 67.
AIR1tLANE CLIMB J48..18?._ 135O.l1.3 4.51 ??-.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 14.9 2.66 139.
CRUISE 407. 433.3 63.94 .2803.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 407.,301. 12000. 27.9 4.87 29.
APPRJACH .3000. 10.0 3.99 30.
-- TOTA L-AL.. . ____ --- $It__ 500.0 3.24__. 3372.
,RESEcRV-. 20.00 833.
TILT R3T31 DESIGN _P9;03RAL 1974
- D-85-53 -
DVERALL POWERPLANT
3IOSS WEIGHT (LB) 43779. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 7667.
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 30262. *NUMBER OF ENNINES 2.
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 336T. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.43
PAYL3AD (LB) *10150.  RATED E4RG HVR 140.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 401. * CONV + CLIMB 120.
z L/D CRUISE ____9.82 * CRUISE 90.
*1AM3E (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 716 .
*PASSENGER SEATS - 53. INST CONVER (HP) 5440.
*CARGO (LB) 3. CRUISE (HP) 7667.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.383
AOT3RS
*DISC .LOA3INAPSFl 1...DRIVE SYSTEM --...
RADIUS (FT) 31.6 *EFFICIENCY 0.97
SOLIDITY .087- HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 4221.
BLADE CH3RD (FT) 2.89 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 4986.
T3TAL BLADES 6
*CT/SIG HOVER ).120 dING
---. *PROFILE 3RAG.COEF.F .01L. AREA (SF). 706.
X D3WNL3AD 9.3 *LOADING (PSF) 62.0
*EFFICIENCY HOVER -- 0.87 ASPECT RATIO 7.99
* CONVER 0.85 SPAN IFT) 75.1
CRUISE___ 0.83 -MEAN CHORD (FTJ 9.4a
MEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 3819. *THICKNESS/CN0RD RATIO 0.210
AIRPLANE WEIGHT LBL 3653.-.*TAPER RATIO_ _ 0.70
*TIP SPEE) HOVER 605. SWEEP (DEG) -5.3
* ClUISE __ 540. - CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.24
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT C3EFF CONVER 0.93
*MAX HEL -MODE ADV RATIOl 0.-4-3 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN- 1.43
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25











FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION
-WING PROFILE 4.65 
FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
EMPENNAGE 2.79 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT)
TOTAL PROFILE 15.42 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS)
WING INDUCED 1.80 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F)











*HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F)-
3819. *CT/SIG MAX
4986. *MAX ACCELERATION (G)
1549. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH)
200. *CRUI SE ALTI TUDE (F T)
243. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS)
4328. - *MAX DECELERATION (GI


























CABIN CREW, -_ 150. ....
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF C LANDING 2.00 63.
ACCEL. & CONV. 15)). 1.6 1.30 52.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 45.18. 13503. 11.1 4.13 162. ____I_______
ACCEL. T3 CAUISE 12.0 2.20 92.
CRUISE 401. _438.7 65.722316.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 400.,301. 12003. - 26.7 4.69 22.
APPR3ACH 3003. 10.0 3.99 24.
TOT AL _0.084. 02 ?732
__RESERVE 20.00 634.
TILT ADTOR DESIGN PROSRAM 1974---
__S-B)-20 - -____ ---- DESIGN ITERATIONS: 3
OVERALL-- POWERPL4 AT
3ODSS WEIGHT (LB) 23732. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 3516.
EMPTY WEIGHT. (LB)- --- 17947..._ _*NUMBER OF ENGINES . - 2.
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 1785. *EXCESS FACT3R AEL MODE 1.45
PAYLOAD (LB) - 43. *t RATED EMRG HVR 140.
CRUISE S'EED (MPH) 311. * CONV + CLIMB 120.
L/D CRUISE.- - 12.1* CRUISE .. __ 90.-
ORAN3E (STAT MI) 5D3. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 3391.
*PASSENG=R SEATS - . 20. -_. - CONVER (HP) 2648.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 3516.



















1.94 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT)
0.50 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS)
2.09 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F)
13TORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADING-IPSF) _5.50-Q1IVE.SYSTEM._ _COMPONENT WEIGHTS-itBL *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F)__ 95.
RADIUS (FT) 26.2 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 2849. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SJLI0ITY _-_--3.174 -_ _MEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 3040. DRIVE SYSTEM _3259. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CH3RD (FT) 2.38 AIRPLA4E WEIGHT (LB) 3259. POWERPLANT 1281. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 310.
TOTAL BLADES - - _-- - 12 - NACELLES 131. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 1500C.
*:T/SIG H3VER 3.123 WING FUEL SYSTEM 82. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PR3FILE 3RACDE3EFF 010 ___ AREA (SF_ _______ 456.. WING _____ 2081. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
2 DOONLOAD 8.7 *LOADINS (PSF) 52.0 FUSELAGE 2777. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER ____ .85 ASPECT RATIO -- 8.67 EMPENNAGE 463. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CN3VER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 62.9 LANDING GEAR 712. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRUISE---__ 0.66 MEAN CHORD (FT) _ - 7.25 - FLIGHT CONTROLS 786. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
IEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 2768. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 199.
kIRPLANi WE13HT (LBL 2849.___.*TAPER RATIO 0.7D ELECTRICAL __289.
*TIP SPEED H3VER 380. SWEEP (DES) -5.2 INSTR+AVIONICS 580.
J * CRUISE _ 383. - CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0. 33 A IR CONDITIONING 760.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.98 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX HEL 43DE ADV lATIO_ 0. 40 - _-*MAX LIF T COEFF CLEAN - 1.43 FLUIDS 119.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*LINDI".ATi.S. IMPUT.VARIABL.- ___ CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPD---_.23 _ CABIN CREW 0. -
DESIG MISSIO9 . -___SPEED _- HEIGHT DIST- _ TIME_- - FUEL
MPH Fr MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF E LANDING . 2.00 31.
ACCEL. C COV. 1500. 1.4 1.32 27.
AIRPLANE CLIMB ___128., 17 _1350.1. 11. 2__ 4. 73.-__ __ 89. 
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 4.3 1.04 21.
ARUI SE 311. _443.5 85.68 __1278.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 311.,258. 12003. - 29.9 6.34 14.
APPROACH 3000._ -. 9. 7 4.52 13.
TOTAL 503. 05.63 1473.










. ILT RETOR oFcSGN PRFRAM 1E14
S-80 -543 DFSIGNf;N FTFRATifNS: 4
fl~FQ~ I 0fWFPPI ANT" FWSFI AGEF cTgiICT TFCHNQlIC(VV FArTIRS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) !341% INST NCPPAL PWR 4HPI 7649e *LENGTH IP13 80.0 *ROTJR 1.00
Z, EPrv &IfGHT (IRI I0 c 4 - *NtIMRFR flF ENGINES 2. *CRAG~ FATOP ____ 1,,C() *ATRFANS1S1E 
- .8
FUEL %EIGHT (LB) 37C5. *EXCESS FACTOR I-EL PCDE
FP YPvCAALI3 I-1VC. *4 ATFD RCPG 146 _ - _ ENGINE HP LB)fA5
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 323. CCNV CLIMB 12') FLAT PLATE ARFAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
i /n rAi- TIF 1pF * 90, WING PIIL.
CL *RANE (STAT MI) 5LU. INST PWR EfI'G HVR (HP) 7649. FUSFLAGE 5.50 DESIGN MISSIJN
S_ PASSFAGFR SEATS SO, rrNVERA±PI 5A13-. EMRLNNAGE_____ _4,10- FIELD tI.FVATI1N lET) 0.
CARGO (LB)1.69 SN SPED R (FPS) 1117
*CRO(O eCL E (P 6989e_ TOA PRFL _______ ___IST0 _( Ay Tr4P (CE- r-) J9.
ROTOR *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.S PCTORS 
vf Tf~*rfrr ICAI~TNC. (PcFi r),l SA nTF AYNTFP C I at FIGHTS I
E3415.~-N 9NS NCA PW (HP 769 *LNGH FT
RACILS (PT) 39.3 *EFFICIENCY 0.7 ROTrPS 6842. *CT/SIG MAX 0150
C, a~fL~0174 HF1 MODE 6FIc.HT ILP1 P.OAl_7_ _CMEST5JEmt______ 8_432__AMAX- ACCELE~t.TION (Gs) __-L-925
ELACE CI-CRD (Fl) 3.58 AIRPLANE EIGHT (LEI E42. POWERPLANT 1350. CCSDGNE (20156 (MPH) 310.
__jOT~kLF' ACF5 1 NK.ILES_ -______ 1t8_ fCkU1SE ALTITUDE (FTJ -GV15000&
*C3/SIG HOVER CCV20 W+ICG FUEL SYSTEM 299. S)UNQ SPEED C(FSE (FPS)IC56
*OQ'1r-s F rQ, CIFFF 1. 15 * APFA rIF{ 112. W 1NG 5-15c *MAX 3aCLFiaTjN Fat u..70
A DChNLCAD 5.1 *LADING (PSFI 52.0 FUSELAGE 573C* *STRUCT I"rAD FAC'C4 4s5
.EUC?_FASC HrUJR ' &Aa fispipT R(I inV7, r ~ F ______ FIR43 .-- LIGHT CPE1C 2.
CCKVER 0.83 SPAN (T) 9.7 LANVING GEAR 1605. *CABIN CCEW 1.
CgtIT-rF C,6t MEAN CI4HDRE IFTI 11-34 ElIG~iT C-0 TRr LS 2 4 ?fG_4ATC SEEDl LIMIT I-
EL POCE WEIGHT (L.8) 6716. *THICKNESS/ CHORD RATIO t:.2 1T HYDRAULICS 299T
A RPI AK %F ~ CIGT IIPI fIP A2 *TAP R 1ATIC 0.70 FLACTRICAI 9127
*TIP SPEED I-OVER 3aC. SWEEP (CEC) -5.3 INSTR*AVICNICS, 743.
r-F 1f- CRIIISF LIFT f.FFF t1 2 I A I R I1UIFGNINF f P /A55
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.C MAX LIFT CCEFF CCNVER 1598 FURNISHINGS 2G 5SC
*y&)kiI1 F ArY RATIO 0,4C *24AX LIFT CGFFF CLEAN A1E_41 -F'E E EID___ 2&V I _FT _.
*FLAP AREA/wING AREA 4.25 FLISTHT CREW 00.
,InlRVFATFs IYTiFCCT VARPA WFF l GHT (pjrRrNv cF) 1.Y2 TAFTN rFG 1E95
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TILT PCTCR tiSIGN PCCGRAM-1974
- S-80-ac --- ---- OFSIGN-ITERATIONS 12 -
0IfER AL PWERPL! FLSLC-T-ET-6 G -A
CROSS HEIGHT (LB) 112274. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 16067. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY UEIGHT (LB - 88319.---*NUMBER CF- ENGINES - - -2. -CIAMETER (FT--- -- 11.5 - *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 1655. *EXCESS FACTGR HEL MODE 1.45 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLCAC (Ld) - ----- 1630. -*%-RATEC -ERG-4VR ---- 1,40.-- - - - - *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEEC (MPH) 34C. * CCNV + CLIvB 120, FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 2.55
L/C CRLISE 413.5 -- *-- -- CRlI-SE- 9NG-RO -LE1-3.55 -- ---- -
*RANGE (STAT MI) 50C. INST PWR EVRG HVR (FP) 16067. FUSElAGE 7.30 DESIGN MISSIJN
*FASSENGER SEATS-- - 80.--- CCNVER (HP)-12546.- -- EMPENNAGE -- - 8.13 *FIELD ELEVATICN (FT) 0.
*CARGC (LI 3. CRUISE (HPI 130C2. TOTAL PROFILE 35.06 SOUND SPEED VR (FPS) 1117.
-- _ - ---
*SFG-(LB/HF HR) - -- O.400 -- WING INCUCED-------------7.82- aSTO DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
FCTCRS *EMEPG FOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*- S. -------CONPJNENT WE4GHTS-4-L- ----- *HOT- DAY- TEMP-ACE F) -
RADILS (FT) 57.C *EFFICIENCN 0.97 ROTCPS 21015. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SCLIDITY - ------ 0.114---- HEL MODE REIGHT (LB) - 19651. - DRIVE SYSTEM -- - 20624. *PAX ACCFLERATICN (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 5.20 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LE) 20624. PCW5PPLANT 4820. *DESIGN CRUISE (P ,H) 310.
-- TOTAL BLADES---- ---12---- --------- - ----- -- NACELLES ----- 3011. *CRUISE ALTITUCE (FTI 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 994. S3UND SPEED CPSE (FPS) 1058.
*PRJFILE --OR AG--EfF---- .01----ARk-A-4-f4-- 2159.-- WING--- 7122.--*MAX DECELERATICN (G)--
% CCWNLCAC 5.4 *LJADING (PSF) 52.0 FUSELAGE 8583. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER - -- 0.85 ASPECT RATIO --- - 7.53 EMPENNAGE --- - -- 2189. *FI IGHT CREW 2.
* CCNVER U.E3 SPAN (FT) 127.5 LANCING GEAR 3368. *CABIN CREW 2.
- CRUISE -0.65 -- MEAN CHORC-(FT -------- 16.93- - FLIGHT CONTROL-S-- - 7027. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE 6EIGHT (LB) 15015. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIC 0.210 HYORAULICS 434.
A_ _LAAEIGHT_(0--i34, *TAR&R--AT-J.-...- ELECTRICAL- 266.- -- -
*TIP SPEED HCVER 380. SwEEP (CEE) -5.4 INSTR+AIVICNIVS 826.
* -- ILAt ISE-- ---- 38C. ----- CRUISE LIFT -CC-FFF------ 0.28- AIR CUNCIT ICNING-- -1543. - -
*FUiELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.u MAX LIFT COEFF CCNVER 1.58 FURNISHINGS 3700.
*MAX IEL MCCE ACV RATIG-- 0.40 ---- MAX LIFT--COEFF CLEAN-----1.4.)-- FLUIDS -- - -561.-
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 4CC.
---*--INCICAT-ES--NU-T---AR IA.L-E - -CL IMB-SPD/CWNVER- SPD-----40 CAflIN CREN 3
DESIGA PISSICN- - ---- SPEED-- HEIGHT - CIST - TIKE -- FUFL--- --
LBa
TAKECFF . LANCING --- - --- 2.00-- 147 -----
ACCEL. & CCAV. 1530. 1.4 1.17 112.
A 1 RPL AAE-CL I W-L- 4---145-----.------ 5o-.-- 3 .2 -4454----427.---
ACCEL. TC CRLISE 5.7 1.26 115.
CRLISE - -- - 340.--- - -4-A5.0 - 7.79---- 5264. -- - -- - - ----
AIRPLANE CESCENT 340.,2E2. 12000. 34.9 6.11 67.
APPFCACH - -- 330. 9.7 - 4.13-- 56. - -- - - - -
--- 
_ESERVE_--__--- ---- ---- -2C.00---- 1467. -
-s_ --- --
Iu. -. - . . . . ... - - . . _' - - - - - . ..- -, .. A v - vttio*l WNb--l br --- Go I It 1!)b+c
MPH FTI II TIA I
UILI-42TOL.DE S1'LPADSRAM974
- S-75-50 _ -- __ --------- __--------- DESIGN ITERATIONS$ 6
OVERALL POWERPLANT FJSELAGF S
GAOSS WEIGHT (LB) 64347. INST NORMAL PW (HP) 9426. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 49418. *NUMBER OF tNGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 10.0
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4778. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.45 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00
PAYL3AD (LB) 10153. *2 RATED EM"G HVR 140.
CRUISE S'EED (MPH) 334. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF)
-L/D CRUISE -- ____ _1.3*3-- CUISE .. _- 90. WING PROFILE- 1.10
*IAN32 (STAT MI) 503. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 9426. FUSELAGE 5.50 D
*PASSENGEI SEATS 50. CONVER (HP) 7363. EMPENNAGE 4.86
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 8008. TOTAL PROFILE 22.34
____ 'SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.42a WING INDUCED 4.82
ROTORS
*DISC LOADING-tP_SFL 5.50 DRIVE.SYSTEM -
RADIUS (FT) 43.1 *EFFICIENCY 0.97
SOLIDITY 3.174 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 10513.
SLADE CH3RD (FT) 3.93 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 11006.
TOTAL BLADES . __ 12
*'T/SIG -3VER 0.120 WING
*PROFILE DRAG 0EFF D.010-AREA (SF1 _. 1237.
Z DOWNLOAD 9.2 *LOADING (PSF) 52.j
-*FFIIE4Y -(VER 0.83_ ASPECT RATIO.___ 7.81
* COVER 0.81 SPAN (FT) 98.3
CRUISE 0.66.- MEAN CHORD (FT) 12.59
HEL 4ODE WEIGHT (LB) 8696. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.213
AIRPLAME..WEIGHT (LID 1865.T__-TAPER RATIO_ 0.73
*TIP SPEED H3VER 383. SWEEP (DEG) -5.3
* CRUISE --____ 383. -- CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.29
*FUSELAGE CLEAi4CE (FT) 1.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONER 1.98



















*FIELD ELEVATION IFT) 0.
SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*STO DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FTI 2000.
*HOT DAY TEMP IDEG FL--- 95.
8865. *CT/SIG MAX 0.153
11006. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
3434. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 310.
1385. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15030.
443. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
5555. .*MAX DECELERATION IG) -- 0.20
6043. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
1287. *FLIGvHT CREW 2.
1930. *CABIN CREW 1.
3205. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HYDRAULICS 328.
- ELECTRICAL _1185.e_ -
INSTR+AVIONICS 703.
- AIR CONDITIONING--_ 1150.
FURNISHINGS 2500.
-. FLUIDS 322.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* __ _INDIATS-PUTVARIABLE--- CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPO_ 1.35--CABIN CREW .--- 150._
DESIGN MISSION S3EED HEIGHT DIST - TIME FUEL--
MPH FT MI KIN LB
TAKEOFF C LANDING 2.*D 90.
ACCEL. & CDV. 1500. 1.4 1.21 72.
AIRPLANE CLIMD 140.172. 13500. A?.8.4.96 263.,
AZCEL. TO CRUISE 5.7 1.27 71.
CRUISE - - 334.-_--- - _.437.1 78.46 3303.---30
AIRPLANE DESCENT 334..277. 12000. 33.2 6.56 40.
APPROACH 3303. 9.7 4.20 35.
____9__64 TA503.L9.4 3875.
-- RESERVE . 20.00 904.
TILT AOTO DESIGN PR03RAM1974-_
-_ _ _---- DESIGNITERATIONS: . 5 -
-OVERALL POWERPLA4T1
;ROSS WEIGHT (LB) 51417. INST NORMAL PWR IHP) 7184.
E4PTY WEIGHT (LBI 37845. *NUMBER OF ENGINES _ - --. - 2.
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3422. *EXCESS FACTOR 4EL MODE 1.45
PAYLOAD (LB) 13153. * RATED EMRG HVR 140.
:RUISE SPEED (MPH) 318. * CONV + CLIMB 120.
L/D CRUISE __ _ __ 13.23 * __ CRUISE ___ 90.
*RANSE (STAT MI) 503. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 7184.
*PASSE 4GE'R SEATS __ 50. CONVER (HP) 5610.
*CARG3 ILBI 0. CRUISE (HP) 6795.
-. *SFC (LB/HP HR). 0.380
13TORS
*DISC-LaADIMG_lPSEJ 5.51 DAIVE-SYSTEM
RADIUS (FT) 38.6 *EFFICIENCY 0.97
SOLIDITY ._ 1.174 _ HEL MODE WEIGHT (LBI ___ 7371.
BLADE Ci3RD (FT) 3.51 AIRPLANE WEIGHT ILB) 7702.
TOTAL BLADES 12. .... ._..
*'T/SIG HOVER 3.120 WING
_*POFILE )RAS3_DEFF 0.010 __AREA (SEi_ - 989.
2 DOWNLOAD 9.0 *LOADING (PSF) 52.0
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.87 - ASPECT RATIO-__- 8.04
* CONVER C.85 SPAN (FT) 89.1
CAUISE.--.____ 0.66 MEAN CHORD (FT)- 11.09
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 6064. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210
AIRPLANE WEI;4T (LB 6177.___*TAPER RATIO-. 0.70
*TIP SPEED H3VER 380. SWEEP (DEG) -5.3
_* CRUISE 383. _ CRUISE LIFT C3EFF 0.32
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 1.3 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.98
--- *MAX HEL '43E ADV AATID- 3.40-*MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.43










FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION
__WING PROFILE 6,59
FUSELAGE 5.50 DESIGN MISSION
EMP ENNAGE 3.96 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT)
TOTAL PROFILE 19.42 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS)
WING INDUCED 4.46 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F)
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT)
_COMPONENT WEIGHTS(LB)l *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F)-__
ROTORS 6177. *CT/SIG MAX
DRIVE SYSTEM 7702. *MAX ACCELERATION (G)
POWERPLANT 1832. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH)
NACELLES 298. *CRUISE ALT ITUDE (FT)
FUEL SYSTEM 250. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS)
WING __ 5271. *MAX DECELERATION (G) __
FUSELAGE 5551. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR
EMPENNAGE 977. *FLIGHT CREW
LANDING GEAR 1543. *CABIN CREW
























0INDICATESINPUTVARIABLE--___ CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPD____1.31-CABIN CREW -150
DESIG4 MISSI0N SPEED.- __-HEIGHT DIST TIME FUE
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF L LANDING _ 2.00. - 62
ACCEL. & CONV. 1503. 1.4 1.25 51
AIRPLANE _CLIMB b1 6. L167.a 13500a 12. 5--.4.96 ___181
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 4.7 1.09 43
:A UISE 318. 439.D _._82.81 2408
AIRPLANE DESCENT 318..264. 12003. '32.7 6.78 29
APPROACH 3000. 9.7 4.41 25







Appendix 2: Noise Maps for Basic Variation Aircraft
I!AG4L-f.MHA( P I. 25, L - 1 .- . . . - - 15- 2. 3. 5 .,*
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 20G0.( 41L..,0. 1 1. 125 1a. 15, . 15: .o 15W,(I. 15CUO 15CCQ.
4_ISE SPEEC4_(__PH)_.4 46 446 46 4
CRLISE t . 12.51 12.51 E.7 9.26 ;.78 .. 76 t78 S.78 S.78
CRUISE CISTANCE (MI.) 1C.8 31.4 22.3 _ 41.1 P3.4 133.4 233.4 333o4 A304
E eLOCK TIRE (MIA.) 10.0 15.0 16.r 22.2 2S.3 34. S 45.5 62.9 7b.4
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 289. 443. 632. 795. 1146. 14935. 21p5. 2864. 3531.ELCCK SPEED (#FI 151. 199. -2430 270. 307-"10 3331CC9. 264 64.1 3591.
CIRfCT CPERATING CCST - ANN UTILIZATICN(i-R)=2,/,0. CEDRCCTA7ICA PERICD(YR)=1-1. LAICR RATENHR)= 7.0WAIRFFAVE CGST (S/LB)= 8C.C ENGINE COST t1/HP)='60.) INSUPANCE RATE=C.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
CCal.90+U.025U*SL I/SEAT-TPIP (SL= 25.,5(CCe)
HCP LENG7HS 5J+153+ J+ ' 04 0=2)d 1')+42#3+ 0+_ _ C=30: 2,-0+2.,;+ C+ C. C=4CC
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50.) 75. 200. 150e 200J 3)0, 4& 5t.
AC. ZYCLE5/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/ 1 i/i' /~1 1/
FLIGHT CREW C.642 C.484 0.397 .358 0.3 15 0.29 - C.2L 0.253 0.246
FUEL & OIL C9322 0.245 0.234 .~221 G.212 t2.A o.2,2 .)199 c.196
I-LLL It9AAmCE 0.36 ".272 0.223 (.221 C.177 .1C3 .14 0.142 (.138
TOTAL FLIGHT OFS 1.324 1.0CO J.854 C.780 0.10 0.~66 0.617 0,595 Co5PC
LAEOR AIRFRAME 
__.!12 C.30 G .254 C_-213 t_.8 V.1S . J.129 0.123
MATERIAL AIRFRAME C.196 C.119 .)J89 C.u74 C.59 .C5 .. J44 4 C.f37LA8C ENC INES C. '29 C.fC.'1 C11C1 0.0T5 dW2 ---3, .48 0I :4 1 .. 37
ATE4IAL ENGINES 0.551 2f96 f.2C,7 (.163 C.118 Q. C .. 73 J. C'62 1.'55MAT* eUECA 1.C93 0.664 0.496 L.415 ".331 0.287 0.243 0.221 0.2'3
TCTAL PAINTENANCE 2.681 1.58 1.173 C.571 G .63 t6 55 3.547 0.493 U.46.
CEFR Cl ATIZN 1.t.49 1.792 0.649 C.585 L.515 3.4 74 0.434 0.414 L.4C2
7rAL -I 'r F :PERA7IAG CCST ~
S/AI RCR AFT MtILE 5. 54 h.363 2.676 2.335 1.582 1.7% 1.548 1.5'1 1.443$/FLIGtT HCUR 260.8 674.8 651.2 63.7 6Ce.4 581.3 572.5 566.6
I/SEAT 4ILE 0.1011 CaC677 0.0535 0.0467 0,0356 C.358 b.C 3 2 k. 0.03o0 ie028s
SISEAT-TFIP 2.53 3.36 4.1 4.67 C - 7.16 .59 1~*.ui 14.43
2)_230. 3ujo 40(),
2/1 2/1 2/1
C.373 0.323 0.2c 8
0 .22) 0 .212 0, 2.; 8
r.. 2 "1 u .176 013
C.7S4 0,711 0.669 .
u.215 ).1,7-7 0.158
C. 72 0.057 0.050
0,392 00,69 0)057




2.3 1 1.951 1.775
622.5 602.9 590.9 - __-
U.0460 0.039a 0.U355
9.20 11.71 14.20
N CEPAT 0 TSC.-
7T I6 - 1. 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5 4C.5 43.5 46.5 49.5 52.5
. 41 f 45 67.5 ices
0.1(413 105-0 14.7 .. 3..2l 1,.1 Sf.5 5.7 92.5 89.5 86.7 _-82.1 79.5 77.5. 7507
i 1t H SPY A7 SoFT S 1,1L INE
IIME 296.5 301.5 30.5 37.5 0.6 313.5 S6.5 319).5 3;.25 >A .5 31o5 3:14,5 3 .3-4.105 3*,3.5
35_.5 31.ne 344.5 307.5.o37.5 373.5 316.5 279.5 382.5 .5. i 2-;.5 3o.6 3,7.
PhL * 7f.7 77. 75.5 72.6 69.9 70.8 72.2 71., 74.1 75.3 T1. 1 7-. 72.7 .. 7 7





DEFARTURE PATt, T 10,000 FT PSL
* MAX FUSE ANGLE*2o. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE -EIGHT=100._ MAX ACCEL FGTATICN RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIMEz 5.
-- TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THFLS7 thGC LGI
* SEC FT FT FPS C DEG LB L LB
CESTACLE CLEARAACE
CWGC CWGI DFUST ALP
LB LB LE DEG
TIF AW1 Al.V LA PDA
EFO CEG CEG
0.0 0. 0. 0. C.C 60.0 4413. 0. -59. 0. 1298. 0. 30.1 2,9-57.1 30.5 0,06628.6 11. 19. 5. 0*C36 60.0 4498C. -1. -511. 1. 718. 4. 29.7 24.6-35.4 28.2 0.6698
1.5 18. 31. 10. 0.124 60.0 48279. -6. -666. 3. 664. 18. 27.5 24.6-35.4 25.0 0.675211.6 2 3. 15. C#1.3 60.0 49411. -13. -6S6. 6. 648. 40. 26.9 24.6-35.4 24.0 0.078612.1 35. 61. 2:. 0.117 60.0 48L25. -23. -7C4. 11 581. 71. 27.7 24.6-35.4 22.2 0.0809
14.3 53. 91. 25. C.C84 60.0 46E13.__ -36. -702. 18. 559. 111. 28.5 24.6-35,4 2197 0.C83014.1 18. 100. 26. 0.049 6u.u If5540. -52. -700.- 26. 534. 159. 29.3 24.6-35.4 21.J~0.2853
S ACIILEICA ANC LLVERSICA
17.C 97. 156. 34. C.195 52.2 44318. -80. -937. 25. 307. 137. 27.8 24.6-27.6 20,418.5 135. 199. 40. 0.17q 41.8 4428E. -149. -1261. 25. 211. 10. _39.6 24.6-17.2 26. 020.1 191. 243. 48. 0.176 3-.4 44453. -200 . -1539. 26. 169. 72. 47.4 24.6 -9.8 29.
e 21.1 262. 287o 55. C.18Q 29a0 4452!o So -1114a 23v 148, 53. 52o6 24c6 -4.4 29.623.3 345. 329. 64. 0.184 24.9 44576. 285. -1993. 28. 139. 43. 56.3 24.6 -0.4 28.824.8 439. 37C. 72. 0.194 21.9 t4626. 635. -2218. +0. 137. 43. 58.6 24.6 2.7 27.326.3 544, 449. 81, 0.196 19.4 445EC. 106C.o -2454. 61. 14U. 51. 6L.7 24.6 5.2 25.427.8 662. 448. 89. 0.196 17.5 44-473. 1563._-2712. 89. 147. 69. 62.4 24.6 7.1 23.3} 29. 7S4. 4E8. 98. C.193 15.8 443G1. 2146. -3C00, 125. 156. 91. 63.8 24.6 8,7 21.233.8 948. 530. 107. 0.175 14.5 4328C. 2;E8. -2413, 168. 116. 131. 64.9 24.6 1J).1 18.6
32.3 1118. 572. 116. C.191 13.4 '1946. 355G. -118,. 219. 73. 176. 63.3 24.6 11.2 16.2
33.5 1257. 613f 1?5. 0.184 12.4 412C4.__ 4373.__ 144. 279 61. 230. 62.7 24.6 12.2 13.9
35.4 1495. 655. 134. 0.181 11.5 3E351. 5277. 1526. 345. 91. 293. 61.5 24.6 13.0 11.9
37.1 1715. 698. 143. C.172 10.8 3E48S. 6151. 27C1. 407, 12J, 353. 6-C8 24.3 13.5 ICo1
33.9 1976. 746. 152. C.146 10.2 34CE. 6916. 3L79. 452. 165. 39. 61.3 23.7 13.5 8.6
4C.8 2273. 798. 161. 0.151 9.6 33154. 7737. 4'C9. 5( . 214. 449. 59.6 23.1 13.5 7.5
42.8 2497. 851. l17. C.137 9.1 31245. 6554. 6L.i 551.2 276o 5Q.) 5n.0 22,6 13.5 6,4
45.0 2975. 910. 179. 0 .124 8.6 2925!. 9445. 13 26. 6 4. 347. 555. 58.P 22.1 13.5 5 9.4
47.3 341C. 974. 189. 0.115 8.2 27234. 13332. 862. 663. 425. 613. 56.3 21.7 13.5 4.549.9 3)05. 1143. 198. 0,166 7,8 2514-. 11363. _ 9S2. 718. 511. 673. 54.3 21.3 13.5 3.8
52.8 4472. 1119. 2!7. 9.;7 7.5 22974. 12391). 11433. 779. 605. 737. 51.6 21.0 13.5 3.1
55.9 5139. 1205. 216. C.(83 7.1 2C575. 13463o 1C92o 8430 711c_ FC3. 48r7 21.6 13.5 2.4
59. 5916. 13'J. 225. 0.L78 6.8 1E37E. 1458.. 1'.563. 9 . F23. 873. 44.1 2J.3 13.5 1.9
63.2 6761. 1399. 234. 0.076 6.6 16253. 15742. 16250. c78. 937. 945. 37.8 20.1 13.5 1.366.S 7646. 1499. 243a C.C78 6-3 14344a 16S50o 17 9b 149, 1360. 1021. 29.4 19.8 13.5 0.9
70.4 8515. 1594. 253. C.i83 6.1 12E?4. 182)3. _197'3. 1123. 1190. 10r9. 18.5 19.6 13.5 0.5
71.1 E63E. 1628. 256. C.C84 6.0 12418. 1868.. 22450. 1152. 1236. 1129. 13.9 19.5 13.5 C.4
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TI-E NOISE AIGYACE 15 C.E2f7E20+ 
- CAE PCI NT IN 1 CF TFE
AT 500. Fl. SIDELINE AND U. Fl. 'JPORAR NOTSC1 7.6
AT IC)C. Fl. SICELIAE ANC .). F7. E
AT ICCO0. FT. SID:i IAE AND 0, F7, FCRotRC, NISE- 77o5
AT 203)). FT. SICELINE ANC 1. Fl. F0KWtPC, NJISE= 6E.5
AT 0. FT. SIDELINE AND-2JK110. FT. F;RWORCv N1IE= 60.1
AT 0. FT IIEL~NE AND 'Fl0 o . 0D, NCISE= 8 J
AT 4)9 F7. SIDELINE AND 6J(-0. Fl. FORWAPC,v NJISE= 9G.5
AT 0. Flo SIDELINE AN- 3)0CO. Fl. FOR4RI,
AT 0. FT. SIDEL INE AND 511.. F1. FC2RdARDI














APPIVAL PATh FRCM 1UCLO FT MSL
TERMINAL AREA SPEEC = 2.0. KIAS, FINAL APPFCtCH SPEEC = 6 KITS, FINtL APPPOACH SLOPF =
P4X CChNKARC FLSE ANGI E =IC.C DEG
TIME =IST ALT VEL ACC GAM TFRU57
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LP
4lPLANE MUCE CESCEAT
Ce 1. .s. 491o_ 0.0 -4.8_ .
195.L SC549. 3161. 441. 0.0 -4.8 C.
2U4.1__ 94568. 3003 441. C.0 0.0 C.
AIRPLAAE 'PCOE DECELERATICA 
-
___
217.3 1CC27E. 3CCC. 423. -C.C83 C.0 C.
LWG DWG CNAC CLG OFUST ALP 7HE
LP Le L LF LB DEG DEG
223.7 102935. 300C. 406. -0.088 u.0 C.
22s.6 1C5292. 3cQC. 3Ee. -C.U97 0.0 0.
235.C 1C7337. 3CCC. 371. -C.107 u3U C.
245.3 111351. 3)20. 353. _. 0.0 4t 1----.0
AIRPLANE PODE DESCENT
263.8 116518. 2612a 353. LC 0 -8. 1 C.
27S.0 12280S. 1797. 345. L.0 -8.1 C.
291.2 16R92._ 15CC. 345. C.0 c.o_ C. 
-
CECELERTICA ANC CCAVERfSION
8.0 DEG, ACCEL BUILDUP TIME a 5. SEC
AWO ALV LAMB0A MU CT POWKR
DEG DEG
-
296.6 12E755. 150C. 328. -C.200 . . 41____ 'i. _ t '. . C.-- - - - --- --- - ---- - - 14.1
299.2 12S65C. 1500. 311. -C.2C0 00 2CCS. 378S4. 439t. 1842. 2235. 781. 35.4 3.2
301.5 130-59. 15.C. 293. -J.2uJ 0.0 46CE. 354ES. 469S. 2910. 1993. 6S7. 51.2 3.23C4.6 131222. 150C. 276. -C.2L0 0.0 7565. 32420. 4P7a. 3369. 1766. 617. 6..7 3.2
307.3 131938. 1500. 259. -L.2C0 00 iCC1. 2E87. 4935. 3367. 1552. 543. 73.1 3.2
31w.C 1326,V9. 15%3. 242. -. j.200 U.0 14515. 251i0. 4F60. ?1 )1. 1352. 473. 719.9 3.2
31.6 133233. 150C. 224. -C.200 0.0 18435._ 21185. 465;. 2733. 1166. 408. 84o7 3.2
315.3 13381U. 1500. 2b7. -0.200 0.0 22346. 17276. 4336. 2345. 993. 347. 88.2 3.2
318.C 134342. 15CC. 190. -C.200 0.0 26192. 13476. 3ES7. 112. 835. 292. 90.8 3.2
32C.7 1-4823. 15CC. 173. -0.204 0.0 2E17. S935. 3348. 1626. 69. 241. 93.2 3.2
323.3 135261. 150,. 155. -C_.197. _.0 3322. 6613. 21. 1314. 55* 195. 94.5 3.2
326.C 135658. 15uG. 138. -C.199 0.0 362CS. 3775. 1928. 1033. 441.154. 96.3 3.2
328.7 13ih05. 1500. 121. -0.200 0.0 3721S. 2845. 14E6. 786. 338. 118. 97.5 3.2
334.1 1366C6. 150.. 104. C.0 0.0 37821. 1931. 1195. 58E. 248. E?. E6.4 3.2
-ELICCPTER MOCE FINAL APPROACH
3.2 0.10.3169 0.2250 0.0004 2405.
3.2 0.3 0.2309 0.2858 0.0010 3322.
3.2 0.7 0.1553 0.3093 0.0016 3589.
3.2 1.2 0.0972 0.3097 0.0023 3382.
3.2 1.9 0.0575 0.2973 0.0031 2946.
3.2 2.8 0.0324 0.2792 0.0039 2460.
3.2 4.0 0.0171 0.2587 0.0047 2016.
3.2 5.6 0.0C82 0.2372 0.0055 1663.
3.2 7.7 0.0042 0.2154 0.0362 1449.
3.2 10.5 0.0044 0.1936 0.0069 1449.
3.2 14.6 0.0046 0.1717 0.0075 1449.
3.2 19.6 0.9063 0.1491 0.0078 1539.
3.2 23.7 0.0373 0.1292 0.0079 3639.
33E.6 137069. 1468. 104. e.o -8.0 37648. 1851. 11CS. 5E4. 248. 90. 94.9 -5.4
430.6 146425. 153. 101.__ u.u -8.0 37648. 1351. 1109. 534. 243. 90. 94.9 -5.4-
EECEL ErATICN T) t-DVER 
___
1469C t. 8 5. 84. -0 .22, -8.0 4"0 24.
1471C4. 51. 68. -C.200 -8.0 40767.
147257. 36. 51. -C.200 -8.0 414E9.
1293- 7S6, 373. 172. 62. 1C7.5 -5.4
6P,88 676a 240 110. 40. 107.9 -5.4
160. 79. 139. 62. 22. 108.2 -5.4
42j22. -189. 960.
446.6 141432. 11. 17. -C.200 -8.0 4231e. -325. 1036.
451.8 147476. 5. -1. j.1 -8.0 4 549. -47. s4.
LAND
456.8 147416. 2. 0 0 -90, 4~!9O 3'. [I8f.
68. 28. 10. 1C8.3 -5.4
26. 7. 2. 108.5 -5.4
12. n. 0. 97.9 -5.4
2.6 25.8 0.0191 0.1289 0.0078 2386.
2.6 25.8_0.0187 0.1261 0.0075 2405. __
2.6 42.6 0.0081 0.1007 0.0080 1690.
2.6 59.4 0.0228 ~.U03 0.0081 2768.
2.6 76.0 0.0384 0.0602 0.0083 3946.
2.6 89.0 0.0513 0.0401 0.0084 4951.
2.6 99.4 0.0598 0.0200 0.0084 5624.
2.6 97.8 0.0635 0.0 0.0081 5708. 0-.
2. . 0.-180.0~2. 92.9 180.0 6.635 0.0 0.0081 5711.
T-E NOISE ANNOYANCE IS C.II1EID+C8 C
AT 50). FT. SIDELA1F AtA 0. FT.
AT ICu0. Fl. SlIDIAE AAD 0. Fl.
AT 1CCUO. Fl. SICELINE AND 0. Fl.
AT 2J00. Fl. SIDELINE AND n. FT.
AT 0 . Fl. SIDELIAE
AT 0. FT- SICELINE
AT 0. Fl. SI'ELINL
AT U. F7. SIOELINE
At 0.~F.~SIDELINE

































3. 41 36 L4 1 .1 2i.. 34.& -us.200 -8.0
II ____________________________________
S4.4 43 94.C S3.7 93.3 t2,5 91.9 91.3 SC7 90o1
.5...6 . .. 2.34.7 94.3 93.7 93.u 92.1 c1._4_ Co8
L6e d '6S6 96.3 95.8 95.3 94.6 93.9 93.1 92.1. 91.4
Sh.2 SE.C 97.5 So.9 c6.2 95.5 94.7 93.9 S2.8 91.9
S. 3 99.5 c8.9 98.1 97.3 96.4 95.5 94.6 93.7 92.5
101L81C1A31;044 S94 96o3 97e2 96c2 95*2 S4.3 93.0
5.13.51I2.11C .6 99.3 98.0 S96.9 5.8 S4.E 93.7 -
IL.3. 1.9_1J')..2 __ S8. 97.4 96.3 _ 5.2 94.1-
I1541U2.810049 99 7.9 _6o6 5o 5 94c4
1C6.11J3.A10i.3 SS.6_ 98.2 96.SS5.7 94.6
16.CLJ3.41)1.4 99.7 98.3 97.C 95.9 94.7
19 5 C7,j71C 41C3a21C113 S9I 96.3 97o0 C* 5o 94E
IC7i. 1C.1.71 2.6161.1 99.5 98.2 97.U 95.E 94.5
1u. /lu5.710i.ULJ.31)J.7 99.3 96.u 96.8 S5.7 94.4
I05.i1C4i.61C3.41C1491.44 9o0 C S7.8 9b67 95o4 9412
105.1(4.11 2.51 1.4100.[o S8. S7.5 96.4 S5.1 94.0
1(4*31u_3. 
_1 2.21 0.9 99.6 _8.3 S7.2 95.9 S4.9 ;3.7
C-;..1C2.71(1.61CC.4 95.1 S7.9 6.7 95.7 S4f 93.4
103.11:.2.1J1.L 99.8 9.6 57.4_ 9_6.3 95.3 941.3 93.1
1 u21 1441J0,4 9912 Sl1 57.0 5.9 55.i S4.( V2.8
JL1. L. S. f SE .7 S7.6 56.6 95.5 94.6 S3.6 92.5
1 -.11.3 
_SS.3 98.3 97.2 _96.2 95.2 94.3 93.3 92.2
1U~o8 S9__8_96. 97.8 6 8 95.8 94Q6 E3 S9 S C 919
ILL.3 9.4 9.4 74 .4 9c.4 S5.5 94.5 93.6 92.6 91.6
S-8 99.. _98.1 97.1 96.2 95.2 94.3 93.3 92.4 91.3
.ICC.C 58. 97. k 96_._9 CS S5.i 9440U 932 S2r 2 91.2
CC.2 98.6 S7.6 S6.7 95.7 94.6 93.9 93.0 92.C 91._U
99.7 98.5 97.5 9c.5 95.o 94.6 93.9 92.8 92.C S6.9
99.1 96.3 97.3 96.3 9554 94,5 93.6 92a7 91h6 90,8
..-. 1.E.1 7 .1 6.2 S5.3 94.4 93.5 92.6 91.7 9l.7
u2 S8 .57-L 7.C96.U 95.1_ 94.2 93.3 92.4 91. f0.6
..5 _7 6_.E 9.9 5.C 94.1 93.2 92.4 51.4 90 5




STAC i LE CAGT o ( I.1 - --- 5j+ -- co 553.
CRUI SE ALTITUCE (FT.) 2 ,0 4. J . 1 A
FSPC f' Pi I-f , 2-L, _ 2 7 4A 7
CRLISE L/C 12.26 12.26 q 37 9 ;* 1 9.91
CRLIl SE CI ICE. 22.1d .. n - - ?71 654-5 7-4.6BLCCK T V[PE A 16 2 10 1 54 4
.BLCCK FLEL .L .._. --....26l. .. 3- 1
BLOCK SPEL), (-'10,4) 43. J .c 2b2 2 ' 321; 5 377
CIPECT LPEW TIG N~T ANU JTItILZ A TT:1 H)r- flP Rr.-C iA 71 q Ir) (YR)h LA13C~ R ATE(S /Hk= 7*.U
Al RLFRAM El !Cf_$T . L 1134) _Z= -"iEiS.tLu H~P-IF- .0_i4 4TO.RA C *64 C F FL2 rlTI~CENIS1 ALIL
C,!C3ji..5+JaU255*S., I/SFAT-TF IP (SL~t 256,5(r. t ' ' -______________
EL r.KF L ENG*W lF 4G1".12. . ~ ~ 
i ~ =C ~
N Ca C Y CL S/S T,44 A/I T/ S1 I/ dl 11 / /. 2-1 Z/ 1 2
- -. 274 --. 1C
FL iT W t.2- 4 2 _11A 2 Z-5 4 0.
FUcL t -01L (2 1 C 2i2 J. 11 L II e~1 4. 1'h9 1'~ b 50.1RO 77- G, 17 4 0.198 u .19t) 0.18'5
3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 .C 15 u3....-.23-- 
Ja - B 0,1'+1.
tLLL INSLPIAI4CC.- 229.E.311 1 u !? .21 06ZL. 22.v 31 .4
TiTAL FL~TCPS _1_ . Z' rv3 0*4 C. 7 7 2 C .56 3.65 3 01 41 li9 0.5fb 6 b,572 Go84 0703 0'3&&1l
1,,-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 51 ll0 .-- 1t 2?E t5 115 - 2 . J4 11




TCTAL VAINXIENANCE ~1 iJ 13S5 5 l. i16 j 6 15 - C&5 354 0.5.)1 0 .47c 0.918 C,.7 32 0 .637i.
IC TAL .91 9.I1 C.91
123 4 . 2 33.A--, l3 4-.~453.
J37.4 51 2.297 5L.96) 16 -86
+:LR~~11 02 .1-3 .l . 2l.. 5.-7. ?. 2 51. 1r
S/FLIGI-T 6 73&. e73- 63 1 .4 ell. 5. 4;7. o6. 
- 4 604.9 585.0 573o3
.i?-eA -2 -_C.5 , _- .~33~~P
6  lfL36ili 1,j3 22 -Q-3JL005 m19 0.6j357
--
2 1:T 3 5LE 
_ .
- 3 6 . 7
C$=/SEd u55S A EA -TT ($LT 256,5003 . 0 7 51s , 7 9 6 ,*1 5 9 1 176 4 2
T CYC Le15 4S 5 7To 1 5 L35 165 l 5 
225 25./ 28,S Ia5 345 375 405 43.5 46*5 49.5 52.5 555
61T EW 4 - 67.5 7 5. -,. 76_2
Fh 81.9 BeL ? 8.5 .9212 945 46.6 L1.2 961 55.4 93e5 91.1 38.2 84.6 8 
-99 774 74.7 71.8 69.6 67.8 64.1
T 1E i 334.5 3. '. L ' E 3 . 5 '- 3 1 t.5 3 17 5 70.5 .2325 _7..-- --')1
A_____ a . scT.'3 C.32' .... 54 . 46 . . 2 4.2 P 3.45 .33 .06- 3 j.3 3 ' 53I3.5_6._34 3r
LAC 4 i61/ 5 C. .? . 72 -- -. "2C --- -~. 4.1 64.5 . -0 *f3L-.J3 048_9~7 0 .67. 2056
AT E 2 ..4 i 262.2 ..-. . . -9 . 0
s a a i . t 7 .M -- 150 ien L .3r_2 C.250 0128- O21E c.14 0.3L2 0.87
T C ALW A I EAAC .6m 1555 12 9 Oe.65 -G 15. 659 % 34 0.31 .40 0.91 . .73 i 6'J
S4. 4 .T 2 42.4 . 2.4 S1.T 5.2
56. i.I 55.i; 55.5 54.2 4.4 93.2 3 2.4 S2.3 91.2
51.4 57.2 56.8 96XT5~~s~95.1~94.5~53.7 52.6 52.1
58.6 se.4 75 5.3 5.5 s. 5 63 5 3 2.5
ILC.l 55.1 5 9.0 e2.3 S6.4 956 95.7 13.5 92.8
1o4.1ici,1lo1.Ei4t.C s.8 S?. 56s.4 s5.4 slt 53.6
1C2.slCC.8 55.3 97.s 96.8 95.7 54.6 53.9
C3.8131.3 I 9.6 58.2 s7.0 95.9 55.C .4.1
C4.1101.5 5s. 58.3 57.1 96,1 5*.1 94.2
I U4It7.2 W4 .i U 1 . 8i.2 ~ 57 5 6.5 i.t S4.7
1 C11.31C10.114.101.S1CL.4 S9. C 97 5 7 6o 5s~9 5.8
1Ic. 71C7.1* .0.1 0 . ssc.2 98.1 97.1 S,6.1 ;4.9
0 55.5 58.3 S7.3 56.3 55.2
C 1. 1.1 4.1C2.11.2 5.7 SF5 S7.6 56.4 95.4
ILS.6 6.71.612.78131n~2S.t . S, . 7 6 S f S5.i
I C. 57.S 5.5 95.97
. 41J4.61&,3.0111.51U~.~2 95. 98.0 . S6I
1CYI~11C62101)3J21T.l1~ol3a 5.2 58.2 C.2 5e.2
16c EC~Cli4. 103.0CI1 17 1 0.4 99. 3 98.3-- 7.7 96.
1Ct.31(5.1..4J3.01.7-. 9.4 -S.5
1 C6.1iC [ 1.43103 i 3 i,0 1Cd1 CC. ~9.5 98,5 5 1. 6 56, 6
Ice.5~ 57. 56
1t-5 C.2i4.11a2~~9i ~.~ ,~~. 7 ~ Z 7 ~ .~T C.~ 56.8
1C . 1C5.C 1c 4. C1C2. 9,-1.-C -1 .T 7- 9 ~48 5729 96.9
1I ~14L 23.s ~ .a . ~~.e99.8 9E.~ C7.T 57~.0~
i148104131281G1.8100.4 95.8 98.9 0E.C I7.1
4 4 .. , . 99.0 5 sE1 97.1
133.1(3010.312.s101.6100.1 sss49.C SE.2 s,7.2
M..6(=.5C 
_____
DEPARTURE PATh 7 IC,OCC FT 'S1_ 0F rI FA ANi F6.. RS.Atl F l=GHI=C ._ XACCF.LP A1ALNP P T E=21. .CCEL _BU I LOUP T 1 TME= 5.
n T F n i Al T C __ r -GAM._ TH L S1 --L G.J_-LiGI
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LR LB LF
rpSTACl F riFApAkrF
LWG, LI. _DUST.ALE TfE
LB LB L DEG CEC
6WD. ALV_ LAN)A
rE CEG
000 0. 0. C. C.C 60.0
846 - 11.I19.5. C36_6ihA3L
10.5 18. 31. l. 0.124 60.(e






44. 77. 20 . 0 .t61 61.)
5F. 16L0. ;I. r.n?? -2 .0
00 -56-, 02; 1252a 0c 30.z1 220-57e 1
- 1. ik.____4. 2_9.7 24. -35.4
-7. -646. 3. 629. 18. 27.5 24.6-35.4
-1 E -k -4 576.a 4&__2&42_24o6-35.4
-27. -( 59. 14. 47. 71.o 29.0 24.' -35.4
-43. -549. ?i. t 18. 111. 20.0 ?41C-35A4
ACCELERATICN ANC CCNVERSICN
0 117 51 A
21.3 171. 242.
-3 - 4 1, - 93,-
35. C.109 40s2
C 25.6 320. 33S. 49. 0.138 27.1












2 1 n 7
_215. S4,3.k_2 t -26.8 23.5.
21t 1l323 66a 4540 24o6
2-a a--- 15 47--51a 8_24 . 6
29. 132, 35. 56.7 24.6
_-- , -- S --- _ __3 : 9 9 24 !29.1 507. 420. 65. 0.166 21.2 44441. 756. -2192. 44. 127. 35. 61.7 24* 6
3i-7 All.1 45!i- 2 :__C.ll - -1-7 A8 -4 A -12 5. -244In _689a.- 1.32@_ _ABat3c5- ,0 ~ L . 12..A B. 33e5 _24e 6
32.3 727. 491. 82. ie.173 16.0 44256. 1736. -2718. CS. 141. 69. 65.) 24.6
S33. F 5?. 52 6 . C.168 14.6 &S 
_E9 
_7.k6 24. (
35 4. 999 t0 561. S 8. C. 17t 13, 2 4255Eo 304 9, - 15,98. 187c 79. 133. 65c3 24.6
A-.- r,94 9c6 - L- 7 . d -17 4 12-1 4.'F7C. 2:831, -264,. 243, 56, 178. 64.6 24.6
38.5 1324. 631. 115. 0.167 11.2 38962. 4698. 1147. 307. 68. 231. 63.8 24.6
4A2 1521. 669. 124".153 1J,5 3]2I. 5412. ?22. 1. 96_.__12.3.9-23.9
42. 1745. 709. 132. 0.147 9.8 35759. 6137. 3227. 394. 133. 3C9. 63.4 23.2
4.9 2LCC. T1 1 141. C-137 9.? 14.-691 435 43 181" 349z _2 09.22c 645.9 2288. 797. 149. J.130 8.7 322jE. 7729. 506. 487. 239. 392. 62.1 22.1












898. 166. C,.I 1U 7.8 28163, 951%
7.4 ?2993 10469.
1018. 183. C.C91 7.0 23744. 11476.
1f 9 to1 2. T.'76 6.7 21 2A. L253.
1173. 201. C.C70 6.4 19Sul. 13631.
ECt 8c 592. 383, 488. 59.7 21.2
S-4-92. 648 4. 5339._- 5 1_2.) a
10972. 707. 961. 593. 55.7 20*5
L2r6. 1t66 1. 60, 6 6 1,_53_.3_2-.2
142C3. 822. 774. 7L9. 49.3 19.9
1592 899 891 771 A48 19 6
O0c663 0.0
0.1 7.15 0. 1-35
0.761 0.0066
_a.L739 0.0099













0.0856 0.0225 0.0092 6822.
-15c6 30c0 0.'0854 0.0348 0.0092 6822.
-7.9 32. I.2849. 0.0467 0.Q0)7 682?.
-2.5 31.7 0.0646 0.0583 0.C092 63229
__l.A4t-0jL.LA.18-4 4t 6, 99_ .2.93 6_1 U,
4.4 27.9 0.1841 0.u817 0.9003 6822.
-6.7 .25.5 0.0841 0. 193,t 0.0093 682?.
3.6 23., U. 841 6. 1 153 0.C192 6822.
100.120. 5 0.C46 0.1170 0.092 6822.
11,4 17.6 J.3673 0.1277 0.0089 6822.
12.4 15..: _ 1.0i 911.11lS.LU ll2.5_ ha.2.2.a
13.3 12o7 0.0949 0.1481 0.C081 6822.
13.5__10.9 J.-0989.1586 9.)078 6e22.
13.5 S.3 0.1030 0.1691 0.1a75 6822.
13.5-_.0 U010U 0 -0.1193 0.0071. 6822a
13.5 6.8 0.1138 0.1891 -'.)067 t22.
1.55. 7. 121 l.92_Q.63_ 22.,
13.5 4.8 0.1295 0.?.66 0..1C59 6822.
.3L.5 4.2-.aL0)Q . 213fl. 5- 2 _2,
13o5 3.3 0.1530 0.2192 0.0050 6822,
13 5- .6 0.1T)8 0.22'8 0.0)44 6822.
13.5 2.0 0.1C21 0.2136 0.0039 6822.
13 1 5 0 ic 21 la l 20 0 0035 68
.__________________ a .s . . ~ L'M~~J2 ~U
70.7 6.6. 1353. 218. J.C'66 5.9 14 1'914. 11722. S62. 115 836. 36.1 19.4 13.5 1*L 0*2545 J*135b o.9030 68??o
-14._JZ11.--IA41.._2.2-6 .C671 5.7 , . 11, -14i1 1 13ae _0a6 0.2910 O.141b 0*0025 6422 -
78.2 8611. 1543. 235. 0.C76 5.5 11234. E505o 21530. 1115a 1260. 973. 11.8 18.9 13.5 0.2 V.3317 0.1 704 U.C'124 6822.
C 79.0 A796. 15 41. ?37. 7 76 5.4J.. anB. w__2_1 .if-k 11-12, --10, 589. 8. 5 1%ia_9 35 0v2 3370__*_020 C0Q23__ 6822*-
AIRPLANE PCDE CLIMB TO 10,0CC FT
93.7 12242. 1973. 27. n.C 14.3 1?515.
23E.3 47EE6. 10CCO. 269. U.0 12.0 1221.
E THE NCISE AAALCYaCE IS C-17h55_C+C7 CNE__E-JlN IN 1 T GRI 
_ASLS E Q
0 AT 500. Fl. SIDELINE AND 0, Flo FCFwtRC, ACISE= 9.9 EPNCB
C AT 1CL;U. FT. SIHELIAF AND . . FT. FCP4hDp, N-)SE= 9,6 f-P'(B
AT 1CCL. Fl. SIDELINE AND 0.
ATCkCC. .f 1 DELI1L- ._0,.
AT 0. FT. SICEL IKE ANL-2 '-.
A ._0. EJ._310ELILAL AAhD - 5 J0D A
AT U. FT. SICELIAE AND 600.
AT I. F1. SIQEL[AKF A nD 3l fi.
FT. FCRWtPC,





AT 0. Fl. SIDELINE AND 510009 Fl. FCPWtRC, NCISE= 0.0 EPND8























;la7 QnC836 Q a 0 173 02 0 U 89 E &am.
.4 _1





APRIVAL PATI- FROM 10,000 FT 'SL
IL"If1sL_ARFA PFSFr. = 2 J. EL APF kC& _JPL. C = 6. KIAS, e L APrP_CACfJSL.FL. = 8.3 CEG, ACCEL.BUILDUP JIIME=5.SfC.-MAX CChNhARC FLSE ANGLE =1C.C CEG
TIME CIST ALT VEL ACC GAM TFPLST LWG p G CNAC ['LG CFUST ALP TFE AW3 ALV LAMBDA MU CT POWERCFC FT FT C . nF Ip IR In F: 
. 4 IR FG nFG- nra F-r Hpp AIPAAE MOCE CESCENT
- Q 1U 1 .L m 491. ii.1 -4.9 
_.
190.4 EE3c7. 3115. 441. 0.0 -4.9 0.
195--72 S2510- 3n0t. 441. -C, V a
5, AIRPLA~h PCDE DECELERATICN 
-_-
; ;12.f CF r7. 300r 4?;. -f.CP5 r.0 C.
218.9 1006E6. 300). 406. -0.091 0.0 G.
C 
-
;? 446-1C16. 3 . 3-8. -. - t, 
-- 
-C.
229.1 1C4912. 30CC. 271. -C.112 0.0 0~




0 AIRPLANE MODE DESCENT
S 2S4.7 113795- 2E27-. I!, C.0 -A.1i C
273.9 120414. 1785. 345. .0 -8.0 0.
25.E 12451 150 C-A .- 0- 0.0 C.CECELERATICh ANC CCNVERSION
291.1 12tL315. 150C.0 4
293.8 127171. 15CC. 311. -C.200 0.0 136, UI .
296.5 127R. 1 5,)d. 293. -1.200 1.0 25 379L2. 5217, 1781. -537, 79C. 36,4 1,. 1.9 0
299.2 126142. 1500. 276. -0.20U U.0 5608. 35056. 545P* 2027. 170. 70. 53.6 1.9 1.S 0.3 0.23r7 0.3173 0o0012 3394.
- __
3 U1*_9 _129_459 1511.259,--2t, 13jI O D 15J 4, 555t.* -310.L 5ij5 _615 6. L_1 19 19 0 l_ * 7 ).1518 j ,1 V .1 c5'P
304.5 13%1129. 15t J. 242. - . .) 12593. 27672. 54S?. 1154, 536. 75.2 1.'" 1.9 1.2 ). 914 0. 338 J J27 3172.14 1,;I1-52 50 ,'ZA- i2nQ,' 6A9,2591= 2'3 116 9 _A 62 Zo _ Ie 2-_ 1-a9 
___ -- la)9On519 Cc 317-) 0,%))35 2665a3L9.9 131331. 154U. 97. -L.2UJ 0.0 26C8. IS4E7. 4Sb'. 241F. q93. 3;4. 86.) 1.0 1.9 2.8 )* 1277 ),2r.I ; 2146e
212.f 11l 15C G 90. -C.?2 , 6 4661 154491 431L8. &jii I f2 . P93509 1.9 A
315.2 132348. 15CC. 173. -Co2C0 U_, 2E51 115E% 39a 1686 6911 2731 917 14 1.9 5.7 d.-)J48 1.2464 0.)160 13F1
.311._9 _ 1327 91h IW 155. -r,197 ' ?i () 1.
32C.7 133197. 156C. 138. -C.193 0.o ?5552. +784 78 1* 1074. 40o 1?. S4.e 1 1.9 1o Ja041 J,1S66 0sO074 1271,
S 32345. 133557.. 1 7 1_ _l  15.2 _ o,' #ltS). 171t ).I ;7r 1271,
329.%, 1 34171. 15 1114 0,oo) " 2 .Q 1 3, 6 ' . , 1 1 9 1 .1 J 6 . 4 5 r
- 333.5 134t:34. 14u~8. b, 4. oi -8e 7~t 23t. 1 3 2 5 o 24 )o 94, ';4.5 -5.4 2.6 2 1.2 ),,1151 )o1474 0 379 1874,42 3a~ !_ 2 7766. I _1t_LA07b 27 6 22 -12- C 5o 2 4". _4. C4.5 -5.4 2 0.1442 0.0)75 1896[ECELEPAT ICN TI F-9VE3 
_
--is4t9.~.4 
-.43 -69 5_1, 1564. a. 4t . - -1 7.1. __66. 1 4 -5.4 2. 6__ 3 2 0 tL15 5 .1,1172 n o ) 11) 132P*433,S 14 4(6S. 512 68. -C.2U - 4iC 2 930. 715. 2?. 111, 42. 1C7.9 -5.4 2.6 5012 059147 03.81S 0o0082 1910.4j3b.5 144822a 316 ? 51 -.2Q, -e.U 17tja 351, 1,45. 1-1024.2.6 69.7) 1p25 ,! *)1pe5439.1L 144932. 2L;.o 34* .1*2 -8.) 421i22. -54. 1;3f I 6i, 21i. I '. 1C8. 3 -5,4~ 2.6 85.9 0,3495 J.u459 0.1.)P5 41%30.
- - A4LLI~~t~i8. Ih.111-C~OQ~~A25% -ZI -- 1-0 3i, JU 8~ a 3,185-5',, 8 uJ594 02 02 29 09 ')0P5 4 9399441.0 14 5u 4 1 5. 00 C.0 -. A 41j24. -3111. h '.. S 7.9 -5.4 2.6 97.8 t :.6 4J o i or.) 8?2 5071.
4t121C 145041. C. C- C.n -90.0 61 . 34. -10 o 0*-180.U 2.e 92.9 18Uo0 0.064U 0.0 0.0082 .074.
173 -C200025.
Tf-LE1CISE AIAEYAAC E IS .0.3C7 0+ C 7 .fm PNT
AT 5J0. FT. SICEL INE AND 0. Fl. FIRWhAKU,
I AT -1Lt...fj 1.-SICEL LC. I 0-- .- f.-.m F4 ,
AT 1CCCO. Fl. SIDELINE AND 0. Fl. rCpwACt


















IK -1 rF rtE
N ISL= C4.5
NCSE Z I 7.E






A L~S F C
E= 0.0 E PN PR
F= 76.7 -PNO _
F= 44.4 EPN,)8
E= 67*0 EPNIU_
E = ',.a0 E PNCR
r= ,.q.4. FPN()R
AT 0. F7. SICEL INE AND 5100. F1. F OPvARO 9





M-Fda-ORRIVAL PATf FROM 10,090 fT ?$L.
cE aI AS s wFSPEt F A PP3AC1_.VLEC. 6 . KIAS FIN.L _AE.P-A4CLSLC.FE. = 8.D CEG, A 
.MAX CC00ARC FLSE ANGLE e.C DGO
TIME CIST 'Jr VU, PLC GAM TI-PLSt LNG Vtwo CrKAC VLG CFUST ALP TI-E AWO ALV LAMBDA MU CT POWERFT 93 E E ia fP le Ia naFn rF1 nn n r ra
AIRFPLAhE M0CE CfSCEtqT
190.+ E'E3S71* 15 441. . -4.9 40.
__14. 2 s a.- 3 ant. 4,61. - c.oo..nr
AIRPLAAE ACpf of pLR T-ick
ip2e 0r4m. gant a7.rrsnn c
2100.9 10001 36 41a. 4.09, c1 0 b.4. {rT 27. 5I90. 'as. -rt til n ca.094isit"I ZU '4 ' ,
2 2 . Tl pR - 49 -IP -U ci'-
E 234'; E434 EN! _1 .a 'ma 44
AIROLANE t4pE OES EM
7.9 1214 4. 1185. 
- V 00 0 .,
--A- 14 .0c .g - o
CECtEL TIC ONC $CAVE_ 
~N,
231 1 .1 I
-c.200 5.9 .2. Q
29t.- 12111.15. o ( q 11 -,WOO 40 126 ;.3 
~
Ohio , - 3 g& jilL 172~2t.2 jj17_ j 19, 7. 36t.4 1.9 1.9 0.1 I).37.214 O.00675.29.2 12E348. 159% . -C,29o 00 25$. 3556s .V. 2 *8 19. 756. 53.6 1.9 1.9 0. .235' T7.7 0.00 12' 3394.
.3id A314L...1%A6. C5. -0 .1an OakP1i.11.4 fh 319 _555--_615 A6..L-.9~ .1.9. .h.2 .15 3 i.'71 4).t4'?19271.
32445 13319 i (v . -2.290 O.: 3, ?42.477. 54. 374 14. 536. 75.2 1. 1.9 1. U 414 (-3338 0.,027 3172.30. 1346.- 12. .. 2 - 1 8.t 1wS.. (1.t L2...1169 
_...62 4.-- te....1.9 -149 La 9'-t) .19.C 3174 064335 61.31;.9-o; 131321. 1 .2:.-. 0.0 ggt 4q4,. 24lf. S9q 5,. 394. 6. 1 .9 .9 2 .Z. -A,277? .- 51 a 4A3l 2146. -
1 ;Me R, itf.-.tndA 46A. t 144J$. 4 .6. 2-41. 36 a 3. m. 89-3 -9 1.9-, 4,10 9.013 OLT 1 .02 65319.2 13234. 1$.4 b. -Co 200 6 0 t5. 48' 126 f%. 16 13.
.31.9-322 159 5.-.9 M Uu 'i 7-4, _13-t ._-5h 22sI._L_t 5--1. w .q 3 7.th 7 315 t1.167 __1271.32C.? 133319. 157C. Too -C.190 0Q.i3 352. 474. 747. 10,74. 4 . 175 . 19 . L .9 1.a 041 0 1566 0.0074 121
- - 32345. 1335514.. 5% zi -c.156 2.a 731._905. L12. L I . _31 . 3 c 1..- 134.....56.7- 1.or _1.4: 115.-2 )0, -5 .17 It 0.0 .7P 1-271.
3 . 134 T 15 f - , - ,3 360 4. 44. St '4. E6. 1, 1.59- 12. 9.7 J.'?266 16,1475' .oJ 3 105.
kl43.1C'E 149[ * '4, p -A,2,p -. 5
33&35 13434. 146 . c. o. e 7 A42. . 24 94. U4.5_-5.4 2.6 8,31.5 4 2 n79 u849.4~~ 723p.416. 3c _2 -a, 27- U226.3 Z4 0 5* 24. 9.4._ 5.4.5 -5.*42.. '21.2_ ).411* 4/474 %.A7' %96
E L3.. I44. . . 4 1. 6 .__ 4o" -5-4 _ k 3 2. s .0055 J *.. 72 - -00. 142P.4Ie 1454. 1. . C.260 -. 1,tQ 2 930. 715. 111. 42o. Ic7.9 -5.4 2 92.9 50.2 0014 0,051S 0.0082 190.
* TI12 
.A4. ft  -5.4 2?.6 62.7 V. ?2 Iw(EA )# 'I S 83 3 3 e5.-_43o 144932. 20 4 3 -,l2IN -00 40.4 -4. . . 69. 21. 10. Ice.3 -5.4 2.6 85.,9 0.1495 -. 54 % 5 4190.
- -. -. h 144-~.5T1L. 4 17. -.. L. L..-. 4273.JcJ- 1 -1&.. 3 7PN 3-i;a 542A_.81.5AkO900 A3r
44,.' 145CCCO .5F oil - 4, 41. , -30 I' :C . . . . 99 -5.4 2.6 97s.8 ..-. 0640 0* U 082 So71.
4!24 C 145041. c, C. c. o -90,0 4,10,. 34.-0s ... - ~-I8 -lia. . 9 113000~ 3.0 ,0w 0*80i 074.
TE.Af.ISE. ANACYANCE" IS 3C7FDM NE Pf;A R 1 C (1 Wi WAg
AY 5,30.* F7. s IttL INE AND' 0. Flo F,:4#ARVw KACISE= r44.5 E PEr k
AT ItCCC* f,,30EtL1E' AND- 00' Flo COtOAC's AtlCE. 6-4.2 tPNCB
-AT _. FT' SiDELIFE AND- 0. Fl. FZFWG-. %.lEl 0an 0PNPRAl a. F1. S'10ELIAE AVD-20000O. Fl. F:PuteRC, NCISEF= 0.0 EPrNPR
mmmmm~
(ta-EI a L 10,EUXAA 504*- - F.o FOR-WARC-9 WP,-SIF~ 76.1 t PNOR
A7 0. FT. T1 ELIfE AKt) 6a.~.0 Flo F3RdApO. E4~C "4.e4 E PNJO
-- - T -Fl. AIDELINE AND 300e0. F1. FORtRci NISE- 67. 
_PNR
AT 0. Fl. SIELI4E AND 5100')0. Fl. FOPaAR,9, ACISEz Z.) EPNCR
Al r.F 7i 5 -j) A fE . o%, Fl. 9ti9fP.* 4CISc cq,4 F P 0 A
M--90-50 DEPARTURE
2z 40 l as 8l 223 c r eles c1 4 0., a3 St 7 S;
2. S2. 62.1 62.. -2.1 82.4 A 1.8 81.1 80.4 79.8
E4.3 E4.2 63.8 83.4 22.5 82.5 82.3 81.9 61.2 E,.4
E5 .E f5J6 6542 6426 E4. E3.3 V2z6 E2,4 E2*C urlH
1.5 11.2 6. 6,.C. 65.1 E4.3 C3.3 82.6 2.E'801.6'
4.s ES.1 E8.4 e7.4 E6.4 e5.3 84.2 83.2 E2.5 82.4;
51.5 SSIl d9,9 E,33 62J7 U6.4 05.1 83.9 (2.5 83.0
q5.1 53.5 52.3 SC.4 EE. 87.4 85.9 84.6 63.4 82.8
94.5 92.1 9C.1 88.2 86.6 85.2 E3.5 62.8
S56.5 53.4. 51.C 89.C b7,2 8526 E4,2 83,1
77. S4.3 51.7 69.5 67.6 85.9 64.5 63.3
9o:7 54.5 92.0 85.7 67.8 86.1 (4.6 E3.3
ll2.21CC.1 57.2 54.2 51.5 65.7 E7.8 86.1 64.6 83.3
1-.t.2 S5.8 r6.4 S3.n 91.7 89.6 87.8 86.1 E4.1 P4.c
94 2776 55.3 ,3,4 91*2 85.3 07.5 654 E4.4 84.1
57.1 5.4 5-t.C 52.6 90.6 E6E E7.1 85.6 64.5 84.1
56.4 55.3 93.7 91.8 90.0 88.2 86.6 85.1 E4.5 63.9
55a2 54u2 '2,6 Wo. E5.2 67,6 E6*0 85,2 E4 1 E3,5
j4.3 ',.1 51, Y.' t, 4 F7.0 85.8 8i.8 83.5 83.3
52.9 S2.-: 5-.7 Sv.2 87.9 86.5 85.4 84.3 E3.4 83.t.
9 S12b52 6945 lo5 E,2 E6.C 04.5 83,5 6 f( E2.7
1.2 5i.3 25.2 E2.5 E6.6 65.4 84.3 $33.4,E2.6 82.0
5c.2 6S.e c.6.4 9.2 06.1 84.5 83.5 83.1 E2.1 81.6
-- LE 6 ES E6£2 C 56 E4:4 -3:4 2,3 Ela EL,2
E5.6 EE.6 E-.4 06.7 0'.1 f-.1 !.1 52.3 E1.0 E1.3
18.9 88.1 '7.1 eb.C 84. 3 f. 2 3. F2.4 81.6 81.'
29.i F.C E&.5 E5:. '4c'8 E%6 F':5 82:C 81.;3 P8
EE.5 E.7 6C.L6 65.5 54.5 E3.6 62.6 81.8 E.1.C 8J.4
28,5 t7.5 P.3 85.3 Z4.2 63.2 82.4 81.3 E6.6 E3.3
Z. E2. E . 1 c 4. C F3. C C. 1. 3 P C , 80.1
.3 67.% 65.54.8 33.3 82.8 81.U 81.3 90.4 79.9
. I L 6,d 05E7 54.5 ~3c 6 E?. 6 1 .7 8 1.L0 EH..4 79.9
6. E t.6 4.5 E-3.5 2. 2 1.6 G. EC.3 79.o
.'. 5.5 £. .~ 33.4 p2.4 91.4 >.9 5'.3 7
STAE LEGT (. 25._ .50 __.5. 100. __ 150- 2CC, 3CC.. 4C00  50
CRUiSE ALTITICE (FT.) 2 0 i. 4C0. 1CC01. 125.2. 155'. 150 (. 15 . 15 . 15Al
CRcISE SPEEC ( PH) 296. 3J5. 4,7. 411. _ 411. 411. '11. 411*
CRUISE L/C 11.94 11.93 Ec:4 %42 4363 Se3 93 9. %
CRLISE CISTANCE (MI. 1o.5 31.1 24.1 42.2 Et.3 136.3 2*6.1 336.3 436
BLOCK 1IE (I.) 1.0 15.1 19.1 23.2 .30. ;.z 52.8 67.5 E2
ELCCK FUEL (Lea) 249;3 3L 42. 8 1- -18. 1273. 1157. 2433. 3.
ELCCK SFUEEO (MFH) 150. 198. 22. 25r. 291. 314. 341. .5. 36
CIRECT OPERATING tGST - ANN UTILIZATICN(IP)=?00eU. CEFRFCIATICN P.,IJIj(YR)1U. LABCR
AIRFAME CCST _S/L8)= _._ ENGINE rOST ( ./HP). . INSLPANCe PAIL .4 FUCL C',ST
DoC=1.El+G.C265*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25..5LL.)
r 1CF LENG11S 5 -15 4 0+ ,C U 0+ C+ t=3L C 2.+2)+ 0+_ 
0+ 0 =4 '
STAGE LEtCTH 25. 5 . 5. 1 -e 15C. ?2. 2.-. - ?-
KC. C'rCL=C/STARTS 1/1 13. 11 / / 11 1/ 1/ 1/
FLIGCT C C STAT.4S81 45 C.368 C.32P 3. 3_4 C .2b, 0. 268 .26 1'
FLEL & CIL C.277 .. 212 U51 -18 .181 u.177 .17? .169 C.167
1-ULL INSURANC-_ Co3_71 C.281 0,237 C,215 Lc 2 C.,178 0.164 _0c157 03153
TCA L, FL1GI T CFS 1.23 :.,74 t.843 C.77- . :ti - 9 U. *
LABOR AIRFRAME C.524 .339 0.266 L.229 C.192 0.171_ 0.1J _-0 _.1C_ .13
RATERIAL AIFRAME 622,7 126 0Z96 C. 31 . t L.345 .- 4
LAePR ENGINES _ .71 _.122 C.193 .. C73 C.C6C _ . -
MATERIAL ENGINES C.'456 C.Z6 U0.173 C6137 :1603 OcC8 01 0o62 5 3 0,J47
PAT. 2ROEA 1.65 1.662 ,.5-,4 .425 r.344 - _ .257 1.236 0.223
TCiL PAINTENANCE 2.562 1.544 1..) C.969 0.773 .670 0.546 v.514 0.483
CEPRECIAT IN Iu69 c.810 U4 6E2 C3620 0,552 5t.2 Go12 _.452 .443
TICAL CINECT OPERATING CCST 0C31/AIRCRAFT VILE 4.933 3.328 2.635 2.362 2.C27 1.8 5 .5
-S/F1i T H -u R 741 . 6 0. 632.4 e12.2 ! ~ 517. 7 563.3 5 55. 5 4; 5
___scATCMILE C.C7 0.6666 0.Q537 2 0472_ 0U.'5-)368 C.63?1 C.C312 C.03Cl
7/ T-TRIP 2a47 3.33 4,03 4.2 toce 7.36 9292 12.48 15.U3
A 9__








20 . 3' . 4t:'. _____
2-1 2/1 2/1
C .382 ).336 0.112
C.189 0.181 0.117
C.785 J.7--)7 6.c667
C,226 00189 170 
7.38 jj 7  Ot
0.121 -. )a u 9 OCu7
a..~ .333 -1 2'13
0,923 0.74.1 0.648
0 6 17 ri .54q ___0. 512




T DO kt lisp,*yA1.'50V'f rSJ El NE
T ME l.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 1.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 21.5 34.5 37.5 40.5 43.5 46.5 49.5
~~PAL = E., Et.6 e1.1 89.1 91.3 92.1 91.3 89.1 86.0 82.2 77.9 73.5 69.3 66.9 64.4 62.2 60.2
IJVAL-
TINE HI1S1C-]Y Al 5),) FT S!CLINE
I11MEZ Z;8a$. 391. 5 394.5 3S7. 5 4 40)5.5 -6.5 4uh4i 4o' 1D521 
?4 43:$33.
P~ 396. ~ 7 66*E c7. ..3 7 1.2 72. 7 74*s . 1 7 *7 
297 F 7 f .f*7 P7. f-
q----5 -----
DEFARItRE FATH TC 1CCCG FT SL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGtE=6C. CBSTACLE IEIGHT=li0. PAX ACCEL ROTATION PATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME CIST ALT VEL _AC GAM_. TFFLST LWG_ LWGI
SEC FT FT FFS G CEG LP LP LP
CESTACLE CLEARANCE
0.0 0. 0. 0. ..0 60.0 45420. 0. -59
8.6 11. 1,. 5. G.C36 60.0 46246. -2. -531
10.5 18. 31. 10. 0.124 6).0 45631. -E. -f74
11.5 24. 41. 15. 0.204 60.0 52843. -18. -757
12.3 31. 54. 2C0 C.158 60.0 51012. -32. -756
13.5 44. 77. 25. 0.114 6).0 49-16. -,V0 -7f1
Ch % DCI DFLST ALP TI-E MdO ALV LAPDA











14.3 5E. icc. 27. 0.072 60.0 47755. -72. -755. .36. 5
C ACCELERATICA ANC CCNVERSION
16.C 88. 146. 34. 0.207 53.4 45757. -110. -956. 37. 3
E 1I.3 118. 160. 4C. C.188 44.2 45713. -189. -1253. 36a 2
18.6 160. 217. 46. 0.188 37.2 45935. -31u. -1534. 39. 1
c 19.9 214. 254. 52. 0.183 32.0 46032. -181. -1792.
21.3 279. 291. 59. 0.183 27.9 46C6L, 102. -2645oD
22.6 353. 328. 66. 0.191 24.7 4(11'. 455. -2211.
23.4 436. 364. 74. C.190 22.1 46C76. 884. -2505a
25.2 531. 400. 81. 0.187 20.U 45582. 139f. -25(7.
26.5 637. 431. 88. 0.132 18.2 45838. 1576. -3254.
27.5 760. 476, 56, Cc171 16.8 4455. 2642. -2272c
29.3 891. 514. 104. 6.190 15.5 43183. 338S. -S92.
S30_.7 1036. 552. 111. 0.163 14.4 41C75. 1219. 488.
32.1 1199. 593. 11). 0.174 13o5 3S25T. i131 1.3-,
33.6 1377. 634. 127. 3.158 12.6 36948. 6125. 3560.0
35.2 1582. 679. 134. C.149 11.9 34548E 723 526 8,)
36.9 1813. 726. 142. 0.139 11.2 31555. E363. 755.
38.8 2C80. 777. 150. 0.125 10.6 25652. S354. 61.3.
4 CEf 2389. 834. 158. 0.116 1U.1 215 61 1C294. 1010
43.0 2739. 895. 166. 0.108 9.6 25411. 11281. 114F8.
__45.4 3135. 90. 113. C.100 9.2 23189. 12314. 13049.
48.0 3395, 1033. 181. 0.088 8.8 2(151. 13393. 14736.





















7. C-,1 30.5 0,C679 0.0 0.0092 5219.
12z 4. 29.7 24,6-35.4 27o9 0.0721 0,3 0C0095 5630o
46. 18. 27.5 24.6-35o4 24,5 09786 9.)73 O.0102 6438o
11. 40. 25.8 24.6-35o4 21.9 0oCB44 0.0104 0.0108 7203.
54, 71. 26o8 24.6-35.4 20.4 0.0875 0.0138 0.0104 7203.
28. 111. 27.7 24.6-35.4 19.7 0.0995 0.0179 0.0101 7203.
08. 160. 28.7 24.6-35.4 19.0 0.0934 0.0222 0.0098 7203.
20. 151. 26.0 24.6-28.8
41-. 117. 36.6 24.6-19o6
98. 90. 43.8 24.6-12.7
74. 70. 49.4 24.6 -7.4
63. 57. 53.4 24.6 -3.3
60. 50. 56.1 24o6 -J.1
62o 50* 58.5 24,6 2e5
69. 58. 60.5 24.6 4.6
E. 72. 62.2 24.6 6.3
23. 92. 62.8 24,6 7*8
87. 12.-. 61.2 6 G.1
82. 155. 61.8 24.6 10.2
01. 196. 6,.) 24.6 11,1
62. 244. 59.4 24.6 12.0
43o 3 .). 58 0246 127
49. 362. 56.1 24.6 13.4
,+'4. 411. 54.9 24.2 13.5
33, 454. 53.2 23.6 13.5
29. 501. 51.0 23.2 13.5
352 549a 48.1 22.7 13o5
52. 6-). 44.8 22.3 13.5
I~ A 9 - a 12 r 't
. ..- ~ - ..... . . . . . ~. . . .
53.9 4688. 1195. 197, CoC82 8.1 1648c 15691a 11,2772 IL.3 l1 3- 7J$. 32 7 21.6 1
- 56. _ 52d1. 1277._ 215. 'J.J.83 7.8 147)5. 1631,. i i167. 1 76. 123S 765. 23.6 21.3 1
5.ee 5891. 1359. 213. C.8+ 7.5 13394. 13174. 22122. 1152. 13 AJ 825. 12.1 21.0 1
2 a 8 c543. 1443c 221 oL78 7.2 12fEf2, I 46, 2103t. 123 ). 151 888. -0.8 2Q .7 1
64.5 7-i. 157%. 226. )..76 7.0 12421. 1S756. 2'35 12 15. 14 8e4. -3.2 20.1 1
AIRPLANE ICDE CLIPR TC IC,CCC FT
7-.1 11710. 194. 226. .et, 14.5 1432.
- 225.5__4!4659 1-LLCCo --25-7. -G.j 12.o2 12 4;8 5.
WfE NOISE ANNCYANCE I" OI.47s 46D+I6 - 7 , ThEPINT IN 1 -1F T~- GP1 WAS4 SE
C AT 500. Fl. SIDEL-INE AND C. Fl. FO~viARC, f\CISt= "3,9 EP Nr __________
AT 100. F T. SICELIE ArD 0 . Fl. F CFdD, -KtI S F = -. l EPNf
AT 1 CC LC a Flo S10F L I NE ANC 0,_ . T Fl F, R r l,C IS F= 0., rPC'
AT 20CC.~ Fl. SIDEL.INE AND 0., Flo FCP~tDtFO ICISF= Oo0 EPNEB
___AT -) . FT . S IDEL INE AND-2.) Jk'i Flo F'JkWtRE v N, SE= 1. . E PN'Jt
AT 0. Fl.i SIDLIKE A D' -500. Fl. FC9ARD, ISE 0.9 E9 P1NO2
AT 0. FT. SIDELINE AND 6wa.*, Fl. F'.3FWAR 0 NCISE= 90.4 EFNr1__________
AT 0. FT. S10 EL IN F ANG 3 J00 F7T . FJR wAR F. N .IS-E= 0.0 FPNL!3
AT 0. Flo SIDELINE AND 51C30. Flo FO8W4RC1 NCISE= 0.0 EPNUB

















































































































IPRIVAL PAT- FROM 102,LC FT PS.
TE8VJAIAL AREA SPFEC = 2,.,. KIAS, FI4AL Ocvr1'~CH SprEr = t. K15, FI LAPPPOACH SLCFE = 8.C DEG, ACCEL SUILDUP TIME 5. SEC____
PAX CON%.ARD FLSc ANGLE =1C.C CEG
TIME CIST ALT VEL ACC GAM TI-RLSI LWG C'AG CAAC DLG CFUST ALP TE AWO ALV LAM80A MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G OEG le LB L P LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
AIRPLANE MCDE DESCENT
Q.4 . . . . I1I.00. 491. .0.0 -5.)__________ ___ ___ ______________
184.95 E5626. 3185. 441. 0.3 -5.0 G.
194.5 9.J55. 300L. 441 . _ 0 e -a 0
AIRPLAAE MCDE DECELERATICN
201.C 95481. 3COC. 423. -C.CE7 C.0 C.
213.0 ;983. 3G00. 406. -0.L94 O.u C.
- 218.5 1CC15E.. 3L0C. 3Ee. -C.106 0.0 C.
223.4 12CC5. 30CC. 371. -C.119 090 C.
E _232.6 1C5326. 3I0 . 353. 0 ._ (10.0 55Ce.
AIRPLANE MJOE CESCNT
247.7 110642. 2633. 353. C.0 -7.9 C.
267.2 117386. 1781. 345. 0. -7.9 0.
279.C 121454. 15CC. 345. C.C u.0 C.
CECELER AT ICN ANC CCAVERS3IJN
284.4 123257. 150C. 328. -C.200 0.0 359.













154-0. 293. -0.200 0.0
150C. 276. -6.200
1560. 259. -C.2C0













0.0 3591. 38468. 6244. 1818. 1I8. 782. 38.8 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.3425 0.2745 0.0008 2840.
00 7C12. 3'491._ C364. 2793. 1583. 687. 56.7 1 .0 1.0 0.4 0.2267 0.3438 0.0015 ?543.
.3 108,11. 3932. 6315. 3022. 137r. 59. 69.2 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.1388 0.3586 0.0023 3453.
0.0 1499C. 26458. 6101D 28P40 11P9v 516. _ 77.7_ 1.0_ 1.0 1.4 090796 0.3480 0.0032 2986.
U .) 19349. 21991. 5735. 25,e. 113. 444. 83.5 1.) 1.0 2.2 0.0433 0.3266 C.3042 2417.
0.0 23739._ 175P1. 5234. 212. E51. 370. 87.5 1.0 1.0 3.2 0.0213 0.3010 0.0051 1&83.
0.0 279E8, 133f4. 42: 1157. 7,J3. 3j5. 90.5 1.0 1.0 4.6 %.0086 0.2739 0.0,66 1443.
J., 31992. 9428. E8 E3. 1421. 57(. 247. 93.0 1.0 1.0 6.4 0.0i035 0.2463 0.0068 1203.
0.0 3505. 5837. 3049. 1121. 45U . 196. 94.1 1.0 1.0 9.1 0.0041 0.21E7 0.0076 1203.
C.0 3E53. 30E4. 2175. E55. 345. 1j0. 95.6 1. 1.0 12.9 0.03145 0.1910 0.0082 _1203.
u.u 293f. 218. 1715. 631. 253. 1IC. E5.5 1.1 1.0 16.5 0.0377 0.1638 0.0084 3027.
t-EL IC PIER 43CE FINAL APPR J ACH 5 . - - 0 , 3_a 1
326.131598. 1468. 104. a.) -8.0 38416. 263i, 1 3. 2h3. 99. 94.1 -5.4 2.6 17.2 0.0135 0.16390.082 1655.
414.1 1)435. 226, 101. 3.0 - -8.J 39 4 76. 2637. 1579. 63'). 23. 99. 94.1 -5. 4 2.6 17.2 0.0132 0.1603 0.0079 1677.
- ECELER1IICN TJ P3VER
424.3 141372. 94. 84. -'.133 -8. 4 .E7. 1838. 1205. 424. 176. 69. 1C1.4 -5.4 2.6 26.6 0.0059 0.1316 0.008-2 1257.
427.7 1'4lt33. 57. 66. -C.20C -8.0 42045. s11. 32% 2512 113, 44. 1C7.1 -5a4 2.6 44.3 0.0095 0.1022 0.0086 1462.
43J.4 141786. 36. 51. -C.20U0 -8.)0 42EEC. 49.. 152. 146. 63. 25. 108.1 -5.4 2.6 65.1 J.(288 0.3764 3.0088 2631.
433.G 141896. 2L. 34. -C.20 -8.0) 's36. 23. 961. 69. 28. 11. 1C8.3 -5.4 2.6 83.6 0.0474 0.0509 0.0089 3807.
435.6 141961. 11. 17. -0.2CC -8.0 41C1o -171a 1tf8h 24o 7. 3. 138.5 -5.4 2.6 S7.2 0.0603 0.0254 0.0090 4636.
44).8142005. 5. u. 6.0 -8.. '22. -259. 15 5. E.. C. 97.9 -5.4 2.6 97.8 0.0657 0.D 0.00~86 V805.
LANC
445.8 142UJ5.- - . 9I.0 -9U 1 o 36. -1197. 8. . -180.0 2.9 92.9 179.9 0.0657 0.0 0.08i40.
TtE NGISE ANNCYANCE IS C.11E170+C7 CNc FCIAT I6 I CE TIE CIC WAS USED
AT 530. F . SIDELINE ANC o. Fl. F)PWfRC, NJISE 91.' CPNJB
AT _1CC. Fl. SIDELINE AND 0. Fl. FCPWAFC, NCTSE= 83.7 EPNDB
AT 1c00. IF . SidELINE ANC 0.~Fl. FOFIARD, NCISE= 3.0 EPM'8
AI 24100. FT. SIDELINE AND 0. FT. rf,4APC, NCISE= 3.0 EP'ILB
AT 0. Fl. SIDELINE AND-2)CC. Flo FORWARC, NZ 15 E= 0 EPNC8
AT 0. FT. SICEL INE AND -5 WO. Fl. FOIWARD, NISF= 3. EPN1DB
AT 0. Fl. SIDtLIAE AND 606 0. Fl. F:RW1C, NCISE= 8i8.1 EPNUB
AT 0. Fl. SIuELIKE AND 3u0U0. Fl. FORWARC, NCISE= 0.0 1ON B) 8
AT J. Fl.~ S LI.NE ANC 51V. F. F3IRWAC, NCISE= 0.0 E PNOB-
AT 0. Fl. SIDELINE AND 25C0. Fl. FCRWRC, NCISE= 94.9 EPNOB
DPPIVAL PATI- FROM 10,006 FT MSL
TEPRIJVA LAREA.SPFEC =P2A.. KIAS, FIAL eOCO eFCH SPrCj = 6. K1 , FINAL.APPPOACH SLCFE z 8.0 DEG, ACCEL BUILDUP TIME - 5. ItC
PAX COhNhARD FLSE ANGLE =1C.C CEG
TIME CIST ALT VEL ACC GAM TI-RLTi LG c G CAAC CLG DFIST DLP TE AWO ALV LAM80A MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LP L LP . LB LB DEG DEG. DEG DEG
AIRPLANE MODE DESCENT
Q. _ . .Q. 1t4000. 491. .. ~.._ -5.) C. - - _________ __________________________
184.5 65626. 3185. 441. 0.) -5.0 c.
.94.5._ 55. 333_, 441. c.0 C. -_
AIRPLANE PCDE OECELERATICN -
201.C S5sal. 3COC. 423, -C.CE7 C.0 C.
213.0 97S83. 3000. 406. -0.94 . U C.
218.5 1C15._ 300C..3ee. -C.106 0.0 C.
223.4 102035. 30C, 371. -c.115 0.0 C.
2_2._.1.0532b. 3140. 353. 0.0 0.0 55C6.
AIRPLANE MJGE GESCchT
247,3 110642. 2633. 353. 00 -7.9 C.
267.2 117386. 1781. 345. C.3 -7.9 a.
27.g U14!4. 15CC. 345. C.C u.0 C.
LICELER*TICA ANC CCAVERSIJN
284t.4 123257 -LSM- 328. -C.200 0.0 319. 0.0
27i.1 1-24112. I50C. 311. -C.2C C.0 56e. 0.0
28 .? 124521. 1500, 293. -0.210 (.0 73E. 3.0
292.4 1-25of3. 150 . 276. -6.200 0.0 3551. 38468. 6244. 1818.1801. 782. 38.8 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.3425 0.2745 0.0008 2840.
9 5 2 .1 1264 . 150. . 255. -C.2CC 0a0 7C12. 3'931. 364. 2793. 1583. 687. 56.7 1.1 1.0 3.4 0.2267 0.3438 0.0015 3543.
257.e 12737J. 150i. 242. -0.2u0 O0 1081.~ 3012.~ 6315. ?022. 137. 595. 69.2 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.1388 0.3586 0.0023 3453.
300.5 121654. 15CC. 224. -C.2C0 0.0 149SC. 26458. 6101, 284. 11P99. 516. 77.7_1.0 1.0 1.4 0.0758 0.3480 0.0032 2986.
3a3.1 128272. 1500. 201. -C.200 u. 19345. 21951. 5735. 25-. 1A13. 44.. 83.5 1.) 1.0 2.2 0.3433 0.3266 0.3042 2417.
3J5.1 12P8t4. 15%C. 190. -C.2UU 0.0 23735. 175P1. !2?4. 2123. Ei5. 370. 87.5 1.0 1.0 3.2 0.0213 0.3010 0.0051 10B3.
3C8.5 12i289. IUC. 173. -0.2C0 0.0 27sEe 133(4. 4612, 177. 7:3. 3E5. P0.~3T 1.0 1.0 4.6 0.0086 ~235 0.0014.
311.2 1297126. 150. 155. -. 202 J.i 31962. 542e. 3E3. 1421. 57(. 247. 53.0 1.0 1.0 6.4 O.6035 0.2463 0.0068 1903.
313.5 13L127. 1500. 138. -C.190 0.0 356f5. 5837. 304H. 1121. 450. 156. 54.1 1.0 1.0 9.1 0.0041 0.2117 0.0076 1241.
316.7 133494. 15tU. 121. -C.18E C.0 36537. 3GE4. 2175. 855. 345. 15. 65.6' 1.0 1.0 12.9 0.0345 0.1910 0.0082 1W#)=
322.4 131135. 15CC. 164. 3.3 t .0 39346. 2128. 1715. 631. 253. 110. 65.5 1.C 1.0 16.5 0.03770.1638 0.0084 30$
LICP15R A0CE FINAL APPR,ACH
326.9 13155s. 1468. 104. 0.' -8.0 3E41t. 2631. 167. 630. 253. ss. 94.1 -5.4 2.6 17.2 0.0135 0.16390.082 16v5.
414.1 143435. 226. 101. 3.0 '-8. 39476. 2637. 157. 630. 233. 99. 54.1 -5.4 2.6 17.2 0.0132 0.1603 0.0079 1677.
CECeLERilICN TJ 1-5VER
424.3 141372. 94. 84. -1.1133 -8.j 4'ME7. 1838. 1205. 424. 176. 69. 1CI.4 -5.4 2.6 26.6 0.0059 0.1316 0.008-2 1257.
" 427.7 141e33. 51. 6 t. -C 20 -8.0 42045. 1lI1. 329. 257, 113. 44. I7.7 -5.4 2.6 44.3 0.0095 0.1022 0.O506~~62.
430.4 141786. 36. 51. -4.200 -8.3 426EC. 45,. 152. 146. 63. 25. 1;8.1 -5.4 2.6 65.1 0.0288 0.0764 0.0088 2611.
433.0 141656. 2L. 34. -8.200 --8.9 .4365t.'. 23. ?61. 65. 8. 11. 1CU.3-5.4 2.6 13.6 0.0474 0.0090.061 $U077
435.6 141561. 11. 17. -C.2C -8.0 641CI. -171. 1t E. 24. 7. 3. 10)8.5 -5.4 2.6 97.2 0.0603 0.0254 0.0090 4696.
* ~4JU42L.~~ 5. . * 'c3N -25us; ~ It. ~ . ... 15 5.~4-- 2.6- .657 0.0
LANC
445.81~i5.~~~d. ~ Li.~ 3.4 -93.3 42310. - 36. -L 7. 8. 0. (.-180.0 2.9 92.9 179.9 0.0657 0.0 0.0016 . 4010.
TWE NOISE _NNCYANCE IS C.1IE7D+C7 CAE- FCInT IN 1 CF TkE CIC WAS USED
AT 53. Fl. SIDELINE ANC C. Fl. F)PWORC, NOISE= 51.') EPNUB
AT ICCC. Fl. SIDELINE AND 0. Fl. FCPW0PC, NCISE= 93.7 EPNDB
AT iC00. Fl. SICELIAE ANC 0. Fl. FCFWAR), ACISE= 3.0 EPN18
AT 20033. FT. SIDELIAE AND 0.FT. COFfAPC, NCISE= 3.G EPCB
AT 0. Fl. SIDELINE AND-230CC. P. FORWAPC, AZISE= .CFEPt48
AT 0. FT. SICELINE ANO -5K-%. Fl. FOFWARD, NISEs 3.. EPNDB
AT C. F1. SIDELIN AND 6060., Fl FPRWfVC, N.ISC= 8.1 PN I . -
AT 0. Fl. SIUELIKE AND 3UL00. FT. FORWARC, NCISE= 0.0 ND8 
'Tf J. F1 SIDELIAE ANC 510. F.FWCNCSEu 0.0 EPNDB
AT 0. Fl. SIDELINE AND 25C0. Fl. FCWORC, NCISEn 94.9 EPNn8
9-80-5O DEPACtrRE
74.5 14.7 74..4 .74..C -2.1 70.6 6E.2__ C._ C._C 0_O
-77.5 17. 76.1 75.6.74._6_73..E 71.8 69.9 O.C 0.0
7FIl 7874 77 7 7EQ2 15., 74.0 71.8 E .i u.c
J].0E C.7. EC.1 76.2 7E.2 76.7 75.4 73.3 71.5 0.0
3.2 2._7 81.9 8,..9 j.7?8.576_.3 75.1 72._ 71.V
E ,3 E3_6 79.2 74.9 ElcC 7S.6 78.2 759 S 14,1 71.5
69.2 7.6 E4. E,(,.8 62.3 80.6 79.0 76.8 75.1 72.8
'e_3 9'6 83.5 81.4 79.6 77. E 7i5.S 73.1
SC04 E5aS E4e4 82.2 80*3 78,4 463 2 23,9
51.3 E.S 4.; 82.6 80.5 78.2 6.3 _73.6
91.2 86.8 f5.1 82.7 80.6 7R.7 76.4 73.7
-tE 53~i SC0 1 . 65 84.9 82a6 80.5 78a 2 7o C 73.6
c4-6 52.3 85.2. E5. 84._7 82.5 80.6 78.2 76.1 74.2
93.0 91.3 88.9 E6.5 84.3 82.3 80.0 78.3 15.S 74.5-
51.7 SC.C _.7.6 E -7 E3.,7 _1.6 79,7 77o7 75__ 7_30
SC-4 E8. E6*6- 84.5 E2.8 80.5 78.9 77.3 75.1 71.7
88.9 ;7.6 E5.8 684.0 62.1 83.3 78.7 76.E _4.,5 7'. u
7. 6.4 .84. .,3.2 El4 75.E 78.2 76.6 72.8 0.0
E6- ES-4 E4- 82.4 8.R 79.3. 77.3 74.8 7C.2 0.0
&549 84.5 83.1 81,5 ECV 78a1 76.1 73.C 6E.3 0.0
E5. E3.7 E2.2 8C.6 76.1 77.C 74.4 72.2 68.2 ".0 -
c4 .6 E3.2 61.6 79.9 7Ji.I 76;3 74.1 71. 66.2 0.0'
4E a2,7 8'1 1 79ia5 li S 75.S -13*4 71* 6 Ez_ I .0
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SEc FT FT FPS G nEG In L. 1 .P L 1. LE CE, CG F, G C G HP
0. 0. 0. G.0 60.0 54966. ti. -67. 0. 1475. G. 30.1 2.9-57.1 30.5 0.0905 0.0 0.0164 4973.8-A 1 19. 5.cr.ru g a sA. -.- 71 7.-29._26-3A27.40.0075 0.0065 0.0 169 534 3.14-5 14. 31. 1. 0.124 6j.0 6 1,J. -12. -1E6. 6. 715. 13. 27.5 ?4.6-35.4 23.7 0.1073 3.0121 0.3181 6192.
.11.? -4 4? 1.--.01-60. AL -73 -. M & E- 14- 69..-.-.1.....5.. .. 2s..6-35c..2049..0, 1166 .04 0172.0.) 191L 7011.
124 32. 55. 20. 0.153 60,0 61585. -50. -F92. 25. 63b. 72. 26.8 24.6-35.4 2)..) (.12a'8 0,,023B ' Ul5 7, 11
35- 7.. 7.- .. A A S -7 , -Bgq. -... 0 3',9. 
_ 11. 7-.1 I14.2 58. 100. 26. C.C48 60.0 567C5, -113. -902. 56. 573' 162a 29.4 24,6-33.li 17.9 0,1312 U.0386 C,0170 7011.
16.6 57. 160o 331 0.131 53.9 5481!. -153. -117. 53. 384. 141. 2c. 6 24.6-29.3 17.0 0.1363 0.0417 0.0172 7011.4a.2..--133...C. 
----3......131--75 5D21.-=23113...3 426-2. 6 20.4. 0.13 56....u.595 0.012 7011.-19.8 181. 245. 42. 11.13i 38.5 5529;. -391. -lEl. 54. 247. 9. 45.6 24.6-13.9 22.2 0.1348 0.0782 0.3173 7U11*
5..--I. 
-- 3.-. .0.2 .6..1...[ I.._S41 44 4 R0 - 1 5...Q Gl21 7.0 4 1"2.1-. 2 c f23.1 311. 332. 54. 0.142 29.3 5563E, -1V. -2441. 44. 70. 61. 54.2 24.6 -4.7 21.7 '.133 -. 1 143 I.1.174 71 1.
----~~24 . 38.7... 372.... 6o.....0 144.. .. 5513C. 417.-.2 ... _......._..'._ 
__...5.72-2_..I6..-1.5.2G.4 0.1331 .1321 .'1175 - 7011.26.1 414 412. 66. C.144 23.4 55721. 921. -3189 69, 208a 54. 59.6 24.6 1.2 18.8 0.1329 0. 1500 0,0175 7011.6 .5 71 4 452, 7 ... A".1 4 221-?2 4566 .... 5.2 ...-.-262 .2 21.. 5.9a..6....?*.6-.. 3.3_1.7.2 0.1327. J.168 ".3174 7-11.29.2 684. 493. 79. 0.131 19.4 55259. 2229. -37S7. 127. 216. 69. 63.5 24.6 5.2 15.5 0. 1333 0.1856 C.0173 7011o
-4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . .'! C4* A12" _ , C.a1 c 3f_1n ~!0?6., -???6, 171,- 14-4 84a 6?.5 2,4.6 6.7 13.4 
-. 1371 .(.z1 . 6 - 7.211J.,32.3 539. 576. 93. 0.129 16.6 51282. :521. -4.3. P24. 113. 105. 63.0 24.6 8.0 11.4 0.1.29 ).2163 2.Jl61 7311.
- 33. j c 6...E --. 8 -... 9 .- .. 1 5.. _... 5 - .- 4 L .... 1.a 3. _....12 3......1 .... 6 1 5...24a6. 9r,2..-9a 8 0ul'496 C.)223416 023154 7011.35.7 1257. 664. 106. 03109 14.4 4f6132. 60'C. 33:6. 3'>3. 171. 164. 62.4 24.6 1.)*2 8.2 p.1579 0.25) 0.3145 7i11.3 7o.6 1 4 1...-71A2-4173..- -. 115 1 .. !.....A44.71. 7191 .3__2... A 4C.2.S 4.... . .. .. 4.2A....11........-..9 ... 0. 1673 0.25 4 C.0136 7011.39.5 1674, 764. 119. Cl114 12*8 4C5CCo 84.19c 7567, 531, 3., 244, 58,5 24a6 11,8 5.8 U,17f'8 J,,2711 0,0127 7U11.
- - - 1 -1.-- all-.--1 .2.6...- hIl .l ..... l.L.3i ..- i_ 9. . c f. . 2 53 .2 .4 ... 5A, .. _24,.LA 1?.h 4, .1 44 0.. 2. . .. 6 7L 1 1,..43.7 2204. 877. 133. 0.C87 11.4 3?382. 11372. 125e7. 743. 67$. 346. 54.6 24.6 13.1 3.7 0.2161 0.2863 03105 7011.46.3..2552. 94. 1.....-40 _5 5c '._ 2 . L4 _...-331. .51 . 2. . .4.. 13. 2.,3_ .2395.. ?#9 75 .Z '-C4 7 2.3.9 11.45.2 295>. 1-:22. 147. '.71 IJ.4 27282. 13'A6. 16C 4 . '-14. %2. 436 48.7 23.q 13.5 2.3 0.2641 0.2914 0.AO935 7911.52.4 341;.. 114... _152. L.C66.......9....2449E .. 13245. 19.05:. .'>?.. 11272 . 478a 4,40. 73.4 13.5 1,8 L0c2445 032d61 (.,J77 7011.55,7 3933. 1192. 16 .v 0.63 9.5 21174. 16559. 21326. 1.67. 12LP1. 521. 39.3 23.:. 13.5 1.3 0.2327 '.?(35 a. '68 7'11.
- i5.L1AA.EI - 12'.Z 
.2.fi--.....9...2i. .li A..._ ':7 . 31 . . 3.j - -.. J .7 Q ._ 2 - 9.. A --. 7r. 1 _ 162.4 5037. 1369, 174. C.C67 Z.7 1718L 19356, 26013: 1233. 161-3, t1'i 22*1 22.2 13,5 0.5 0.4294 0.1744 C.J054 7.Is05.5 5M.5. . 1453 .....161. J . 9.. . . . .. 22 . 1...31 52.. 6t 4..-1o.4.21.9 13.5 __C.? 0.4739 0.,13 ., 49 7.11.63.J 61 . 154w. 13. 1.t 62 -.. 1 1-4 . . 22377. 3C9C6. 1412. 1c:4%. 715. -2.8 21.6 1 35 C.1 0, 4.4-0J02%6 0.3047 7'11.
72.3 6'1(; ludo -1 . C. 61.. .. 4 . 4 ..3 1 . 1342.. 1 %. 6.9''. -3.4. 2 .4 12.6 2.. 0 . '161-0.'.251 1. "145 7'l1. I75.1 4,.0 17,6. . i.'so 7,6 14114. 124(6. l 3. 12f.. 17?. 6*9. -3.3 19. 11.< 0.6 0.5201-0.031S 0.0044 7011.

















































* Il2I*ATIS TNDUTj VAP.A3L'
THE NOISE ANNOTARN IS 0.5
AT 500"1.F I. S V'a
AT 100C. FT. SIDE
I 1"0o0. FT. STD3
AT 2C0000 FT. SIDT
A T I0 FT.SI-
AT L FT. SInZ
AT . PT . b.
AT 0. FT. SI
A r co r?. SIDr
r^. ?nLANT
I:is r ?A. ws (HYP)
*'lUMBrF 3? VNGINES
-IAS 7CTOR jflI NJDE
*'% A TD m?G; 9VR
* CONY + CLIMB
=C A0I Tsr.




















EX LIFT C OFF 2OV9P
*MAX LIFT COFF CL'AN

























































FLAT PLATE APEAS (SP)
WIN- PROFILE
FU SEL AGE





















ONE P31WT If I OF THE
. FORWARD, NOISE=102 .8
. F3PWARD, NoISF= 92i5
. P3RWARD, NOISE= F5.6
. F3WAFD, N0ISw 3.0
. FOPWARD, NOISE 0.0
. FIPWAPD, NOISE= 74.4
. FO)RARD, N01S"= 72.1
. P3?qhARD, NoIS!!- o.0
. FIRWARD, NOISt= 0.0



































*FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
S3cUNm SPEED lTr (FPS) 1117.
*STD DAY TEMP (D33 F) 59.
*EMER HAVER ALT (PT) 2000.
*H3T AY TEPI (DG F) 95.
*CT/S lAX O.150
*MAX :CELRATION (G) 0.25
*DESI CRUISE (MPH) 420.
*CRUI I ALTITUDE (WT) 15000.
S3UN SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1050.
*MAX 3CELERATION (G) 0.20
*sT RfT L3AD pACT3R 4.5
*FLIG CRE 2.
*CaBt CREW 1.
*ATC 1E0 LIIT _ES










TTME #ISTORY AT 503 FT SIbFLINE
TIMEn 1.5 4.5 7.5 11.5 13.5 15.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5 40.5 43.5 46.5 49.5







NOISE FOOTPRINT IN EUIR. ?LIGT oIRg:TON DON TiE PAGE. 250 PT. GRID
81.0~8098683.3 82.7~82.~2 81.5 80.9 80.2 79.5
62.4 82.3 81.9 81.5 80.9 83.3 82.5 81.7 81.0 80.2
84.0 83.8 83.4 82.8 82.1 81.3 80.5 82.6 81.7 83.9
85.~9~85.~6~85~.0~84.3 83.4 92.4 81.5 80.5 82.5 81.5
88.1 87.6 86.9 85.9 84.1 B3.6 82.4 81.3 83.3 82.2
.8 0.1 89.0-87.6 86.2 94.7 83.4 82.1 80.9 82
~94.2 93.2 91.5 89. 5 87.6 95.9 84.3 82.8 81.5 83.3
99. 97.1 94.2 91.5 890 A6.9 85.0 83.4 91.9 P0.6
~ 97.0 93.2 90.1 87.6 85.6 83.8 92.3 80.9
99.'T 91s 2 90.8 8a.I &5.9 84.0 82.4 81.0-
99.0 94.2 90.8 88.1 85.9 84.3 82.4 81.0
97.0 93.2 90.1 87.6 85.6 83.8 82.3 Bt .
9.' 7.) 94.2 91.5 89.0 8C.9 85.0 93.4 81.9 80.6
9 -4. 2 91.2 91.5 84.5 fA.6 5.9 84.3 82.R 81.' 3.3,
9-.3 90.1 89.0 87.6 86.2 84.7183.4 82.1 80.9 82.7
98.1 97; 86.9 85.9 84.7 83.6 82.4 81.3 83.3 82.2-
85.1 95.6 84.0 84.3 83.4 82.4 81.5 80.5 82.5 81.5
84.: 93.3 83.4 82.S 82.1 81.3 80.5 82.( 81.7 83.9
. 82. 92.3 31.9 81.5 3C.9 83.3 82.5 81.7 81.0 80.2
a1. 3. 6 C123.3 82.7 A2.2 S1.5 80.9 80.2 79.5
P2.7 32.6 '2.4 82.') 81.6 81.1 83.6 8?.0 79.4 78.8
1 1 80. 9 ,1 4C,2. 79.7 79.2 78.7 786-2-00i
Or, . ',4 A1.2 9. I 7Z.7 79.3 70.q 7P,5 78.0 0.0
79.4 79.4 74.2 79.80 78.8 78.5 78.1 0.C 0.0 C.O
78.5 78.5 73.3 78,2 77.9 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0
1. C.~- V.'- . 0.0 0. 21.'1 .0 6.
. . .i . 0. C.0 C.C 0.0 fl4 - I ^
--- TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
QP-80-50.
OVERALL.-
GRCSS hEIGHT (LB) 48527
EMPTY WEIGHT (18)
FLEL hEIGHT (LB) 4167
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 429
L/C CRISE 9.8







SLADE CHORD (FT) 3.11
TCTAL BLADESI
*Cl/SIG fHOVER 0.12'
.- *PRCFILE DRAG COEFF C.l
2 O%&kOA0 9.1
-- *EFf IC IENCY HOVER 0.8!
CONVER 0.8
CRUISE















. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 9642.
. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2.
. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 2.00
. *2 RATED EMRG HVR 140.
. * CONV + CLIMB 120.
3 * CRUISE 90.
. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 8904.
. CONVER (HP) 9642.
. CRUISE (HP) 8040.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400
DRIVE SYSTEM
*EFFICIENCY












MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER
*MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA
* INDICATES INPUT.VARIABLE_ - CLIM SPO/CONVER SPO
- DESIGN MISSION SPEED
MPH



























2.63 *FIELD ELEVATIJN (FT)
14.92 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS)
1.85 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F)
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT)











5044. *CT/SI. MAX 0.153
M 6382. *MAK A&CCELERATION (G) 3.25
1951. *OESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 40).
355. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15is.
351. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1 58.
665. WING 4091.. *MAX DECELERATION (G_ -. 23
73.0 FUSELAGE 5648. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
7.86 EMPENNAGE 946. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
72.3 LANDING GEAR 1456. *CABIN CREW 1.




0.25 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
1.01 FURNISHINGS 2500.
1.40 FLUIDS 243-
0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
0.91 _CABIN CR W 150.
FUEL
TAKEOFF E LANDING 2.00 83.
ACCEL. E CONV. 1500. 1.3 1.03 73.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 156.,192. 13500. 11.0 3. 81 203.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 12.7 2.18 122.
CRISE 429. 419.6 58.65 2743.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 429..294. 13500. 31.9 5.60 37.
APPROACH 1500. 23.4 9.55 79.
TOTAL ... _..500tQ 82.8 3337.
20.04 831.RESERVE
- . ~ QP-80-$0.._
$TAGE LENGTH (MI.1 25
CRUISE ALTItUDE (Ft.) 2000.
CRUISE SPEED..(MPH). ..296;
CRUISE L/0 12.38
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) -3.9
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 0
BLOCK FUEL (LB.)


























?90. 300. 400. 50.o
15000# 1500. 15000. 150-0.
438. 43.._ 438. . 438.,
9.33 9.33 9.33 9.33
11g8 216.8 316.8 416.8
40.6 54.2 67.9 81.6
1436. 2129. 2811. 3483.
k96. 332. 153. 367.
- ODIREC OUPERAING~~OST Y ANN ~0g i t (tR)$$0. bEPAIA0N PER IOD(IR)I1o. LABOR R
AIRFRAME COST (S/LB)= 8Q.0 ENGXNe Cbt (t/HP)= 60.0 kdSURANCE RAtE=0.040 FUEL COST
DCC=-.86+0.0344*SL $/SEAt-TR4P ISL= 2 ,000.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0*200 O0#200+ 9+ 0 0=300 260+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE L T .. 50. 75 . 15.. 230 30v 400. 500
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/ it 10 IA /
FLIGHT CREW 0.0 6.58)
FUEL & OIL 0.0 0.223
HULL INSLRANCE 0.0 . .)g
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 0.0 1. 3
LAECR AIRFRAME 0.0 .__ 0-39
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.0 0.15i.
VABCR EAGINES 10.0 0.169
JATERIAL ENGINES 0.0 0. 04
MAT. BURDEN .0 0.759
tOTAL 'MAINTENANCE 0.6 1.797
OEPRECIATIdN 0.0 1.096
TOTAL CIRECT OPERATING tOSW
t/AIRCRAFT MILE 0.0 4.016
i/FLIGHT HOUR 0.% 678.5
*/SEAT $ILU. - 04.0 .0 0
*/SEAT-TRIP 0.0 4 %
0 0. - _ 41. 0 3446 3 0.32
0.0 1.294 0 0. 20
0.0 0.78 .2 0.214
S.0 0t.26 0. 20 6.40
to 0.095 0.075 0.065
0.6 V 68 _ 7o 0.09
-.0 0A69 0.11 8.O3i
. 64)0 0.379 
0.'0 1., 3l 0.868 873
0.0 __ b.803 0.683 0.6740 _
4 - 2.826 2.151
0.0 641.8 62;?






















































































I13,.% 16.5 19.5 22.5 A.S 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5S . o 90.7 as.e 64.1 1.7 72.9 66.4 64.T 59.4
NOISE FCCTPV9RT IN fPND8.- .Ft IG4T 04LfE-tCTION DOWN THE-PAGE. 250 FT. GRID
72.i 72.0 T.19 69.1 68. 6 5.3 ._.0 - X..0. 0..0.. 0.0.
74.2 74.0 T3.7 73.2 72.0 69.065.5 C.0 0.0 0.0
76.0 75. 754T 74A9 73,7 72/3- 70.5 '5.4 .. .0...0.0
78.1V 77.9 77.7 76.1 75.4.14.5 72. 3 .. 4_ 64..9_00..Q
79.9 79.6 78.' 78.17.1 75.4 74.4 72..1 69.9 - 0.0
82.2' 81.7 soi-a- w 90.7.78.3 717. 1 75.2 ... 71..5-.._.Q
83.0 81.4 . .0 79.4 78.2__7..9 74.5_ 72.7 64.8
87.6 86.2 3- 78.6 80.5 78.7 77.1 T4.1 73.0 67.9
I 81.4_81.5_79.4.77.6 7-+.9 72.2 65.1
x & .4 83.1.82.2 79.8 7 7.8 _ 0 72.9 .68.1
84-1 B3.5 82.4 80.0 78.0 T4.9 72.7 .64.9
87 - 63.6 82.5.80.1 78.1 T5.1 72.2. 65.6
97.8 93.4 8 .4 84.1 82.6...80.3_78.2 75.7 73.3 69.1_
94.6 91.9 '87.4 82.7 82.2 80.2 78.1 7;5.8 72.7 70.7.
94.6 90.6 84., 84.0 81.8 79.8 77.6 7b.0 72.9 71.7
91. 88.9 85.47 83.4 81.4 79.3 77.4 7.6 73.5_70.5
91.6 87.9 a5.T 62.8 80.7 79.0 77.5 Ti.5 73.2 70.2
88.9 86.5 l.".- C2.0 80.2 78.5 76.9
89.6 86.0 83-t S1.6 90.0 78.5 76.8
.87'.3 85.5 83-2 E1.3 790? 78.2 76.5
87.3 84.5 82-i B0.7 794. 77.5 75.9
87.1 85.1 82.1 *S..7 _78.4 77.4 75.7
87. 4 84.9 82.' 80.6 78.9 77.1 75.3
89.3 86.1 83.1 80.9 78.8 77.1 75.2
87.3 85.8 8.3- - E1.1_ 79.1 77.1 75.1
85.9 84.6 32.' P2.7 78.9 77.0 75.3-
84.2 83.2 81. 8C.1 78.3 76.8 74.9
82.3 81.6 8-1 79.2.77.5 76.2 74.2
81.1 80.3 79.,- 76.2 76.3 75.1 73.S
79.7 79.0 78.-l 77.0 75.5 74.4 72.9
.78.2 77.6 76.- 75.E 74.6 73.2 71.5
.77.6 76.7 75-1 7--.3 73.1 71.7 70.9
76.3 75.5 74 -~2.C7..5 70.9 70.2


















TIPOE HISTO Y- A7 506- FT SIDEL.INE
TIPE 1 A5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16 .5 5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34+s. jVi-
PNL : 85.84 86.4* 86.9 88.9 92.0 91A - 0 86.3 80.9 75.0 69.3 64.8 .4
101SE FCOTPRINT IN EPNDB. I ~LGRTYDNECION CMWN THE PAGE. 250 FT. GAID'
72.7 '78 71.6 f.i 70.4M.,.65.,0.0 . . 0.0
74.6 74.4 .74.2 73.._72.6-. .0 70.2. 5.2 0.0 ._.0.
76i3 75. 75.S 7419 74.2 72.9 72.L70.264.9i0.0
84* 7J-6a47 -74,+6, _4.7-72.0.- 69. 9-. 0.0Q-
80 * 5.0 8r29 7*6: 17".".: 951.,32- .. 1.71.. 6A.-
82.7 12.2 1 .780.3 .79.0 77.8754..5 72.2 69.8.
84.0.8920 81-0 75b-0+3 3'8 77.75.91271J*7-7 .
87.7 83.9 82.63 80.5 78,..76.0..74.0 Tho.
86:5 ..833 81. .79.0 .76.87.1..72.6.
904 .85,*83.6-8.2_1,2_76 3 TA.10.9
90.0 85.4:. 83.6 81_ 79.4 76.4. T4.4, 704,9
97.0 93.4 88. 85.3.83.3. .2- 79T.l76..74.2' 7,9
9*10 94.-7_84..8-1144 &.4 .7-.1f
92..9 46.4 67.F V*A ft.1,86.T T,~ 74-.3, 7Z.1
88.8 87.0 84.8 824.7_80.6. 778,. 97Q,42,0 8.2.
87.8 853 83.2 81.3 79,6 7..-L.76.43,97.5 65.1
85.4 84.1 82,4 80.8 79.3.77.9 76.4 74.1 .72.3 . 0.0
84.2 .83.6 818 80. 78.8 71.513,.%LaC
83.4 82.4 81,1 79.7 78.2 76.8.75.4 72.6. 60.0-.0.4.
84.3 6.4 80,8 79k3779,7.6.74.13,5.0.0.0.
84.2 82.5 80.8. 79- 77.,1, . .L.2... 04 .0..
84.3 82.9 81.0 792 77.7.758 74.5 72.5 64.8 0.0
83.6 82.5 80.8 79.1 77.5 76.0--74.1 71,3 68.3 0.0
82.5 81.6 80.4 78.8 77.1 75.7M73.8 71.5 68.7 0.0
81.0 80.4 74.4 78.0 76.8_75.l-73.0.70.769.0.65.0
80.1 79.5 78.5 711 75.8 74.1 72.9.70.4 69.1 65.4
78.7 78.1 77.4 75.7 74.7 73.7 71.4 70.2 69.0 65.5
71.3 76.9 75.9 74.8 73.5 71.9 70.9 69.8 66.6 65.5
16.5 75.9 74.4 12.671.971.170.3 69.4 66.4 65.4
74.8 74.3 73.5 71.7 71.1 70.4 69.7 66.9 66.1 65.2
73.9 .72.8 72.2 70.8.70.3.69.8 69.2.66.4.65.7..64.9.
73.4 72.7 71.4._70.0 69.6 67.1. 66.5.65.9..65.2 .0.0
TFIE HISTORY ~AT 500 FT SIDELINE
TIE= 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5
IPNL = 85.7 86.0 86.2 87.5 90.5 91.7 89.1 85.0 79.4 73.2 68.2 63.3 59.8
NCISE FCCTPRINT IN EPNOB. FLIGHT DIRECTION DOWN THE PAGE. 250 FT_.GRQJ
72.3 72.2 71.1.70.6 68.0 68.1. 0.0 0.0 0.0-- 0.0
74.8 74.6 74.3 73.3 72..1.70.5 68.3 0.0 0.0. 0.0
76.2 76.0 75.6 75.1 74.5 72.5 70.7 68.3 0.0 0.0
78.3 78.0 77.6 76.3 75.6 74.7 73.2-70'.6 68.0 -0.0
80.3.79.9_ 79.3. 78.5.77.3. 75.7 74.6_73.1 70.2_0.0
82.4 81.9 81.1 80.0 78.8 77.5 75.4 73.7 72.6 64.9
83.2 81.6 79.1 0.0 79.7.78.5 76.5.74.8.73.0 69.8
87.8 86.4 83.3 79.0 80.9 79.1_77..475.0 73.4 71.2
86.9 81.8 81.9 79.8 78.0 75.4 73.5 70.3
88.8 83.6 82.6 80.4 78.3 75.6 73,6 70.4
89.7 84.2 83.0 80.678.6 75.673.5 71.4
89.7 85.0 83.2 80.8 78.8 76.2 73.7 71.4
97.7 94.0 88.9 85.3 83.3 81.0 78.9 76.5 74.4 71.7
95.6 92.2 88.3 84.4 63.0 80.9 78.8 76.5 75.0 72.7
94.1 90.6 87.3 84.6 82.3 80.2 78.0 76.4 74.2 70.7
91.5 88.8 86.1 83.7 81.7 79.6 77.7 76.2 72.8 70.7
89.8 87.1 84.6 82.5 80.4 78.7 77.2 75.2 72.4 70.4
88.0 85.8 83.8 81.9 80.3 78.6 77.2 75.7 73.1 71.2
87.3 85.1 83.1 81.4 79.8 78.4 76.8 74.5 72.8 69.7.
85.C 83.7 82.1 80.6 79.2 77.7_76.1 74.1 .72.4 0.0
85.2 83.4 81.8 80.2 78.7 77.3 75.8 74.2 71.1 0.0
85.2 83.4 81.8 80.2 78.7 77.3 75.8 74.2 71.1 0.0
84.7 83.4 81.7 80.0 78.5 77.1 75.5 73.4 68.0 0.0
85.4 83.4 81.7 80.0 78.5 76.8 75.1 72.8 0.0 0.0
86.3 84.2 82.1 80.278.5 76.8-749 73.6 65.5 0.0.
85.6 84.1 82.2 80.3 78.3 76.7 75.2.72.6 68.6 0.0
84.3 63.2 81.7 79.9 78.3 76.4_74.9 72.3 69.3 0.0
82.8 82.0 80.9 79.3 77.7 76.3 74.5 72.3 69.6 68.1
81.2 8C.6 79.7 78.6 77.0 75.5 73.772.3 69.7 68.4
80.2 79.4 78.5 77.3 75.7 74.6 73.4 70.9 69.7 68.5
78.7 78.2 77.3 75.8 75.0 74.0 72.5.70.6.69.5 66.0
77.3 76.9 76.0 74.9 73.6 72.8 71.1 70.2 69.2 65.9
76.1 75.5 74.4 73.3 72.C- 7-1.3.70.5 _69.7. 68.8_65.7
75.2 74.2 73.5 71.6 71.1 70.6 69.9 69.2 66.2 65.4
73.7 72.7 72.1 70.7.-70.3 69.9 69.3 66.5 65.8 65.1
9?- 50
TItE mISTCkY Ar 500 FT SIDELINE
TIE 1 T50 7.5 105 13.5 165 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 3145 34.5 37.5. 40.5 43.5
PNL 858 86,4 86.9 889 92.7 92.7 90.2 .86.8 .82.5 773 .71.4. 659 62.3 
58.5 57.1
NOISE FCC7PRINT IN EPNOB. FLICHT DIReCTION DOWN THE 
PAGE. 260 FT. GRID
72.9 72.7 72.5 72.1 7d'4 70.0 65.1 0,0 0.0 0.0
75.1 75.0 74.2 73.8 72.7 72.1 70.3 65.2 0.0 0.0
76.8 76.3 76.0 75.5 74.9 73.1 72,3.71.4 65.0 0.0
78.9 78.7 78.2 77.4 76.1 75.3 73.9 72.3 71.3 0.0
80.9 80.6 80.0 79.0 78.0.,76.3 75,3 73.8 72.0 69.8
83.0 82.6 81.7 80.7 79.5 78.3 76.2,75.0 73.4 71.4
84.1 83.3 81.3 78.2 80.8 79.4 77.8,75.7 74.0 72.8
89.1 87.7 84.8 81.4 82.1 80.4 78.8 76.7 74.5 73.2
88.1 84.4 83.2 81.2 79.4 77.2 75.4 73.5
90.2 86.0 84.1 81.8 79.9 77.8 75.7 74.3
91.0 86.6 84,6 82.2 80.1 78.0 75.8 74.4
90.6 86.3 84.6 82.3 80.3 78.0 75.9 74.4
96.0 92.9 89.3 86.3 84.4 82.2 40.2 77.9 76.1 73.3
93.4 91.3 88.5 85.2 84.1 82.0 80.0.77.9 76.1 73.8
92.0 90.4 88.3 86.1 84.0 82.0 79.8 78.2 76.6 74.9
90.8 89.2 87.3 85.2 83.3 81.2 79.5 77.7 75.9 74.0
89.4 87.9 86.2 84.3 82.4 80.5 78.9 77.1 75.4 72.9
87.9 86.6 85.0 83.3 81.6 80.0 78.5 76.9 74.3 72.2
86.6 85.2 83.7 82.2 80.6 79.1 77.7 75.7 74.0 0.0
85.2 83.9 82.5 81.1 79.6 78.1 76.4 74.9 69.6 0.0
83.9 82.7 81.3 80.0 78.5 77.2 75.6 73.5 0.0 0.0
n2.9 81.3 79.8 78.5 77.2 75.7 73.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
81.0 8C.2 79.1 78.0 76.7 74.5 71.6 67.9 0.0 0.0
79.9 78.6 77.8 76.6 74.9 73.0 71.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
80.2 79.4 78.2 77.1 75.2 74.0 71.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
80.5 79.5 78.1 76.8 75.6 73.8 70.8 67.8 0.0 0.0
81.5 80.2 78.9 77.4 76.0 74.7 70.2 68.7 0.0 0.0
81.5 80.5 79.2 77.8 76.2 74.2 72.0 69.1 65.1 0.0
81.3 80.5 79.2 77.8 76.C 74.6 72.4 71.0 65.6 0.0
80.4 79.8 78.8 77.5 76.2 74.1 72.7 71.3 68.6 0.0
79.6-79.0 78.2 77.2 75.4 74.1 72.9 71.4 68.9 64.9
78.4 77.8 77.2 76.1 75.0 73.9 72.5 71.4 69.1 68.0
76.9 76.6 76.1 75.4 74.0 73.1 72.2 70.1 69.1 68.1
75.9 75.0 74.6 74.0 73.3 72.6 70.8 69.9 69.0 65.4
9p - so- So /oo' 9*
TIE HISTORY AT 500 FT SIDELINE
TIPE= 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5 40.5 43.5
PNL = 85.8 86.5 87.2 89.4 93.6 94.1 91.0 88.2 84.8 81.3 78.0 74.1 70.3 67.0 63.2
NOISE FCOTPRINT IN EPNDB. FLIGHT DIRECTION DOWN THE PAGE. 250 FT. GRID
.74.1 74.0 73.2 72.9 72.4 70.9.70.3.68.0 0.0. 0.0
76.3 76.1 75.8 75.5 74.0 72.9 72.2.70.5 68.0 0.0
77.5 77.3 77.0 76.2 75.6 75.0.73.2 72.3 70.4 64.9-
79.9 79.7 79.3 78.3 77.1 76.1 75.2.73.8 72.2 70.1
81.8 81.5 80.9 80.1 79.2 77.7 76.5 75.2 73.7 71.9
83.9 83.5 82.7 81.7 80.6 79.4 77.7 76.4 74.0 73.2.
85.4 84.3 83.0 79.5 82.0 80.5 79.0 77.4 75.9 73.8
9C.1 88.8 86.2 83.3,83.3 81.780.2 78.176..575.3.
89.2 85.8 84.5 82.6 80.9,79.1 77.0 75.7
x91.3 87.0 85.4 83.2 81.4 79.5 77.9 76.3
91.9 87.8 85.8 83.7 81.7 80.0 78.2 76.6
91.2 87.6 85.9 83.8 82.0 80.1 78.3 76.7
94.1 92.3 89.7 87.1 85.6 83.7 81.9 80.0 78.4 76.7
91.4 90.2 88.3 86.1 85.2 83.4 81.7 79.978.476.7
90.3 89.3 87.9 86.4 84.7 83.1 81.3 79.8 78.1 76.3'
89.1 88.3 87.1 85.7 84.2 82.6 81.1 79.5 77.8 75.9-
88.4 87.6 86.5 85.2 83.7 82.3 80.8.79.4.78.1 75.8
87.6 86.9 85.8 84.6 83.3 82.0 80.7 79.3 77.3 75.6
86.9 86.1 85.2 84.0 82.8 81.5.80.3 78.6 77.0 75.4
86.1 85.4 84.5 83.5 82.3 81.0 79.6 78.0 76.675.1,
85.3 84.6 83.8 82.8 81.6 80.4 79.0 77.7 75.9 74.3
84.6 83.9 83.1 82.1 81.1 79.6 78.4 76.6 75.4 73.9
63.8 83.2 82.4 81.5 80.3 78.8_77.3_ 76.1 75.0 72.8_
82.9 82.3 81.4 80.4 79.3 78.1.77.0 75.5 74.0 72.2
82.1 81.4 8C.5 79.6 78.5 77.5 76.3 74.9 73.4 71.6
181.3 80.7 79.9 79.0 78.0 76.8 75.3 74.3 72.7 68.2
80.8 80.0 79.0 78.1 77.2.76.1 75.1 73.0 70.1 0.0
79.9 79.4 78.6 77.6 76.4 75.4 74.0 71.5 - 0.0 0.0
79.7 78.7 77.7 76.8 75.7 74.3 72.0 69.8 0.0 0.0
78.8 77.9 76.8 75.8.74.Z 73,1_71.4 64.8 0.0 0.0
77.9 77.1 76.2 74.6 72.9 71.0-68.3__ 0,0-0.0,0.0
77.4 76.2 74.7 73.3_72,? _68...9 64.8_-0.0 Q.0 0.0
75.6 74.7 72.8 71.7 70.5 65.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
72.8 72.3 71.3 69.0 65.0 0.0. 0.0- 0.0. 0.0 0.0
